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SUMMARY

1. What this_E22ort is About

This Report is about the problems women in American
cf.ties face when they try to acquire and maintain a
decent place to live.

It is also a Report about what we as a Nation can do

about these problems.

It is, candidly then, a call for action -- action on
behalf of 53 percent of the Nation's population, the
American woman, who at one time or another during her
lifetime stands an unconscionably high risk of being
the victim of sex discrimination at the hands of the

housing market.

We have reached our conclusions after a year of inves-

tigations under a contract with the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development [HUD].

During the course of our investigations we have listened
to hundreds of women, in public hearings and less public

workshops in Atlanta, St. Louis, San Antonio, San Francisco

and New York. We heard them relate their experiences and
those of others in scores of transactions involving attempts
to buy a house or rent an apartment or secure a mortgage
or purchase casualty insurance or get the plumbing fixed --

only to encounter sex bias in one shape or another. We

learned that while racial minorities are sensitive to
duplicity on the part of the "housing gatekeeper", the
white woman finds discrimination a hard thing to compre-

hend. And others described the additional constraints
faced by women who are poor, or Latin, or lesbians, or
single parents, or old.

We have also heard from men. Some, husbands of working
wives, spoke as victims of lender discrimination. But

most were spokesmen from the shelter delivery system --
planners, developers, brokers, lenders, trade associa-
tion officials -- who generally denied any knowledge
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of sexist practices or wrote them off as historical
practices which have been abandoned. And where ex-
planations for unequal treatment were volunteered,
we found them anchored in myths about women no longer
supported in fact.

We have drawn heavily on these conversations in our
Report. Since few will read the 1260 pages of tran-
scripts or listen to the hours of workshop tapes, we
have liberally used witness testimony both to describe
"what happened" and to draw conclusions about "why".

We have worked in a field where statistics are few
and previous studies are fewer. We have tried to
build, nevertheless, on what others have discovered
before us. Their contributions are spread thrcugh-
out the text, and readers wishing depth where we but
expose the surface are referred to the references in
the notes at the end of each chapter as well as items
in the selected Bibliography attached as Appendix M.

2. Our Findings and Recommendations

It [sex bias in housing] is alive and well. The
chronicle of insti.nces of discrimination showed
that from all points of view, women are having
problems. It is clear that local agencies have
been active on race discrimination, but have not
recognized sex discrimination.

-- Panel Member, Atlanta Hearing

Women are having problems. These four words perhaps
best summarize our findings which, taken together,
yield a bleak portrayal of the inequities women face
in our cities' housing markets. Whether as consumers
of the product or as a participant in the shelter
process, the American woman is a second class citizen.
Some inequities are the consequence of individual male
prejudices. Others are entrenched in institutional
practices, underpinned by sexual stereotypes, which
result in women being detrimentally viewed as statis-
tical abstractions rather than as individuals.

6
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Our investigations focused on five metropolitan areas.
Yet the common barriers faced by women in each city
compel our conclusion that this is a national problem.

Our chief findings are:

2. Women in the cities studied have faced, in the
past, discrimination on account of their sex on
a variety of fronts in their search for shelter.
Much of this discrimination continues to the
present and includes sex bias in marketing,
lending and shelter-related services. Lack of
equal rentaZ opportunity represents an especially
pressing problem.

2. Discrimination against women, historically, has

been overt; today it is increasingly subtle,
disguised by ruses or hidden behind superficialZy
neutraZ criteria, such as maritaZ status, which
in practice have a discriminatory impact.

3. Women, generally, are not aware of the nature or
extent of sex discrimination. Nor have they been
informed of existing ZegaZ remedies applicable to
such conduct.

4. Myths and stereotypes about women are the under-
pinning of prejudicial attitudes shared by many
persons in the housing system. These myths ard
stereotypes have deep roots in the nation's his-
tory and have played key roles in the socializa-
tion or conditioning of women and men in this

country. Many are not now, nor have been, factu-
ally accurate.

5. Neither public agencies nor private organizations
maintain and compile statistics pertinent to
women's access to shelter or housing-related ser-
vices and facilities. This absence of "hard data"
represents an impediment to fashioning sure-footed
solutions as well as raisig the level of public
awareness to the problem.

6. Women outside a male-headed household represent
a sharply growing demographic trend in the cities

studied. They are disproportionately adversely
affected by a shortage of decent housing, mode-
rately priced, in the cities studied, and by the
marketing practices of those who control this

shelter. ,,
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Discrimination on acnount of sex frequently is
"Zayered" with discrimination on account of some
other characteristic of a woman, e.g., her race,
source of income or marital status.

8. Lending institutions have "discounted", partially
or totally, a woman's income in making decisions
on applications for mortgage credit. Some lend-
l'ng institutions will condition a mortgage Zoan
on sundry devices which discourage child bearing
by the mortgagors. We found conflicting evidence
on the extent to which these practices of lenders
continue.

9. Sex-based discrimination in the law, especially in
laws relating to property, to family and to domi-
cile, further reinforce sex discrimination in
housing. Similarly, sex discrimination in other
areas of American Zife, e.g., in employment,
are interwoven with and reinforce such sex dis-
crimination.

ZO. Wonen are virtually excluded from key policy-
making jobs in the Nation's shelter system.
This appears to be equally true in the public
and private sectors.

These findings paint a bleak picture. Yet, we are
ccnvinced that the Nation can, if it will, remove the
inequities that women face in seeking and maintaining
shelter in this country. Th.l.s optimism, we believe,
stands on solid footing.

It is knowing, for example, that the women's move-
ment in this country continues to grow, showing impres-
sive gains in many facets of American life. And while
"shelter" has not been a priority item on the agenda
of most women's organizations pressing for the elimina-
tion of sex-based discrimination, tl-is is changing.

It is witnessing in Washington, D.C., on September 14,
1974, representatives from 100 women's organizations
with a constituency of 60 million women, pledge their
suppert to the Women and Housing Project. It is the
concern and support cf the First Lady, Ms. Betty Ford,
who addressed the September 14, meeting. It is what

0



we heard in workshops in Atlanta, in St. Louis, in

San Antonio, in San Francisco and in New York City

-- from hundreds of women agreeing to work through
local coalitions for the elimination of sex bias in

the housing system. It is knowing that in four of

these cities, coalitions of women's organizations

are indeed at work. Finally, it is the prospect
that the new federal legislation and implementing
regulations will, at last, place a "tariff" on sex
discrimination, whether overt or subtle, and there-

fore remove this barrier of prejudice to a truly fair,

rational and open housing market.

We have laced this Report with more than 20 recommen-
dations in an attempt to encourage solutions to the
problems delineated by these findings. Like the
problem, which has many facets, its solution hardly
lends itself to a simple recipe. Mindful of this,

we recommend an attack on many fronts, including

public education efforts to inform women
of problems and remedies as they relate
to sex bias in housing, as well as to
explode myths about women which underpin
institutionalized sex discrimination;

vigorous and persistent government com-
pliance efforts;

data collection to facilitate monitoring
of industry and government practices, to
pinpoint problem areas, and to measure
progress;

imaginative and affirmative administration
of housing-related government programs in

order to expand equal housing choice for

women;

coalitions of women working for reform at
the local ZeveZ; and finaZZy

expanding opportu'ities for women to par-

ticipate in poZicy-making decisions which
shape the growth and operation of the
shelter system.

While these recommendations outline important tasks
for HUD, we do not believe that any single agency

can or should be expected to shoulder this responsi-

c
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bility alone. Thus our recommendations are made
through HUD to others as well -- the American public,
the Congress, the State and local governments, industry,
and most importantly, to the nation's women.

This report was prepared for the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Office of Assistant
Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity pursuant
to a Contract. The statements and conclusions contained
herein are those of the Contractor and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the United States Government in
general, or HUD in particular. Neither the United States
Government nor HUD makes any warranty, expressed or implied,
or assumes responsibility for the accuracy or completeness
of the information herein.
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Chapter i

POWER AND POWERLESSNESS:
THE SEXIST BACKDROP

definitely think there is a need for edu-

cation. One (reason) is the fact that women
feel very helpless and powerless when they

are confronted with this kind of discrimin-

ation.
MD =fp Woman witness, St. Louis Hearing,

January 10, 1975.,

For some readers of this Report, this chapter should
logically be the last,not the first. It is true that here

we jump somewhat ahead of the story by setting forth

conclusions for which only later do we offer documen-

tation. It is also true that in Chapter 1 we suggest
explanations for institutions' behavior which we do not

describe until subsequently. There is, finally, the risk
that those who disagree with what we say up front will

forsake UF Avl" not be around for valuable material more
narrowly focusea on shelter itself.

Yet, these possible shortcomings in the order of our
presentation are, in our opinion, outweighed by the need

at the beginning of this Report to place "sex discrimi-

nation in housing" in its historical and social context.

To do this we are required to examine matters which
transcend housing; to look back before we can look ahead;

to make peace with history before we try to make sense
of the present. To do this is also to be faithful to
what so many women have told us in workshops and hearings

around this land: that inequities women endure at the
hands of the housing market are but part and parcel of
the web of discrimination women tangle with in many facets

of American life. They are inexorably all connected, each

related to the other, like the gridwork in a super steel

bridge, supporting a male-dominant and male-valuing society.

As oile witness told the Panel in San Francisco:

I
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Few women Oo, indeed, understand the extent of discrimination
against them in the housing market. (Why?) I think, essen-
tially, it is because of the intricate pattern of discrimi-
nation that women have faced all their lives. We have been
so used to being part of a male decision-making world that
we have accepted the discrimination against us without too
much concern. DJ*

What is this "intricate pattern"? What is its genesis?
Its present manifestations? Turning to these questions,
we devote the ensuing sections to discussions of:

Urbanization and the American Family

Myths Widely Current about Women in America

Male-valuing Society and the Laws of Property
and Family

Male Domination of the Housing System

Powerlessness and the Non-recognition of
Discrimination

* Ed. Note: Notes are designated by I and follow each chapter.
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1. Urbanization and the Husband-Wife Family

Paternalism was a pre-industrial scheme of

Zife, and was gradually becoming broken in

the nineteenth century. Negroes and women,

both of whom had been under the yoke of the

paternalistic system, were both strongly

and fatefully influenced by the Industrial

Revolution. For neither group is the re-

adjustment process yet consummated.

-- Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma

"The backbone of American society", so many a political
figure has been fond of reciting, "is the American family".

It isn't surprising that this kind of rhetoric is less

evident in 1975, because the reality of the American fam-.

ily is rapidly -- irreversibly perhaps -- in change. What,

has heretofore been the nature of the American. family, and

how is it changing?

America as a frontier society in,the 18th and 19th cen-

turies was of necessIty greatly dependent upon European
cultural heritages to inform and discipline its emerging

democratic way of life. To a large extent the accepted

ways of life presupposed a atrong father in family life

and, still more importantly, dictated the pre-eminence

of the traditional husband-wife family over other forms

of co-operative living arrangements. While communities,
religions, societies and entire cities -for example,
Salt Lake City's Mormons- were organized applying novel

or even revolutionary living arrangements, the vaSt ma-

jority of Americans accepted and reinforced what were
essentially European concepts of' husband-wife family

living.

The central feature of these traditions was the belief

in the dominance of the husband over the affairs, the

life choices, the habits, aspirations and property of

his wjfe. The Americans added to this tradition another

key concept, drawn largely from their national struggle
with wilderness and undeveloped resources. This American

innovation in an essentially European family tradition

was a sharp division of labor between the husband and

wife in which the husband's work was chiefly outside
the habitat and wife's work was almost completely

within.

1
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The European concept of the dominance of the husband
in the home may well have been in natural conflict with
the American spirit of liberty. Certainly there has been
a tradition of revolt against male supremacy -- a tradi-
tion of outspoken women whose spirit seems fired by a
uniquely American faith in the natural equality of all
people, regardless of sex, race, creed, color or national
origin. Long before there was a political movement for
women's emancipation from the borrowed traditional ro1eB
assigned her in the home, individual men and women spoke
and'wrote about her problems. Writing in1838, Alexis deToc-
queville sensed the American woman's discontent with the
authoritarian family traditions brought from his own
continent and reflected:

In America the independence of women is irrecoverably lost
in the bonds of matrimony. If an unmarried woman is less
constrained than elsewhere, a wife is subject to stricter
obligations. The former makes her father's home an abode of
.freedom and of pleasure; the latter lives in the home of her
husband as if it were a cloister ... [2]

The uniquely American division of labor between two uu-
equal marriage partners appears in retrospect to have
driven deep the nails of oppression, because it required
of women not only that they stand up for their equality
and their equal share of power in the family, but also
that they challenge the work roles that they were assig-
ned. The latter was simply too much under the conditions
of an undeveloped American economy in which physical
strength frequently determined job fitness. Thus limited
in her scope to the hearth and wash basin, the American
woman was substantially denied access to the social and
political instruments of government and largely kept out
of commerce except as a consumer participant.

Within this scheme of things, women who were young and
single were regarded primarily as in transition from the
role of child to the role of wife. Women who failed to
marry were defined chiefly by their unmarried status in
society -- 'spinsters' -- as were women no longer married

'widows' and 'divorcees'. Despite a pn;ad history of
feminist struggle [3] to alter these conditions, there
was little emancipation from their social situation until
the shatterim7 effects of World War II were felt in the
United States.

The mere enunciation of democratic principles of govern-
ment in an earlier America was not their concrete reali-
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zation. In this sense America has had need of a continu-

ing evolution toward the achievement of ideals written

in the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, the

writings of early patriots and leaders of the people.

Since the power of the husband-father was a countervail-

ing social force to democratic organization of family life,

the sharing of this power is part of the process of pro-

gress. The idea of a male "head of the house", however,

was fixed with obsessive force throughout most of the two

centuries of our nation's life. DeTocqueville remarked

on it!

... Nor have the Americans ever supposed that one consequence

of democratic principles is the subversion of mental power,

or the confusion of natural authorities in families. They

hold that every association must have a head in order to accom-

plish its object, and that the natural head of the conjugal

association.is man. They do not therefore deny him the right

of directing his partner ... [4]

This anti-democratic accommodation of male power in mar-

riage was at first written deeply into the body of American

law.

Our statute books gradually became laden with gross stereo-

typical distinctions between the sexes and, indeed, through-

out much of the 19th century the position of women in our

society was, in many respects, comparable to that of blacks

under the pre-Civil War slave codes. [51

It achieved a singular quality of durabillty spanning

the centuries owing to the domestication of woman's role,

the confining of her acceptable duties to inside the home.

For it was the power of the role distinction between man

and wife which could be buttressed by the necessities of

biology -- child bearing -- and sanctified in myth. Again,

we may call upon DeTocqueville to comment upon the early

appearance of this phenomenon in America:

In no country has such constant care been taken as in America

to trace two clearly distinct lines of action for the two sexes

... in two pathways which are always different. American women

never manage the outward :.oncerns of the family, or conduct a

business, or take part in political life; nor are they ...

ever compelled to perform the rough labor of the fields, ...

an American woman cannot escape from the quiet circle of domes-

tic employments ... [6]
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While noteworthy women [7] did speak out against this
oppression, the domestication of women in the married and
unmarried state remained largely unassailable as an instru-
ment for the oppression of women until the dawning of the
industrial age. For smme, a high water mark in sex role
determinism was the U.S. Supreme Court's decision a century
ago in Bradwell v Illinois. In that case the Court upheld
Illinois' power to prevent Myra Colby Bradwell from prac-
ticing law,because she was a woman. And Justice Bradley
earned himse]f an unenviable and permanent niche in femi-
nist history with hi* concurring Opinion in which he
proclaimed:

Man is, or should be, woman's protector and defender. The
natural and proper timidity and delicacy which belongs to the
female sex evidently unfi_s it for many of the occupations of
civil life. The constitution of the family organization, which
is founded in the divine ordinance, as well as in the nature
of things, indicates the domestic sphere as that which belongs
to the domain and functions of womanhood. The harmony, not to
say identity, of interests and views which belong, or should
belong, to the family institution is repugnant to the ideas
of a woman adopting a distinct and independent career from
that of her husband ... The paramount destiny and mission of
woman are to fulfill the noble and benign offices of wife and
mother. This is the law of the Creator. (8)

With industry came a realignment of economic forces with
respect to labor. High percentages of black Women and a
small percentage of white women joined the labor force
before the turn of the last century. This was substan-
tially a working-class development; middle-class women
remained house-bound. Women's entry into the labor force
was not without its dangers, pains and dislocations.

By the turn of the last century the States were ready to
begin protecting women from the excesses of industrial
participation. "Protective legislation" -- proscribing
women's participation from a long list: of occupations
in industry -- was enacted in several States. In 1908
a case reached the U.S. Supreme Court, Muller v Oregon,
which was to supply language and precedent to both defend
the State protective legislation and to lay a basis for
its misuse in arhitrarily discriminating against women
in employment and elsewhere. In its Opinion, the Court
used these words: 1 '

... Differentiated by these matters from the other sex, she is
properly placed in a class by herself, and legislation designed
for her protection may be sustained, even when like legislation
is not necessary for men, and could not be sustained ... (9)
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As Leo Kanowitz points out in Sex Roles in Law and Society.,

from this language the courts extracted what was deemed a

principle that 'sex is a valid basis for classification':

... a principle that is often repeated mechanically without

regard to the purposes of the statute ... the subsequent re-

liance in judicial decisions upon the Muller language is a

classic example of the misuse of precedent, of later courts

being mesmerized by what an earlier court had said rather

than what it had done. [10]

Of course what the Court had done was to protect the os-

tensible interests of a woman by upholding a law designed

for that purpose. But the 'principle' was put to use in

a sexist context and applied to a long list of cases in-

cluding some that, e.g., excluded women from juries, ex-

cluded women from licenses and denied women admittance to

colleges and universities.

Therefore, we recognize in an earlier America a population

that was substantially agrarian and had domesticated women

to fit the labor demands of that society, unceremoniously

embracing increasing industrialization and urbanization

after 1870. In that society most families had functioned

as self-sufficient units. This began to change with the

growing dependence upon industry. As women began to leave

the home and go into industry and commerce they did so

mostly by exchanging the production of goods at home for

the production of similar goods and services for pay --

textiles, domestic services, e.g., State protective legis-

lation prevented women from moving outward from this closed

province of labor. So that by 1920, more than half the popu-

lation had moved to the cities, but women were still pre-

dominantly bound to the home or involved in industries clo-

sely allied to domestic consumption. Today when only 5

percent of Americans make their living in agriculture, the

domesticity of women is a lingering myth or a cruel hoax

capable only of counter-economic and counter-productive

effects.

It is important to note that the development of new roles

for women can be traced from a consistently increasing

percentage of women in the work force since 1900.

[See Figure 1.]



FIGURE 1. FEMALE LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION
BY AGE FOR SELECTED YEARS, 1900-1970

1970

.
.
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1900 " ela. NM/ 1950 fr. Ammar
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Sources: U.S. Department of Labor. Manpower Report of the
President. March 1973, and U.S. Bureau of the Census in
cooperation with the Social Science Research Council, The
Statistical History of the United States from Coknial Times to
the Present, 1965.
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From 1900 to about 1940, this pattern of her partici-

pation was marred by two constraints important in terms

of housing problems. One constraint was that 'protective'

legislati.on prevented millions of women from taking jobs

that would have afforded them better pay, greater oppor-
tunity and would have helped more to dissolve the notion

that woman's place was in the home. The second constraint

evident in the pattern of participation in the work force

was the timing of her employment. When a woman worked

it was usually before marriage, or at very least before

she had children; thus her participation was usually

transitional in nature.

Valerie Oppenheimer has written on this aspect of women's

work force participation, (11], making clear that this

pattern of entering the work force created expectations

which continue to mitigate against the full acceptability

of women in work participation, continue to limit women's

consciousness of their potential and a male-valuing society's

recognition of women's great employment resources.

The bombs that fell on Pearl Harbor also shattered old

ideas about women working outside the home, altered the

pattern of that participation in fact, and defined her

continuing participation as an economic priority. Women

of all ages entered the work force with the result that

the end of the war brought no return to the earlier shat-

tered pattern. The new pattern which emerged was one in

which women no longer were home-bound whether before or

after marriage and children. [12] They were moving toward

full participation.
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2 Myths Widely Current About Women in America

There is a presumption that women are unreliable
credit risks because they might become pregnant
and lose their source of income ... This presump-
tion is based on several other presumptions 004

Needless to say these presumptions are generally
unfounded. The morbid preoccupation of creditors
with pregnancy is certainly outmoded by mores and
changing social customs.

-- Witness, Atlanta Hearing,
November 8, 1974

To be sure, women as a group experience outrageous
discrimination, outrageous discrimination because
of the myths that surround their capacity to earn
money are like the myths that surround the capacity
of minorities to earn money.

-- Witness, New York Hearing,
April 11, 1975

Saying that people are mesmerized by myths about women's
role is not to imply that these beliefs, although in error,
are not powerful. Indeed, the essence of the vitality
of these beliefs is that they serve the interests of pre-
serving power in the hands of those who are not governed
by these beliefs. Hence, the importance of overcoming
in the public consciousness the power of these myths that
keeps them believable in spite of the facts.

A number of significant trends, we saw in the previous
section, indicate that women's goals and work force parti-
cipation have changed profoundly since the turn of the
century and again since the outbreak of the Second World
War. These changes are both overlooked and even denied
outright. The facts are piling up that our beliefs as a
people have been based on attitudes and traditional value
statements whose validity desisted when steam replaced
muscle power, but which have dominated the public con-
sciousness nonetheless. Unwittingly perhaps, our educa-
tional system and the public media have played key roles
in the sex stereotyping process. [13]
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At the source of an array of myths may well be the term

'housewife' which uniquely expressed what in deTocqueville's

era was the proper relationship between woman's role and

woman's place in society. 'Housewife' could literally be

interpreted as short for 'home-bound/subservient to husband'.

Elizabeth Janeway spoke to this issue even in the choice

of title in Man's World, Woman's Place, reflecting the

commonly held locational bias about women. [14] That a

woman's only place is in the home is a myth, for her pri-

mary function in society need not be in the home. Although

for a majority of women marriage and family is still her

chosen role, her obligations to the home need be no more

so than those of her male companion. Additionally, more

women are seeking alt.ernative lifestyles to marriage. Di-

vorce is ascendant, and non-traditional households are

growing in numbers far more quickly than husband-wife

. .,seholds. [15] The mother, too, of the 1970s typically

wants and needs additional roles outside her family --

increasingly she may be the sole parent in the family.

Perhaps as a result of the oppressive nature of life for

the 'housewife', the Women's Movement since the 1960s

has sharply criticized the myths concerning the sanctity

of marriages tied to traditional obligations. No marriage

which binds a woman to servitude and conscious deference

to male power can surround itself with the robes of sanc-

tity. This critique places us on notice that women must

now achieve the economic resources to live with or with-

out a man, the social resources to find strength and sup-

port within and outside marriage, and the will to do both.

If women are to continue entering marriage in the future,

the sharing of power and authority equally between the

sexes must be assured.

Far reaching changes in the lives of women, as we suggested

in the previous section, are resulting from their enormously

increased participation in the work force. In this connec-

tion, the assumption that a woman will necessarily marry,

have children, and quit working, perhaps valid until 1940,

has become these last 35 years a myth which is hostile to

women's aspirations and inimical to her objectives of equal

participation.

Before the War, working women dropped out when they became

pregnant and it was almost unheard of for middle-class

women, other than teachers, nurses and those in federal

civil service, to work. Thirty-five years later, the

labor force contains more than 60 percent of all wives
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living in homes with annual incomes over $10,000 and more
than half the mothers of children 6 to 17 years of age.

Though nobody polled the nation in 1939 to see if it want-
ed this complete change in women's work, it probably would
have answered that such change was impossible. The fact
of change is, however, with us today and beliefs to the
contrary are based on myth. Work for middle-class and work-
ing-class women has become the rule rather than the excep-
tion, and the sphere of women's employment and participation
has been permanently enlarged. [16]

The myths of the 'housewife' and the 'transitional worker'
have contributed to the persistence of a litany of erron-
eous assumptions on the part of mortgage lenders and those
involved in the provision of housing or the delivery of
housing services.

Isn't it possible that some of our lending criteria -- perhaps
especially those dealing with women -- might be based not on
fact but on time-honored assumptions so old that they have
taken on the appearance of fact?

-- Eugene H. Adams, Chairman, Governing
Council, American Bankers Association,
June 23, 1973

The answer to Mr. Adams is, "Ye, they are!"

Until the passage of legislation yet too new to fully evalu-
ate, it has been the custom of mortgage lenders to discount
women's salaries -- in whole or part -- based on presump-
tions that women per se are poor credit risks because they
will become pregnant and lose their source of income. Not
only did this presumption activate this myth each time
a woman was denied fair credit, but it implicitly faulted
women for lacking the sound judgment to know when to incur
debts in relatic% to prospective motherhood and employment.

We heard many tell us in public hearings in the five cities
that this form of pernicious discrimination harms far more
than a woman's credit opportunity -- it does violence to her
self-esteem, her confidence in dealing with economics on an
equal footing with men.

Yet another false assumption ny mortgage lenders that has
taken the hypnotic power of myth is the traditional percep-
tion of the homeowner as a husband with a stay-at-home
wife or at least a regular husband-wife household. A white
family headed by a male whose income is sufficient by it-
self to carry the cost of home purchase conforms easily
to the traditional criteria of the lending community and
is readily approved. But the myth Affects minority families,
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families headed by women, families in which both the wife's
and husband's incomes are necessary and single persons who

do not fit as well into the traditional perception of home-

owners held by lending institutions. Their applications
fall victim to the myth and are frequently handled arbit-
rarily. (18]

Further consequences of myths about women operate in the
lender's disinclination to grant a loan to a woman who
wants to purchase a house, or a landlord to rent a single
family dwelling to a woman.

In one instance, the lender or landlord falsely assumes
that men are rather handy with repairs "whereas a woman

has to hire someone".[2.9] As one witness retorted:

(I know of] situations where a landlord suggests that they

will not rent to women because women will not be able to

keep up the property, the assumption being that every man is

a marvalous carpenter, a marvelous plumber, and capable of

doing almost anything in the household ... I know enough men

who are simply thumbs when it comes to handling a hammer and

a screwdriver ... [20]

In the second case, the myth is simply contrary to the

facts that women work to provide needed income. Indeed,

almost two-thirds of the women who work for pay either

have no husband or a husband whose income is under $7,000

a year -- a low figure by 1975 standards. The money these

women earn is all or a major part of the income of these

families, yet the myth of women working for 'pin money'

persists. (21]

So as one witness phrased it, "The notion that women are

temporary workers is an unfounded old husband's tale"
used to prop up discriminatory practices. [22] In the

face of hard evidence to the contrary, many creditors as-

sume that virtually all women will marry, have children,

leave the work force, and therefore fail to meet their

financial obligations. [231

The problems of single women in relation to these myths

are particularly grave. A widely held view in mortgage

lending is that any single woman must present a stronger
position on paper than a male counterpart, i.e., their

credit and income must be more secure than those of sin-

gle men and their credit histories merit more close exami-

nation.
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The myth generating all tbis extra concern holds that the
female is inherently unstable and incapable of conducting
her own affairs. She allegedly needs the protection of a
male, usually a husband or father. In the lending indus-
try the myth translates into a reluctance to grant a mort-
gage loan outright and often, a requirement of an assump-
tion or a male cosignee. [24]

Debunking old myths is no simple task. At the Hearings
of the National Commission on Consumer Finance, for
example, one seemingly enlightened HUD official told the
Commission with obvious pride, "that the income of a
working wife was now fully counted toward federally in-
sured mortgage loans 89 percent of the time". Then he
aroused the Commission's ire with this admission:

But ... a single person's application for a three-bedroom
home ... 'likely would be rejected' because he or she had
'no obvious reason' to own a three-bedroom ... [25]

Commission member Senator William Proxmi?ie (D-Wis.)
stormed in reply, "Why is it any of your business?",
adding that a single person with adequate income should
be approved. [26]

Myths about women are no less evident in the forms of
discrimination encountered in the rental of housing. The
presumptions that women are less capable of maintaining
property, unable to cope with facherless children, sex-
ually indiscreet, or have a higher vulnerability to crime
are commonplace in rental market behavior. Even the pre-
sumption that women tenants have "frequent parties" was
mentioned in our Hearincts. [27]

Divorced women, the Hearing Panels were told, are bad
risks as tenants because they are largely dependent on
alimony and child support payments subject to termination
at any time. While true in some cases, this myth ignores
the truth "that more and more divorced women are going
out to find themselves jobs to help support themselves
and their children. In 1972 well over half of all divor-
cees were working or looking for work." Nor are they
likely to leave that workforce if they remarry, for we
know now that "a woman who is divorced and working at
age 35 can be expected to work for at least 29 more years".(28]

The debunking of these myths will depend upon public
awareness and understanding of the facts together with
enlightened public policy barring discriminatory actions
linked to the myths about women. c39]
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We are often prisoners of our own misconceptions. Hence,

the most prevalent myth -- my firm or agency does not
discriminate -- reflects the "inadvertence" of many sexist

practices. Therefore, we recommend that HUD, in conjunc-

tion with the President's Adviatory Council on the Status

of Women, the Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor,

and the Federal Financial Regulatory Agencies, develop
and carry out a multimedia, national pubZic education
campaign, to explode misconceptions about women which
arrest their movement toward economic independence and

reinforce a psychology of oppression limiting their
consciousness of self-esteem.

41,

3. Male-Valuing Society and the Laws of Property
and Family

The relegation of women to the confines of the home and

the myths that governed society's attitudes have con-
spired to deny women equality. This denial of women's
rights, we are convinced, is intimately interwoven in
the fabric of criteria for participation in the Nation's
commercial life, in its socialization processes and in

its legal system. What women face is predicated upon
the frame of mind of the male population -- hence a male-

valuing outlook on life. 001

Dr. Lipman-Blumen, a sociologist with the National Institute

of Education, described in a written statement for the Panel

in New York how sex discrimination in housing as in other

areas of American life grows out of a conditioning of women

from earliest childhood.

The socialization of women as deuendent, vicarious people

makes both men and women believe that females cannot deal

with adult financi.11 responsibilities. Thus, even if women

maintain steady salaries, they hardly can be expected to

Know how to allocate resources. Women, even women with

steady and substantial incomes, therefore are regarded as

suspect in terms of financial ability and responsibility.

This stereotyped thinking persists despite ample evidence

that women often control family budgets, run family and

their own businesses, deal in the stock market and otherwise
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demonstrate their financial compet,mce.

Again socialization patterns that perpetuate myths of women
as childlike and dependent only strengthen the prejudices
that preclude women from financial responsibility.

Social myths that "keep women in their place as vicarious
achievers who can deal with their environments only indirect-
ly through their relationships with direct achieving males
are difficult to overcome.

Socialization patterns that begin in earliest childhood are
perpetuated by all our social institutions -- including the
educational and occupational structures of our society.

As a result women's labor force attachment is threatened,
which in turn reinforces beliefs about women's financial un-
reliability. The discrimination women experience from the
housing industry linked to banking and insurance, is only the
expected end-product of these outdated and stereotyped atti-
tudes and socialization pattern:). [31]

This socialization, or conditioning, has been reinforced
by the Law's disparate treatment of women.

Because sex discrimination has long been de jure, it's
recognition came early in women's struggle for libera-
tion -- as excerpts from the First Women's Rights Con-
vention in 1848, proclaimed:

The history of mankind is a history of repeated injuries
and usurpations on the part of man toward women, having
in direct object the establishment of an abolute tyranny
over her ...

He has never permitted her to exercise her inalienable right
to the franchise ...

He has made hur, if married, in the eye of the law, civilly
dead ...

He has so framd the laws of divorce ... as to be wholly
regardless of the happiness of women ...

He has monopolized nearly all the profitable employment ...
As a teacher of theology, medicine or law, she is not known.

He has denied her the facilities for obtaining a thorough
education, all college being closed to her ...

After depri\ing her of all rights as a married woman, if
0L
..0
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single and the owner.of property, he'has taxed her to.sup-

port a government which recognizep her only when her property

can be made profitable to itt. [3]

Writing 125 years later, Justice Brerkpan in Froetiero v"'
Richardson recalled theA.9th century position of women

our society:

Neither slaves nor women could hold officc, serve on juries,

or bring suit in their own names, and married women tradi-

tionally were denied the legal capacity to hold or convey

property o to serve as legal guardians of their own child-

ren. [331

Testimony was offered by lawyers during the Hearings in
California, Missouri and Texas that sex-based discrimi-
nation in property and family laws persist[34) -- not-
withstanding the reforms of Married Women's Property
Acts'in the 19th century in most States. [35] The
single, woman escapes most of the sexist laws; it is the
married woman who is burdened by legal inequities --
based on "the old common law fickion that the husband
and wife are one ... (which) has Worked out in reality

to mean the one is the husband". [36]

A few illustrations, perhaps, will suffice to show the

pervasiveness of residual legal discrimination affecting

the married woman.

Upon marriage the woman loses her surname and.a,cquires
that of her liOsband. Where this
is not required by law, e.g., in

CHWEM OF SUMWE Missouri, custom so decrees it

that few women resist the loss
of their surname, and the result-

ing "destruction of an important part of her personality".[371

A wife's legal residence, or domicile, follows that of
her husband irrespective of her
wishes,.beliefs or intention. Thjs

DUIMLE is significant because domicile
determines many rights, and privi-
leges, including the right to vote,

to enjoy free state-operated education, to run for and
hold public office and many othr-rs.

0 ,
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If one views housing not simply as the physical artifact
but as referring to "the whole complex of activities,
satisfactions, rights, obligations, conveniences, and
expectations surrounding the use of a particular dwelling
unit" then the husband's lawful power over domicile has
substantial housing implications.(38] In New York, an
attorney made the point.:.__

Marriage and divorce are not really covered whe:i we talk
about the anti-discrimination law.in housing, and I think
shelter is really a better word than housing, because for
'.example, in matrimonial law you will find such areas as
women being bound to follow the domicile of their husband.

That's a problem of shelter or discrimination in housing,
but it is not the kind of thing that the anti-discrimina-
tion laws deal with. (39]

And even in the four States where a married woman has the
equal right to establish her domicile, the husband retains

his legal prerogative te select the
actual marital residence. For the

SMIAND: wife to refuse to follow the husband
LBCALMAINAPER to his choice of residence may-give
OF FAMILY the husband grounds for divorce.

This power of the man is an incidence
of his lifetime managerial powers over

the family and its property -- a power he enjoys in commu-
nity property and common law States alike. One legal
commentator on married women's status in community property
States has written:

Despite such assertions and popular lay opinion, it is simply

not true that the community property system treats the hus-

band and wife as equals with respect to property they have

acquired during the marriage. To be sure the husband's su-

perior power has diminished since the system's inception ...

Yet he remains exclusdve manager of the community in six of

the eight [in California but not in Texas] community property
States, and ais wife's interest in community assets remains

distinctly less valuable than and inferior to his. [40]

Thus, in a community property State, such as Texas and,
until recently, California, as manager of the community
property, the husband makes contracts on behalf of the
community. The wife ordinarily is not empowered to do
so, except with the husband's consent -- unless he has
disappeared, become incapacitated or failed to provide
necessities. [41]
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The husband's lifetime managerial powers allow him to.

extend his power over the estate beyond the grave.

While most States seek to protect the wife against com-

plete disinheritance through the "elective" or "forned

share",[42] the laws which empower the husband with

title to or control over property acquired during marriage,

allow substantial "waste" of the probate estate before

death.[43] California has taken a step to prevent the

husband from disposing of all community property before

his death by requiring the wife's consent in writing be-

fore any gift of community personal property is valid.[44]

And in all (community property] States, a wife must

join in the alienation of the residence, although to not ob-

tain it does not render the transaction void, but only

voidable. Thus in California if the husband who held
record title to the real property sells it to a bona

fide purchaser without knowledge of the manager, the

transfer is presumed valid.

To set the transaction aside, the wife must bring an

action within a year from the filing of the deed of

record. [Calif. Civil Code, §5127(West 1970)]

Some community property States give the husband superior

rights to will marital property. In New Mexirm, for

example, the wife's interest in half of the community

property expires at her death and the whole goes to the

husband. He, on the other hand, has full testamentary

powers over his share. [45]

And in California the husband is given continuing power

over his wife's share of the community property pending

her estate's administration. During this period he is

entitled to change its form (though not its status as

her share), and it remains subject to his debts. Only

when the personal representative demands the wife's share

for distribution under the wife's wili, must the hushand

relinquish it -- and only after his creditors get their

share. Little wonder then that man is said "to put woman

on a pedestal in order to avoid looking her in the eye".

As one commentator stated:

No justification for these niggling but nevertheless damaging

distinctions has been offered and none can be convincingly

made. They are created by statute and linger as unpleasant

rtmnants of tY Ausband's lifetime managerial powers. (46)
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Even when law reform removes the "unpleasant remnants",
many lenders continue practices which presume the exis-
t:ence uf laws no longer on the books. As one lending
official told the Florida Bankers Association in 1973:

Assumption ... is that legal restrictions on a married
woman's ability to make contracts prevents bankers from
extending credit to married women without their husband's
consent.

The fact is that most states now have Married Women's Pro-
perty)Acts, which allow a woman to acquire, own and trans-
fer all kinds of property exactly as if she were single.
She may make contracts. She may sue and be sued. She may
get herself into debt -- all without her husband's signa-
ture, and in many cases, without even his knowledge.

Several sta:es, however, still have laws on the books that
limit a married woman's ability to conduct certain business

transactions. Most of these laws are archaic, written for
another time when women were not working outside the home
and generally did not have independent incomes.

But that time has long since passed. [47]

The ratification of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution and a passage of comparable
State amendments to their constitutions can provide a
basis of removing these statutory distinctions which
relegated women to inferior status.

We recommend that the Secretary of HUD commend to the
Nation's Governors, and the respective State Commissions
on the Status of Women, a legislative action progran which
shall include the ratification of the Equal Rights 4mend-
ment to the :.S. Constitution, the enactment of conpre-
hensive fair housing legislation covering sex, sexual
preference, and marital status; and the reform of laws
relating to domicile, property and family which adver-
seZy impact on a woman's right to acquire, hold, maintain
and transfer sheltr of her choice.



4. Men Dominate the Nation's Shelter Industries

The autumn of 1974 found America in the grips of a mean
recession. President Ford announced a major Summit on the

Economy for late September. To generate ideas for that

meeting, HUD Secretary James Lynn held two "pre-Summit"

meetings.

To the first, Secretary Lynr asked representatives from
every segment of the shelter system to help "find solu-

tions to inflation and other economic problems". On

the list were home builders, bankers, apartment owners,
savings and loan representatives, trade unionists, mobile

.home manufacturers, plannersleconomists. All together,

70 key industry leaders were invited to Atlanta to discuss

problems and proposed strategies.

None were women. [48]

To a second conference, eleven days later, Secretary Lynn

convened state andlocal elected officials and others to
"explore possible ways of limiting government expenditures

at the state and local levels, tax policies, and the over-
all role of local government in controlling inflation". 26

attended this Washington meeting.

None were women. [49]

In the Bureau of National Affairs' Housing DeN.elopment
Reporter (hereafter HDR] there is a Directory of_Msior

Housin and Develo ment Organizations. Most of the 56
organizations listed have their top officers identified

in the Directory.

None are women. [50]

Two federally chartered corporations and one federal
association are the conduits for much of the country's
residential mortgage money. Their nicknames -- Fannie
Mae, Ginny Mae and Freddie Mac -- belie their male domi-

nation. They have 128 directors, top officers and field

managers.

None are women. [51]

The Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs

31
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originates almost all of the key housing legislation for
that branch of Congress. Thirteen senators serve on the
Committee.

None are women. [52]

On the House side, the subcommittee on Housing and Commu-
nity Development performs a comparable role on housing
legislation. 28 persons serve on this subcommittee.

One a woman. [53]

Rural housing construction in many communities depends
upon the assistance channelled through the U.S. Farmers
Home Administ'ration. 30 top officials in Washington and
another 42 state office directors administer FmHA programs.

None are women.- [54)

Most states have established or have designated a "State
Housing Agency". HDR's Director of State Housing Agencies
identifies 74 persons who run these agencies.

Four are women. [55]

Eight of the Nations's largest builders and apartment
management corporations, employing more than 42,000 persons
and having annual sales in 1974 of more than $2 billion,
are controlled by 138 directors and top officers. Only one
-- a Vice President for Design and Environment -- is a
woman. [56]

One of the Nation's largest suppliers of building materials
with 1974 sales of $1.50 billion and nearly 30,000 employees,
has a 16-person Board cf Directors and lists 26 key officers
and managers.

One, the Corporate Secretary, is a woman. [57]

The Nation's largest private mortgage insurer, with 710
employees and operations in most states, is controlled by
22 persons who comprise its Board of Directors and top
corporate officials.

None a::.e women. [58]

When Carla Anderson Hills became HUD's first woman Secretary
in March of 1975, she inherited a federal agency whose
Washirgton headquarters was headed by a senior echelon of
104 persons. [59]
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Only three of these were women:

the Assistant Secretary for Equal Opportunity,

the Women's Co-ordinator, and

the Assistant to the Secretary for Programs for

the Elderly and the Handicapped. [60]

In the field, HUD's programs are administered in 10 Region-

al Offices, 38 Area Offices and 37 Insuring Offices. All

have directors or acting directors.

Only one is a woman:

the Director of the Camden, New Jersey Area Office.

Man run the Nation's shelter system. This is what var-

ious studies have proclaimed; it is what several wit-

nesses told the Panelists in the five cities of the Pro-

ject. Women may share (although unequally as we shall

see in later chapters) the system's products. They do

not share the decision-making which governs its opera-

tions.[62]

The appointment of a woman to head the U.S. Department

of Housing and Urban Development represents a welcome

encroachment on male exclusivity. This must continue.

We recommend, therefore, that HUD

1. Examine its utilization of women and that of

its contractors; and based on this examina-
tion, take appropriate action to expand equal

employment for women within HUD, including
goals, targets and timetables, and to take
corrective action against contractors who are

not in compliance with HUD requiremento.

2. Request the Equal EmpZoyment Opportunity
Commission to report to it Jn women's utili-
zation in both the public and private sectors
of the housing industry, including employ-

ment in real estate brokerage, mortgage lend-

ing, secondary mortgage operations, planning
departments, multi-state housing 4evelopers,
private mortgage insurance, life and casualty
insurance and housing management. Based on

satd data, HUD should make appropriate recommen-
dations reZating to the increased utilization

of women in "non-traditional" jobs, and the

e.limination of sex stereotyping of jobs through-

out the housing industry.

14*
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5. Powerlessness and the Non-Recognition of
Discrimination

I leave you a respect for the use of POWER;
We live in a world which respects power
above aZZ things. Power, intelligently
directed, can Zead to freedom.

-- Mary Mcleod Bethune,
AV Last WiZZ and Testament

The New York Times of October 12, 1973 reported the
following item:

The President of the New York State Bankors Association,

Howard Cross, conceded yesterday that banks might dis-

criminate against women in making loans, but he said that

the men at the top were not responsible ... [633

Woman's exclusion from positions "at the top" has re-
sulted in a sense of powerlessness to do anything about
sex prejudice. Though this feeling of futility or help-
lessness was not shared by all participants, particu-
larly not by women who have been actively involved in
the Women's Movement, many echoed the lameat of the
witness at the St. Louis Hearing:

... women feel very helpless and powerless when they

are confronted with this kind of discrimination.

Adding to her sense of powerlessness is woman's blind-
ness to the extent of her victimization at the hands of

the men "at tae top". Yet, from the 'miracle of dia-

logue' which characterized the Project's five work-
shops, women gained both insights into their situation
and inspiration to do something about it. All agreed
that more attention must be given to shelter.

As a Missouri legislator aptly put it:

In the recent years since public awareness has turned

to cases scrutinizing sex discrimination, the majot clocu-

mentation that hP.s &len collected has been basically in

the area of jc`s and employment related matters. And

do not feel that discrimination against women in housing

has accumulated more tha.1 a minor paragraph in the volume

of mater'al that has been collected. [641
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Key public agencies responsible for planning and imple-

menting housing programs in their areas neither possess
nor collect statistics and other information pertinent
to women's needs for, or access to equal housing orpor-

tunities. Even the Housing Census data often fail to

provide the "sex" breakout which could shed valuable
insights into the housing stock women occupy, where,

how much they pay for it, and its condition.

We recommend that HUD undertake --'an4. encourage other
appropl,iate federal agencies to undertake -- the collec-
tion, use and publication of data pertinent to the hous-

ing needs of women; the participation or women in feder-
ally.supported housing and community development pro-
grams; and such other data as necessary to assess the

implementation of these recommendations.

The need for information and understanding is parti-
cularly acute when dealing with bias. People who dis-
criminate rarely shout such a fact from the house tops.
When it is overt, preferential treatment masquerades as

sound' business practices. More often it is covert,
oasked by an excuse, or evasive tactics or simply silence.
The victim, unsuspecting, accepts the "Oh, I'm sorry,
but it's already rented ..." and chases the next list-
ing. While racial minorities are more apt to suspect lp
duplicity on the part of the housing gatekeeper, the
white woman finds discrimination 'a hard thing to com-
prehend', even though it takes its toll in restricted
options, higher shelter costs, and the damages from
humiliation and emotional pain:

Well, I have to take a deep bteath. I still feel emo-

tional after some six years. I still have a hard time

controlling myself, let's put it that way, when I talk

about it. [651

As we shall see in Chapter 6, few, if any, of the vic-
tims who testified were aware of any remedy under fede-
ral, state or local law for sex discrimination in hous-
ing. And those organizations who would like to over-

come this lack of information are frequently without
the capability to mount such an effort alone. As the
chairperson of the Missouri E7ommission on the Status

of Women told the Panel:

am not empowerel as Commission Chairporson to do this

public service iah that you [Women and Housing Prcject]

aro doing. Yes, you are fact-finding, hu, you :tr .. addi-

tionally making womon awaro of ju:.-t who they aro. 1
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have no mechanism to inform the women of Missouri that
there is an August 1974 federal law which may in a very

direct way or indirectly apply to them. (661

HUD can -- and should -- begin the job of overcoming
the American woman's lack of awareness through educa-
tional programs which start within "its own house".

We recommend that HUD conduct workshops for its em-
ployees to increase the awareness levet respecting
the problems women face in acquiring shelter on a non-
discriminatory basis, and to inform them where they
may go to get help.

We shall return to this problem, with additional re-
commendations, in the last chapter, but first let us
look closer at the faces and disguises of sex bias
in housing.
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Chapter 2

THE WOMAN APARTMENT SEEKER
AND
LANDLORD BIAS

We have-single women who call us because
they are having difficulty securing housing.
...They have complained to us that they're
told by landlords and realtors that they just
don't want women in the housing units.

-- Witness, San Francisco Hearing,

March 7, 1975

Single women -- Unmarried, widowed, separated or divorced
-- represent a major share of the market for the Nation's
rental units. [1]

Shunned frequently by the seller of single family dwell-
ings, grudgingly accommodated by the mortgage creditors
(often on discriminatory terms), reluctant to assume the
responsibilities of home ownership, and generally lower
on the economic scale, the single woman in the urban
metropolitan areas probes the shelter market for the
medium-priced unit, with basic amenities, in a safe neigh-
borhood and strategically-located relative to public comm-
uter transportation and shopping.

Two harsh realities often emerge from her guest for this
shelter: (a) these units are in incrrsingly sh rt supply
relative to the demand, and (b) lan( rd bias.

4
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1. The Moderate-Priced A artment: A Seller s Market

In cities covered by this Project the single woman faced

in 1974-1975 a tight rental market.

Summing up the situation in Atlanta, a city official
told the Hearing Panel:

The moderate priced apartment in the Atlanta area, as in

many other cities, is very scarce. The demands for such

housi.g far exceed the supply. [2)

Another witness, the Direct.,r of the YWCA Women's Infor-
mation Center in Atlanta, described the situation:

In this city -- and I'm sure in many other cities it is

almost impossible for one, single person that is on an average

income to find an adequate apartment and furnish it on just

one income, just one person. [3]

In St. Louis, the need for larger apartment units we
found to be acute -- particularly for the lower income

family.

We have a serious over-crowding condition of larger family

units. We are not accepting anl. applications for three, fo'ar

or five.bedroom units because we have 800 families or better

in overcrowded conditions already in public housing. [4]

Perhaps the tightest market, however, is in San Francisco,

a city where 75 percent of the womea who head households

are renters. [5] There the vacancy rate is reported to be

a low 2.5 percent, with an even lower 1.6 percent for

large (3-4 bedroom) units. [6] In New York, faced with

the annual loss of many units through abandonment, the

situation is nearly as bleak. [71

These market conditions are far from even-handed in their

impact on men and women because of woman's greater depen-

dence on rental units (especially moderately-priced apart-

ments) . In New York, for example, while 75 percent of the
households are rental, 84 percent of those headed by women

rent as do, 87 percent of single women.

This greater dependence on the rental market for shelter

is the product of various factors. Women earn less than

men.
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In almost every family status aild age category, the mean
incomes for females are significantly lower than those of
males. [81

Even where a woman can afford a home purchase, she en-
counters (as we shall see in Chapter 3) sex-based discrimi-
nation that tends to keep her in an apartment. And where
she is awarded the house as a part of the property settle-
ment, the divorced woman frequently is forced into more
modest rental quarters because of the unreliability of
support payments and problems cf job market re-entry. [9]

Particularly disadvantaged by he tight conditions is the
woman heading a household. Far more likely to have child
custody than the man, the divorced woman parent is often
in search of the rare find -- the moderately-priced 3-4
bedroom apartment in a decent neighborhood.

Q. The new development tends to be smallez units in the
city [of St. Louis], doesn't it?

A. Again, this is more conducive for the developer, cer-
tainly to build a smaller unit, one bedroom or two
bedroom, but this certainly does not serve our needs.

Q. Therefore, is it correct to conclude that the net effect
of this weighs more heavily against women, because they
are the ones, especially the female head of household,

that have the larger families?

A. I would agree with that, yes. [10)

2. Sexism and the American Landlord

The least wanted tenants are women eld(rly females
and single women with children

San Francisco Hearing

The woman fortunate enough to find a vacant apartment or
house for rent. suitable to her neee:s and pocket-book,
must overcome still another hurdle: landlord sex bias.
In some cases we found this discrimination to Ile bold and
blatant. More frequently, however, it is subtle and
disguised, a step removed from "No women wanted" but in
impact just as real -- and justAs wrong.

'14
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Discrimination has many faces. Toda/ where its basis
is race it rarely show- itself
as outright bigotry. Sexism,

OVERT SEX BIAS: however, is not so shy, as we

am me CV listened to women detail their

DIscandaramai experiences in seeking access
to rental units in 5 American
Otf.es.

During the last week in February of 1974 a girl friend and

I (a woman] noticed a flat which appeared vacant on Larkin

Street in San Francisco .. We went over to the [rental] office

and was informed that the apartment was available immediately

... when we said that we were two single women .. she stated

she preferred to rent to a couple of men. [111

In another California incident, the woman applicant for

an advertised vacancy was simply told the apartment was

on the top floor and that the landlord had reserved that

floor for men. Similar overt bias occurs when a woman is

refused the rental of a house because the landlord wants

"a man to keep up the propErty". [12]

Even where the unit is avaf.lable to a woman, it is often

on discriminatory terms. One San Antonio woman told the

Panel:

I guess it was about six months ago I (a white female] started

looking for an apartment and I started going to apartment

complex and houses that offer apartments. And sometimes

they just turn you down. They say no, we are full up and

you know they are not ... I remember one in particular ...

a private.individual also quoted me different rates, like

$90 for a couple and $120 for a single man and $160 for a

single woman. [13]

In St. Louis, a representative from the National Organi-
sation for Women, which operates an answering service for

women seeking advice and assis.:ance, reported rec iving

calls from women "who said that realtors would not rent

to them". This was corroborated by victim testimony
illustrating the overt bias of some St. Louis landlords.

About the first of November, I had to find a house and I

only had a month ... A friend of mine called me and told me

[of a vacancy] ... She gave me the phone number and so I

called them ... they informed me they won't rent to di-

vorced women. [14]

.1
(.4
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In several cities, single women seeking rental units
repcxted that thel, were required to get a male to
co-sign the lease, and.without regard to either her or
his financial status. [15]

The faces of discrimination, however, are not always open
and apparent. CountleEs excuses are offered when denying
a woman the option to rent a vacant unit or a place on a
bona fide waiting list. As the housing industry's know-
ledge of the new prohibitions on sex discrimination in-
creases, we can expect overt bias in some quarters to
be replaced by subterfuge.

In 1975 discrimir.ation against women in the ... rental
of housing in New York, based on sex, is still widely
practiced, but .!/-1 such subtle forms as to make its actual
determinati3n extremely difficult. [16]

I was talking to a woman yesterday who told me when she
wears her regular everyday clothing to apply for an apart-
ment, the landlord says to her, "We don't want any welfare
mothers." And when she got dressed up and he said, "We
don't want any hookers." [17]

Three facially neutral criteria surfaced during the
Hearings and Workshops as prevalent practices in the
rencal industry for refusing to rent to women:

(1) Children are not allowed.

(2) Prefer married couples.

(3) Sorry -- no single roommates.

Each, either because it is a ruse or because ha a
discriminatory impact on women, may viola,:e Federal or
State laws or both prohibiting ser dis;:rimination in
housing.
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Most women find that Zandlords wiZZ take a

pet before he's going to cake a child.

Witness at San Francisco Hearing

In our society, women far outnumber men in functioning

as a single parent with custody of one or more children.
Far more than men,the woman's shelter
needs are influenced by her respon-

NO ClitIDIW, sihility for rearing children of

PLEASE marriages broken by abandonment,
voluntary separation, divorce or
death. Thus, a landlori policy of

"no children admitted" tends to have greate:: exclusion-

ary consequences for women than for men. lhis is clearly

so if the prohibition is on single parents wizh children.

As a New York attorney, Janice Goodman, sug7ested to

the Panel:

Denying housing to people with children is really discrimi-

nation against women, since we all know che parent with cus-

tody of the child is usually the mother. So making this blan-

ket rule that we don't want children or unmarried parents is

really direct discrimination against women. (18]

We found that landlords openly pursue such policies in

all 5 cities.

We have attempted to pass legislation in the City dealing

with women who are heads of households with children. We

have failed to pass that legislation so far .. because

many of the women on tl.le Board did not conceilv:, of that as

a sex discrimination problem. We are very much aware that

it is a sex discrimination problem because men with children

do not have the same difficulLy in finding housing in the

City of San Francisco. [19]

We received a call from a woman who was denied an apartment

because she had a child and she was told that the children

weren't welcome in that apartment complex. 1201 --- St. Louis

I [divorced, white, 3 children] personally visited eighteen

different complexes in the St. Louis metropolitan area which

were apartment complexes. Only three of those compluxes would

permit me to fill out an application. Only two showed me a

model apartment. None of them called to give me an answer of

any kind ... When I called, each one Ove me the same answer,

"We no longer have an opening:.11.[21] St. Louis
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By far the lqrgest complaints [are from] the women who call
[concerning] housing complaints by and large from single
women who are parents ... There is a pattern in the kind of
responses that potential [landlords] give to singlc-parent
women, and that is that they are concerned that '.he children
of single-parent women are not disciplined and do not have the
kind of supervisiop,that they heed; and, therefore, they
become problem children in the complex and in the neighbor-
hood. (22] --- Atlanta

At the present time [divorced,white, 4 children] I am look-
ing for a place to live ... I was on California Street the
other day and there was a place that had three bedrooms and
was large enou0 for my family and I was told that the rent
was $400 a month, so I didn't panic when he said $400, but
I asked him if I could set, it and I said, you know, "Well,
fine, how about a deposit?" So he said, "Well, the deposit,.
you have $100 deposit?" So then he asked if I was married
and I told him that I was divorced and I told him that I had
kids ... he said, "Oh, I fcrgot to tell you there is another
$400 for the deposit", making a total of $900 to move in. (23)

--- San Francisco

The problem of sex discrimination is more easy to define when
you're dealing with female-headed households ... It's diffi-
cult for families with children to find decent housing in the
City and it's even more difficult for single women with chil-
dren. [24] --- San Francisco

They [larvilords, often won't rent to a single parent or a
certain wnman with children. The reason given is that the
chile.ren will tear the place apart or something. [25]

- -- San Antonio

We find that divorced women with children are especially hard
hit. There seems to be some kind of attitude ... that children

iot wanted unless there is a man in the family. [26]

- -- New York City

Sex discrimination may manifest itself in other than the
outright denial of access. In New York one witness told
the Panel that while two-bedroom apartments will be rented
to a single parent with one male child; if the child is
female, the woman parent is rented only a one-bedroom
apartment which parent and child share "no matter what
the age is". [27]
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In screening applicants, some New York landlords refuse

to count alimony payments, child care "or even public

assistance". [28]

The growth of households headed by womn is one of the

most dramatic demographic phenomenon of the past decade.

"Of the net increment of 2.3 million households between

the March 1971 and 1972 Current Population Survey dates,

fewer than half were9headed by a husband-wife couple".[29]

And the fastest growing household, by far, is the woman-

headed family with children. [3O] Any policy to expand

decent shelter opportunities for these households must

take into account the discriminatory market behavior

which these households confront in major metropolitan

areas.

One city has acted to discourage discrimination against

families with minor children. As a result of the efforts

of the Fair Housing for Children Coalition, the San Fran-

cisco Board of Supervisors on June 23, 1975, made it un-

lawful to refuse to rent u dwelling "based on the poten-

tial tenancy of a minor child". Assisting in this effort,

many local organizations, including the Coalition of Women

and Housing which grew out of the Project, joined to call

the City's attention to the existence of such discrimination

and press for remedial action.

Another dimension of the problem, the Panels were told,

is the absence of child care facilities. In New York

City where 83 percent of the female-headed households

rent, one witness warned the Panel:

... very little attention has been paid to the specific needs

of female heads of households with young children, and this

goes beyond the question of shelter, but it goes to the rela-

ted issues of ability to get employment, whereever the female

head of the household is employable, and also to the pre-

requisite provision for care for the children, because you

will find one kind of discrimination frequently encountered

by the working head of a household who has young children is

the unwillingness of the management agent to accept her as

a tenant because of the non-supervision of younger children

in large numbers in a development which tends to be used as

a discriminatory measure against the female, when in fact

there are no facilities available for the care of those

children.

So the alternative is to work and leave them unsupervised or

not to work and be on welfare and then you encounter other

ramifications that are involved with being a non-working

f LI?
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head of the household on welfare.

So that soma attention should be paid to the necessity for
deW.oping housing specifically geitred to provide ;:hild care
facilities or communal living, something in this direction that
begins to provide supervisory aspects for the children of the
female heads of the household, therefore, freeing them both
to work and to qualify as legitimate member of society. [31]

Many others have called attention to this need, and there
appears to be no single solution to it. [32] Local commu-
nities should be encouraged, we believe, to use Title I
tunds under the 1974 Housing and Community Development Act
for the tx.:ovision of strategically-located child care
centers. Local coalitions of women's organizations
(see Chapter 6, infra.) could assess the problems in
their own cities, and depending upon their sense of prio-
rities, attempt to get local government to request Title I
funds for this purpose.

Even when she has no children in tow, the separated or
divorced woman finds that her marital status is a badge

of unacceptability for many landlords.
NO VACAICY: Since women are three times as likely
SOWATEDCR to be separated or divorced than men,
DIvoRcED WOMEN marital status bias has a discrimi-

natory impact on women.

The testimony of a victim appearing before the Atlanta
Panel typifies the apparent plight of the separated or
divorccad woman in the cities under study. .This witness,
a young attractive white woman separated but childless,
described how she came to Atlanta two and a half years
ago and "found an apartment to begin with that was barely
someplace to live." A year later sl-s began the search
for "something in the moderate income bracket".

One place I went to had me fill out a very elaborate appli-
cation Defore they would show W2 even an apartm.mt to see
... and where it states your marital status, I said separated
... all then suddenly she [the apartment manager] said, "Oh,
no. I'm sorry. I can't take you. We don't rent to anybody
who is separated ... It's the policy of the management not
to rent to anybody who is separated. No." [33]

Continuing her search, this vicf-im "ran into -mother
place that stated that they r'Jnt only to martied couples".
As a result, she is still where she was when she began

rt
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looking -- in an apartment just barely someplace to live.

This was no isolated incident. Describing its prevalence,

one witness told the Panel in Atlanta:

... the people who rent the homes and aka,:tments really have

questions as to the moral standards or whatever of the people

that are interested when two single girin should happen to

want to rent an apartment together.

In many cases where the apartments refuse to rent to two sin-

gle people together, I know of situations where two girls

have had to say that one of them was a neice, a cousin or what-

ever. That's fine. That's her relative. It's unfortunate

that they are forced into these kinds of situations. [34)

Ona of the Panelists in New York confessed at one point
during the New York Hearing:

Even I have twice been refused apartments on the basis

of sex alone. --- Glolia Steinem

Divorced women in St. Louis fare no better. One victim,

the heir to a salt company legacy: told the Panel:

The feeling I did run across, about half of them, I think,

told me that they weren't interested in renting to a single

person, they would rather have a couple. And twice I was

told frankly that they didn't want to rent to a single woman

Lecause she wculd be bringing men into the house and destroy-

ing the property and just giving them a bad name from the

kind of house that she would run. [35]

Various reasons are offered for excluding the single

woman: unstable incomes; women will bring men into the
house; women overuse the facilities; will get pregnant
and lose their jobs. Two illustrations will sv.ffice.

The head of a women's self-help organization told the
Panel in San Francisco:

I have been dealing wits single women who havn had this type

of problem ... they are turned down (for an apartment] with

this id of comment, simply, that they don't like to have

uhem because they will bring men into the house. I have neer

heard the commEmt that men will bring women into the house as

being a reason for not renting to them. [361

Testifying about landlords in San Francisco's Chinatown

one Chinese witness told the Panel how men are candidly

t-,
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preferred over women because they make less use of the
facilities.

They [landlords in Chinatown] want men in the apartments
no matter how sloppy they are ... Chinese women take more
baths than men and because they cook and use the toilet, and
they say the men in Chinatown do not .use the toilet nearly
as much... [37]

In New York where the majority of women are either single,
divorced or widowed, a landlord preference for married
couples has a harsh discriminatory impact. [38]

There seems to be some kind of attitude that a divorced
woman ... cannot pay her rent .. The rental agents will
not consider alimony payments (in screening a tenant for mini-
mum income requirements]. [39]

Even public landlords are guilty of sex bias when the
unmarried woman seeks shelter.

... in public housing and in subsidized housing such as
Mitchell-Lama housing, women are at a disadvantage. In most
developments there are formal procedures or informal practices
which exclude single women from tenancy. [40]

One landlord practice is not to deny categorically the
woman applicant, but to accept her deposit and to put her
name indefinitely on a non-preferred waiting list until
she tires and asks for her deposit to be returned. Never
informing the applicant why no unit is available or why
.she is "unacceptable", the management leaves the woman
prospect frustrated and in the dark.

A housing counselor described one client's case which
she reports is typical of the kind of housing complaint
from women the New York Urban League receives. We report
it verbatim to convey the sense of delay and procrasti-
nation exhibited by such landlord high-handedness.

The client who13 been employed as a secretary for over five
years at a well rnown New York bank. Her income is $10,000
per year. She is divorced with two dependent children, a
daughter and her teenage brother. She receives child support
for her daughter. "fhis client applied to a moderate income
subsidized development on the r:ast side of Manhattan over three
years ago. When the development was ready for occupancy her
application was proceused. Then the delay started.

She had to have two home interviews because the managemnt
decided they could not complete their report until they he.d

I.
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met her brother. She was not informed at the time of the

initial visit that her brother's presence was necessary. She

wrote and called the development a repeated number of times

to get the status of her application.

Finally the Open Housing Center intercededand started .calling

the management in her behalf. Many excuses were made, either

her papers were tied up at the funding agency for final appro-

val or they needed some additional information for her files.

Most of the time the Open Housing Center counselor and the

applicant were unable to reach the management in charge of

renting and or his assistant to discuss the application.

We were constantly being told they were working on it. Finally

when the Ope% Housing Center counselors were able to meet with

the manager, and I'm talking about the renting manager, con-

cerning their rental policies, we gathered from his conver-

sation that he was not particularly interested in female heads

of household tenants.

He would never cleanl. st.:te why these
applicanL= were not

going to be called for an apartment in the first round of

occupancy. Her name was placed on what was called an inactive

waiting list. Finally it became the duty of the Open Housing

Center to tell the applicant that all the apartments were

rented and her chances of getting an apartment were slim, and

she should make an application at another development.

She finally requested that her deposit be refunded and her

name removed from the waiting list. She was subsequently

accepted at another government aided development in Brooklyn.

Even though we are almost ,are beyond a doubt that female

heads of households are discriminated against because of their

marital status, it is difficullt to make such a case because

the management does not tell the applicant that they will not

accept her. Usually if she is eligible she goes through all

the steps in the tenant selection process then her name is

passed over for the stable family applicant until the develop-

ment is illed. Her name is being placed on a waiting list to

be phased out throug'a attrition.

Managers simply sit back and wait, give the client the run

around until she becomes weary and asks for her deposit, asks

tLat her deposit be refunded, thereby removing her name from

the waiting list. Categovi:sally she has not been denied hous-

ing because her name c'Rn remain on the waiting list for a future

vacancy, but for the most part the woman will not hear from

management again without constant pursuit. (411

A woman's marital status, it would appear, is all too

frequently a bar to her getting even-handed treatment
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at the hands of landlords and their agents. It should
not be.

Economics, security and companionship -- separately or
in combination -- encourage many women to seek shelter

which they can share. Although we
woucl MMIPT were not able to secure statistical
FENALE MaIMATES data there 4.,-; reason to believe that

women more than men in this country
share rental space with their own
sex.

Yet many women find that landlords will not rent to them
if they have another woman as a roommate even though two
men roommates would not be excluded.

In about mid-September we were looking for an apartment be-
cause our lease on the other apartment would be up at the
end of the month, and we saw an ad in the paper ... My room-
mate had called before and made an appointment and so, after
she had shown us through the apartment, she turned to my room-
mate and asked if she would be the one renting the apartment,
and she said, "Well, it could be for both of us." 'nd she

[the landlady] says, "Well, I'm sorry. You know, you should
have told me this before. We don't rent to two siLgle pecple."
And I said, "Well, why not?" And she said, "Well, e6pecial1y
with girls." [42]

In other cities, the Panel heard similar testimony.

We [2 women] went through the routine of having people ask us,
first of all, why we wanted to live together, including some
open attacks about the possibility of lesbianism, the possibi-
lity of all kinds of things, simply because we were two women
deciding to pool resources to get a home. [41]

They will not rent to two women alone ... The inference here
is that tHs is not a contractual relationship and therefore
is not a stable relationship ... The insinuation also is often
that these two women who want to live together must be lesbians
or perhaps they are prostitutes. [44]

Excluding female roommates has a direct discriminatory
impact on women who are, in fact, lesbians. According
to one witness, there were "roughly 7,000,000 lesbians
in the United States in 1948". [45]

Representatives from homosexual organizations called che
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Panel's attention in New York to the discrimination en-

countered by the lesbian. It includes not only exclusion

by landlords, but discriminatory evictions.

A woman eXecutive signed a lease and was told by her land-

lord what a nice building it was. "We just got rid.of two

homosexuals who were noisy and dirtyYlhe bragg6d. That doesn't

affect me, she thought. I'm a lesbian, but I'm not noisy or dir-

ty. But after a few months during which she sometimes publicly

held hands with or put her arm around the woman she lived with,

she received an eviction notice as an undesirable tenant. [46]

Because of the stigma associated with being identified -

as homesexual'in this country, lesbians face a special

reluctance to complain of landlord bias against them.

Moreover, there is a question of the applicability'of

fair housing laws to such discrimination. Tut such

prejudices founded on sexual preference have no place in

a truly open housing market.

From the testimony offered at the Hearings, the denial of

equal rental opportunities deserves priority attention in

any strategy to expand housing choice for women. It mani-

fests itSelf in both disparate treatment uccorde.d.women

by landlords, as well as in facially neutral practices

which have a discriminatory impact. Additional44,a1.7

though no evidence was offered at the Hearingsi it is

apparent from our examination of real estate newspaper

advertising that some rental ads express a sex preferen,:e

in violation of the laws described in Chapter 6, infra.

We recomm?,nd, then, that HUD

A.

Issue Guidelines pursuant to the Federal Fair

Housinrj Act which clurifif the law's aprliation

to landlord practices which, althot:jh

neutral, have a 1i50r7,m7 nator!1 impact on women.

These would include arit,?ria excludi.n from

occupanc:i sin31e persons on account of their,

to :11.at1(R,
pir(!ylf2;, and roommate:;,

where no economic basi;; for T.he ani:teria

and if it does, no other lest; restrictio method

is available.

N:IFORIV 4 W'
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2. Accelerate the procelylina, on a priority basis,
of complaints aZZeging rental sex,discrimination.

3. Convene newspaper publisher&-to clarify their
responsibilities under the Federal Fair Housing
Act as it reZates to sexist advertisina.
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Chapter 3

HOMEOWNERSHIP:
MARKETING, CREDIT AND
OTHER BARS

The best thing we can do in the Zong run is
to buy ourselves a house, instead of paying
someone else rent ... Paying off on a house
of your own, so you don't have to worry about
moving, and you don't have to rent from some-
body who can tell you to do this or that.
Sometimes a landlord can make you so mad that
you're fit to pull your own cork.

-- Rainmaker, et.al., Workingman's Wift

Nearly every American, at one time or the other, aspires
to own a home. Owning one's home, more thin any other
single fact, represents for many entry into the mainstream
of American economic and social life. "The single family
detached dwelling standing on its own plot of land, symbo-
lizes the independent self-sufficiency so central to the
American Dream and permits much of that dream to come
true." [1]

Homeownership means, as the words from Workingman's Wife
suggest, freedom from landlord tyranny -- threat of evic-
tion, rent raises or sudden withdrawal of an "essential"
service.

It also means tax advantages. Homeowners' deductions for
mortgage insurance payments and property taxes in calendar
year 1972 totalled 6.2 billion dollars.

The murky provisions of the Internal Revenue Code contain
the most important housing programs currently administered
by the federal government. One "program" costs the Treasury
at least $7 billion per year. (2]

Nor is that the extent of the homeowners' subsidy. ThL
federal income, tax laws allow them another break by autho-
rizing tIle postponement of taxing gains on the sale of the
taxpayer's principal residence. [3] Since real estate has

611
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been appreciating unrelentingly since 1950, this is quite
a tax break. For when the homeowner, who has been deferr-

ing taxes on the capital gain from the sale of the home,
dies, the gains realized are totally excluded from taxation.[4]
If all such gains (whether deferred or excluded) realized
in 1973 were taxed, the Department of the Treasury estimates
that revenues for 1973 would increase, as a consequence,
by about 1.7 billion dollars. [5]

In the distribution however, of homeownership opportuni-
ties in this country, men fare much better than women.
Hence, tax laws which create these benefits are sexist in

their impact.

In 1970, 68 percent of all families headed by men owned

their homes contrasted to 48 percent of all families headed

by women. 16)

While-the reasons for this disparity are varied, we have

found an important contributing factor to be sex bias of
brokers, lenders and, to some extent, developers.

Additionally, the woman who is able to secure a home has

often had to pay a sex tariff and, in some cases, is re-
fused essential housing-related services and protections,
e.g., insurance, on account of her sex.

To these sexist practices in the housing market, we now

turn.
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1. Discriminatory_Marketina

It shall be un/awful (a) to refuse to sell ...
after the making of a bona fide offer, or to
refuse to negotiate for the sale ... or other-
wise make unavailable or deny a dwelling to
any person because ... of sex.

-- Federal Fair Housing Act, 1974, sec.804(a)

For an estimated 90 percent of the homeownership of exist-
ing houses, brokers and their sales persons are the "gate-
keepers", influencing the choice of the prospect, as well
as controlling actual access to the house itself.

I think you have to recognize that the bulk of the properties
that go for sale on the market are listed with brokers. The

brokers have the authority, or they have the influence, at
least, to direct the buyer to a specific property or to direct
him [sic] away from the property. [7]

The broker, in addition to working with both seller and
buyer, has direct relationships with lenders. In this
role the broker "qualifies" the buyer for the kind of
financing the buyer will require. Sometimes the broker
pursues secondary loan possibilities; in short, anything
to arrange expeditious financing to assure a closing on
the transacelOn.

In these pivotal institutional roles, the broker has play-
ed, studies and court cases have shown, a leading role in
creating and maintaining segregated neighborhoods. [8]

Testimony before the Hearing Panels in the five cities,
revealed that

some brokers cling to prejudicial attitudes
toward women, inhibiting their ability to
offer services to them on an equal basis;

brokers with years of experience rarely are
involved in the sale of homes to single women
or women heads of households;

developers and owners, without the services of
a broker, discriminate against women in the
marketing of their units;
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brokers steer women to and away from certain
available units, and

brokers employ discriminatory 'credit criteria'
in qualifying the woman prospect.

Brokers interact with the woman client in a variety of
contexts. Even in the context typi-

SKAER cally mosc favorable to the woman
PREMIUMS -- membership in a male headed house-

hold -- the woman does not get equal
treatme,it in the "provision of ser-

vices or facilities in connection" with the transaction.

I have been a broker for three years ... I've dealt with

all types of people ... I sell land, apartment condominiums,
investment propertl and residential property. I have found

it to be a fact that women are considered second class citi-

zens in Georgia ... They receive often condescending treat-
ment by the realtors ... We refer only to the man in the

business dealing ... [9]

Although the brokers' conduct described above may not
rise to the level of Federal law violations, it evidences
an underpinning of sex prejudice built on the myths, e.g.,
the myth of woman's inferiority in business transactions,
described in an earlier chapter.

... the filtering process is applied more rigidly at each

stage of the mortgage application procedure, from broker to

branch manager to formal application. The myth generating

this stringency holds that the female is inherently unstable

and incapable of conducting her own affairs. She allegedly

needs the protection of a male, usually a husband or father.

In the lending industry the myth translates into a reluctance

to grant a woman a mortgage loan outright and often, a require-

ment of an assumption or a male cosigner. [10]

A broker in San Francisco with 27 years experience testi-
fied tr the difficulty in getting the Equal Rights Com-
mittee of the State Real Estate Board to assume an affir-

mative role in eliminating sex bias in the industry.

What is posed ... is the usual snickers and attitudinal things

asl "Look, we have enouclh to do to overcome racial

discrimination without taking on another whole new subject
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area", and "Let's face it, you know women cannot take care
of property like men can and they are more flighty and we
have to understand that and that is a good basis for prudent
lending practices". (11]

A San Antonio real estate broker, with 15 years of exper-
ience and a former President of the local real estate
board, could not recall ever selling a house to a single
woman.

SINGLE WaKEN
ACCOUNT FOR
FEW SALES

Do you sell to many women, single women,
I mean?

A. Not in my own personal experience. I

would like to but I just can't think
right off hand of a number of single
women I have sold to. [12)

In San Francisco, the head of a realtor firm which has a
reputation for equal treatment in the community, told the
Panel that only 2 to 3 percent of its sales in a recent
year were to single women or women heads of households.[13]
This in a city where women form 43 percent of th:-3 work-
force and in an area with the nati.on's highest per capita
income.

The absence of sales to single women does not conclusively
prove sex bias. But in discrimination cases, "when statis-
tics speak, courts listen". [14] At the minimum, the ab-
sence of sales raises the need for convincing explanation,
not reliance on myths about women.

The Director of Research of the New York Real Estate Board
was of the opinion that there is discrimination against
women in housing, but did not believe it to be a large
problem in Manhattan.

You know I am sure that there is discrimination against women

in housing, and I'm not saying that it does not exist over in

Manhattan. I'm sure it does ... bit I do not think it exists
to the same extent as it might elsewhere. [15]

This opinion, he admitted, was not based on any empirical
research.

Accompanying the Research Director was Peggy Conegy, a
member of Lhe New York Real Estate Board, who specializes

, 4
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in expensive listings. She was asked whether there is
discrimination against women in New York. She replied:

I have not encountered it ... I am sure that it exists. I

mean we don't live in a padded cell and don't know what's

going on in the world. I just fortunately have never en-

countered it. [16]

In San Francisco, the Panel asked the head of a major real
estate firm whether-the fact that a prospect was a single
woman with child would result in "different treatment".
He replied that while it made no difference to him, other
firms might feel differently:

(Witness] Well, we don't pay any attention to that [single
woman with child], and all prospective buyers or
rentcrs are the same as far as we're concerned ...
This was our policy before any laws were put into
effect.

[Panelist] Not naming any other firms, would you say that they
all feel this way2

(Witness) Probably not. [17]

Mary Nllson, an Atlanta broker for nearly 12 years, attri-
buted the absence of sales to women to the attitudes and
policies of private investors and government agencies.

don't think discrimination has ever been in the realtor's

office, nor do I think it has been with the mortgage broker.

The mortgage broker is fulfilling the obligations by the in-

vestc,r, or he is performing with the rules set down by the

investor. Fannie Mae, FHA and VA are telling him exactly
what he can lend and how he can lend and on what tetras ...
We always want anybody that can 1.:uy to be able to ftnd 1iousing.II81

Another Atlanta "realcDr", Cynthia Hlass, disagreed:

It's evident to me that sex disct:mination does exist
in cur city ... Does discrimination exi:-.t in Atlanta? The ans-

whi to that is definitely, "Yes, it does". [191

After listening to this anu other testimony, the Panelists
in Atlanta were persuaded that broker discrimination is
present, but its extent was unclear from the evidence
adduced.
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It is alive and well! The chronicle of instances of discrimi-
nation showed that from all points of view,.women are having
problems. It is clear that local agencies have been active
on race discrimination, but have not recognized sex discrimi-

nation.
- - Aileen Hernandez, Housing Consultant

San Francisco

Fully established by the testimony. However, difficult to
document since there is no existing mechanism for investi-
gation and data gathering.

- - Robert L. Tucker, Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

Very pervasive, but not well documented. This is not the
fault of anyone now involved, and will be improved in the
future.

- - Robert Stokely, ConsuZtant, National
Civil Service League,
Washington, D.C.

I think that this is really blatant in the Atlanta area. I

think that those city officials are not really willing to re-
cognize and deal with these issues and they will have to be
pushed by organizations in the! area.

-- Rose Wiley, National Chairperson,
National Tenants Organization

It is my impression that there is sex discrimination in housing

in Atlanta. What is hard to determine is how much is obliquely
due to economics, race, sexual mores, marital status, etc. If

one views this as the tip of the iceberg, obviously there must

be some substantial discrimination.
Clusen, National President,

Leadue of Women Voters

With respect to the marketing of residential properties,
the Panel was told in St. Louis that:

There are several communities that are develop-
ing properties around lakes, and the package deal
is that you are allowed -- invited, in fact, to

:EVE OPM come and stay overnight at this lake development

BIAS and then tour the property. Well she received an
invitation, but when they found out she was single,
they told her it didn't apply to her and she wouldn't

be welcome to take that. [20]

From this statement, as elsewhere in some of the testimony
before the Panels, it is difficult to assess whether the
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discrimination is rooted in sex or in marital status.

If the criterion creates greater "head winds" for women
than for men, a refusal to show based on marital status
should violate applicable Federal and State laws. [21]

Single women, and this includes widows and divorcees, who
are not heads of households, far exceed the number of sin-

gle males. The burden of a refusal to sell based on mari-

tal status weighs much more heavily, therefore, and much
more unequally on the female population. [22]

Moreover, the courts have held that the law is broken if
one of the reasons for the developer's action is forbidden

by the statute. [23]

At the other end of the economic spectrum, the Panel learned

in Atlanta that male heads of households would be preferred
in the marketing by the Atlanta Public Housing Authority
of Turnkey III Housing. [24] Given the growth of families

with a female head and their disproportionate reliance on
public housing, such a policy has an especially adverse im-

pact on women and should be reconsidered.

Brokers employ a variety of tactics to channel customers
to units for sale based upon the brokers' own biases and

their perception of the biases of the
sellers or those in the community where

OIMUNG the property !.s located. Such conduct

RYBRODERS has been labelled "steering" in situa-
tions where race or ethnic bias is in-

volved. Its impact is to maintain rac-

ially segregated neighborhoods in many American cities.
It is against the law -- whether its basis is race or sex.[25]

The broker testimony on this subject was conflicting. 01,e

broker denied that ti.e industry steered women. (26]

(Panelist) Are there any areas that you might discourage

women lin han Antonio] from either renting apart-

ments or purchasing homes in:

(Witne:-,s No, not that i can think t)f. (,!7l

Another testified that steering of female prospects does

exist.

Ych.1 :jr)u1.1 ht, yc,u W.tht Hi 1,1y hiol.A.

firm about it, because the realtoi, again will steer just like

with J raia1 teer -- "you dun't want to live down there" --that
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approach, and "it's not safe for a woman"; "you should
go to a condominium up here as opposed to a single family
house". [28]

Adverse impact on property values is generally offered
as an explanation for racial steering by brokers. We
learned in Atlanta that brokers would tend to equate the
entry of single women into a neighborhood with declining
property values. [29]

The single woman has been shunned by the broxer because
of the likelihood she would be re-

;RUM'S fused a loan by the mortgage lender.
DISMUYIEMETBN "It was understood that she could

TT mvITVG not buy, period," one broker with
12 years of experience admitted to
the Panel in Atlanta, "unless she

had cash to assume a loan." The result was:

Di

... very few of us ever make the attempt to get loans. Any-

one that came to us, we made no attempts to get them loans.

We always looked for a loan assumption for that divorcee,
for that single woman, whatever. [30]

There was ccnsiderable evidence offered that brokers
continue to treat the woman prospect differently by screen-
ing them Lgairst their perception of the lenders' loan
criteria -- ev.m when these criteria may have changed.

In the case of a woman, in order to have a hedge against
the discriminatory lending practices, the realtor may say
that you might have to have 30 percent down [even though the
prevailing requirement in a conventional loan is 20 percent
down] [31]

One broker described how it was corm: )n to prefer, in the
case of identical offers for a house, the offer from a
married couple to that of a single woman because the for-
mer poses, in the brokers' view, fewer problems to make
the transaction work.

We've had caes of this type more times than I would like to
remember, where two sets of people are trying to buy the same
property in this tight housing market. They will, in both

cases, offer identical offers, that is, the owner-price cash

and tleir contingency. And at that point the realtor will
normally advise the seller to take an offer from other than

a single woman ... the rea.son for this is that the realtor from
past experience knows that it is more difficult to qualify a

single woman for a loan than it will be probably for a married

couple. [32] 63.



Our conclusions do not stand alone. In its study ofcthe.,
mortgage credit industry in Hartford, Connecticut, the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights described how the brokers'
marketing practices were influenced by their acting' as A

part of the lenders screening process. And Senator
William Brock, in testifying on behalf of a federal law '

against sex bias in housing, remarked:

A real estate agent knowing that a credit worthy woman will

face difficulty in obtaining a mortgage on account of her

sex will tend not to view women as viable potential customers

and will discourage an active search for home purchase. --'03)

In refusing to deal wjth the woman home buyer, tbe broker
points the finger at the lender as the one to blame. There

is considerable merit in that accusation as we shall see

in the next section.

2. Credit Discrimination

Have you had an incident which occurred to yru from which

you believed you were discriminated against on account of

sex in the area ofhousing ...?

Yes, Ma'am ... The first time was approximately the last

part of 1970. I decided that I was tired of paying rent.

I preferred to live in a house and bui;d some equity. I

found a house that a friend of my family had offered to

seZZ me ... T called a savings and loan institut'f,on in

Decatur that family had had their house mortgaged for

years. When I called to ask for an appointment to make

a loan application, they flatly told me that it was not

the policy of their organization to take an application

for a mortage by a woman.
-- Atlanta Hearinq, November 8, 1974

The President of the New York Barwers Associ.otion, Howard

Cross, conceded yesterday that baiiks might discriminate

women in making loans, but he ;;ai,i, 1,hat men (2 t;!E2

top w(3re not responsible.
-- New York Times, October 12, 1973
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Credit discrimination is a spearpoint in women's
efforts to eliminate sexism in the nation's economic
institutions. The guarded admission of the Ne0 York
banking official-and the testimony of the young, white
female professional from Decatur, Geoigic., tell us why.
Discrimination on account of sex by mortgage lenders
in this country has been bold, overt, and deliberate.
It reaches deep in the nation's credit system.. It has
recognized neither class nor race bounds. The married
woman and the unmarried, although in different ways,
have been its victims. So, too, have the young and the
aged.

The (Federal Reserve] Board favors the elimination of
discriminition in credit extensions ... The denial of
credit bAsed upon group identification, rather than upon
factOrspecifically relatO to an individual's credit-
worthiness, works to the economic disadvantage of appli-
cants and:creditors alike. [34]

7- Jeffrry Buchor Member Board of
Governors, Federal Reserve System

-Yet, whether in.California or New York, the American
woman has not been welcomed on an equal focting at the

"credit window. This was what we heard from women in the
five cities we visited. This is what others have heard

.before us. [35] And while the specter of sex discrimi-
mination by lenders is no longer news, we replow old soil
because much of it persists and, hopefully, further docu-
mentation will help focus regulatory and affirmative
actions under the new federal and state statuteLi.

Without a mortgage, most Americans would never own a
home. If you fail to "qualify" for a loan, you don't

qualify for a house. However, the
processes governing the distribu-

LENDER BIAS,: ting of mortgages in this country
WOMEN OUT-00,E are far from well understood. At
HUSBAND/ :E best they might be characterized as
HOUSEHOLD a mystic blend of subjectively weigh-

ing objective criteria. Credit worthi-
ness of the borrower and the security

value of the property are the subject of elaborate under-
writing formulas designed to minimize the incidence of default
and narrow the lender's loss in the event of foreclosure.

Yet in the five cities we visited, we discovered that
there is ample opportunity for the lender to apply them
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unequally to women and to men, inserting subjective judg-

ment and even personal bias into the process of 'deciding

whether to extend the credit. All women, however, do not
receive the same unequal treatment. In this section we

are concerned with those living outside a husband-wife

household.

Most adult women in AMerica, at one time during their
lives, live outside a husband-wife household. In San,
Francisco today, 55 percent of the women are either sin-
gle, separated, wi.dolved or divorced. In the Atlanta
metropolitan area, in 1970, of the 246,364 women employed

50,737 were single

16,463 were married women with absent husbands
and

20,675 were divorced.

Looking at national figures, we find that of the 33 rillion
women who work, 37 percent arf: either single, widou'Bd or

*divorced. And of the 63 percent who are married, some will

be separated and, hence, living outside a husband-wife

household.

The fastest growing family-type in this country, as we
note.'1 earlier, is the female-headed family. Reporting_

on tilt_ changing role of women, Hapgood and GetzeLs foufid

that the economic and sexual liberation of women has sig-

nalled new options for young women.

Increasing numbers/are choosing to remain sin.11e. The want

independent life styles to be as legitimate for them as for

men. Young women are assuming serious careers, not biding

their time until marriage. Growing numbers of },Jung women

want to be considered full-fledged permanent residents, sen-

ous participants in community life. 1361

In the five metropolitan areas we examined, women living

outside a husband/wife househola represent nearly 48 per-

cent of the female population. [37] In each metropolitan

area we heard testimony that they are at a disadvantage

in seeking to obtain a mortgage.

ln St. Louis, a broker from one of the reputable agencies

testified to the obstacles manufactured by savings and
loan associations 4n 1973 to avoid extending credit to
women home buyers she had screened and found qualified.

One obstacle was to require that women applicants secure

f
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mortar e insurance as a prerequisite for getting a loan
commItment.

I qualified them [two single white women with salaLiell in

the mid-20s] to the best of my Ability According to the
information that is needed, and that is their length cf
employment, their monthly or, should I say. annual income.
According to the information that they gave me, they had
very few outstanding bills ... I did learn later that
their credit rating wa6 A-Number One.

We went to some of the most outstanding loan associations
here in -- well, in the city -- not in the city ar, such,
but in the county. And each time the women were turned
down, and we really didn't know why. So finally we went
to another. And in the meantime you know our contract
was running out, so what I did, I got an addendum extend-
ing the loan commitment date. And it was --- I was told
that again the loan companies were looking at the fact
that these were single women and *hat they were of child-
bearing age and the whole bit. And finally there was
one loan company who said if, in the event, MGIC aloproved
them, (Alen they would approve the loan ...

Were you ever able to find an adequate home or financing
for these two persons?

I was not ...

Would you regard thc [foregoing) situation as being
fairly typical?

Ye3. As it relates to younger women, shall I say, it

is typical. [36]

The Prasident of the Mortgage Bankers Association of
St. Louis conceded that there had been previous sex dis-
crimination 1D lenders ir that city but "not in recent
years".

Prior, fiftee-1 years ag--. yes, there was a little of this.
But not in recnt years, because they [lenders) have been
taking p-A.maril: FHA's decision on this. [39)

Similar testimony emerged in San francisCo.

At one time, it was more difficult fc-r a single woman to get
financing ... Some ye,:rs ago women just didn't citmlify in

the eyes of several lending institutions. [40]

Even with a good salary, the single woman often has to
overcome special requirements to ,cet. the loan. One such
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case concerned a white woman who was an assistant trea-

surer of a hardware corporation in California. She owned

a home with $20,000 in equity in it.

Among the requilements made of her were that she pay off a

$450 debt, a department store $300 debt, that she supply a

copy of her divorce, written verification of divorce papers,

$104 worth of information, despite the fact that she has

worked for thirteen years for this establishment. [41]

Nor is the discrimination limited to permanent Lnan-
cing. The single vngnall wishing to build on the lot she

owns has difficulty finding construction rtoxmy. As one

single female in San Francisco recalled:

I had a good job and I had already bought the lot and I could

not get my bank to grant me money for a construction loan ...

They took the application but nothing would happen. I must

have gone to fifteen different places 1,ut I couldn't get a

loan because I was single. I needed a co-signer, who had to

be a man, and I doubt whether that's changed very much. [42]

Lenders in Atlanta, where there are 50,737 single women

in the work force, virtually excluded them from the

mortgage market.

It was understood that she could not buy, period, unless

she had cash to assume a loan. 1431

The bias Atlanta women are likely to encounter when seek-

ing a mortgage loan was summarized by the representacive

from a woman's organization in Atlanta who had received

many housing complaints, as follows:

The third area where we have the greatest numbei of complaints

is with single women ... The single woman who has never been

married is considered unreliable largely because something

must be wrong with her because she hasn't found a man to take

care of her. She may not have been able to eSt'abli.,h credit

all the way along, which certainly will not qualify her for

a mortgage for a home, because she has been forced tc use

cash to circumvent the problems she's had with ciedit because

she can't get small credit ... Unless a single woman is 35,

40 or up, it is extremely difficult for her to be acccpted

under any circumstances for a loan. 1441

One Atlanta broker knowledgeable about practices through-

out the metropolitan area, testified to the single woman's

plight:
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If a woman is single, divorced or widowed, she has a very hard
time trying to qualify for a loan. She may have to.borrow $2,000
from a lending institution and pay it back over a 12-month period
in order to establish her own credit even though. she may not
have needed to borrow the money. Loan officers look unfavorably
upon single women unless she is wealthy, a class most women, un-
fo, unately, do not fit into. [45]

In New York, the Panel learned that some lenders will
not make loans to women seeking to purchase a cooperative;[46]
others discriminate in mortgage lending where the purchaser
is a lesbian. (47]

In San Antonio, the President of the local chapter of the
Mortgage Bankers Association told the Panel that the pas-
sage of equal oprortunity laws are enhancing woman's eco-
nomic status. The industry, according to this witness, was
now prepared to treat her with parity.

This means that they [women] have an opportunity for becoming
what the banking industry identifies as qualified borrowers,
that they must now be afforded the same kind_of opportunities
that other borrowers have in that the silperficial qualifica-
tions must now be removed. For example, such considerations
as whether she is within the child bearing age, the possibility
of her change in marital status and so forth can no longer be-
come factors in considering a woman's application for a mortgage

loan. [48]

An experienced San Francisco broker described the picture
in that city:

We hear from the banks and savings and loan associations the
same innuendoes, the same inferences and in many cases the

same terminology that we used to hear as it's related to racial
discrimination. Why do you want a big house like that? Do

you know the neighborhood might not accept different lifestyles?

Will they be comfortable in these surroundings? ... In order to

qualify women for a loan, you have to paint a picture that the
banks or the savings and loan association wants to see. 1491

A San Antonio broker, asked whether she encountered diffi-
culty in getting mortgage money fc,r women clients, said:
"We used to but we just haven't lately."

The lenders' bias against the single woman stems, in par._:,
from the U.S. Federal Housing Administration's (FHA) pre-
ference a preference which persists for the tradi-
tional nuclear family.

The r.prtgagor who is married and 'ha t. a fdmily yenerally ,Jvi-

dences more stability than a mortgagor who is single because,
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among other things, he has responsibilities holding him to

his obligations. [emphasis added] [50]

Whjle the lenders preference for the nuclear family

affects all unmarrieds, there is evidence that the bias
creates a heavier burden for women than for men.

The women with the greatest difficulty in gaining access

to mortgage finance are single women -- unmarried, widowed,

separated or divorced women. Each is treated somewhat

differently by mortgage lending institutions but for all

it is their status as women who are not part of a male-

headed household that is of greatest significance to mort-

gage lenders. [51]

HUD figures show that married couples and unmarried males

account for nearly all the mortgages on new houses insured

under the Section 203(b) Program. (See Appendix G)
This preference results, as we earlier pointed out, in
"waves" for the single female ir other parts of the hous-

ing delivery system. Brokers possessing identical offers

for the same property will advise the seller to sell to
other than the single woman. ,[52)

In other situations, the broke; in order to hedge against

the lender's discrimination, will inform the single female

buyer that she must have a 30 percent down payment, even
though the prevailing practice for conventional loans is

to require only 20 percent. [53]

Even where the woman persists and succeeds, the harassment

and delay discourage all but the stout-hearted.

I do know a woman who just recently was attempting to pur-

chase her own home and she put up $8,000 in cash and has a

good job and a good income and good credit references; she

had to go to four banks to finally get one who would carry

the mortgage on the house. She told me that when she went

to sign her papers, the last papers she had had a clause in

them that said that all the payments would be directly taken

from her paycheck. She refused to sign the paper. They did

not push it either. [54]

000-,

to'
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There are three times as many divorced women in America
as there are divorced men. (55] Thus, a preference

accorded the married person tends to
discriminate against women more than

OMIT= it does men. A 1972 survey by the
TIEDDANCED Federal Home Loan Bank revealed that
WCMAN "in most cases the association didn't

loan to women or single women, they
always dealt with family units". [56]

From a variety of sources we heard testim y that the
divorced woman is no better off than the s gle girl seek-
ing a mortgage loan. Indeed, frequently, t e divorced
woman's problems start with marriage.

The credit basis that a woman builds up when s e is single
is usually dissolved when she ,zarries, because er credit
file -- her past credit file -- is put into the redit file

of her husband, and it becomes one. Only if the oman goes

to the credit bureau and asks that she have a se rate file
in her own name does she get one. And this has nly come

about in the last few months. The credit burea has changed

its policies and 'ill do this. [57]

4

Widowed and divorced women fit into one category in that they
have no credit in their own name and possibly poor credit from
their ex-husband's name. They find it difficult, if not im-
possible, to buy a home. [58]

Following the break-up of the marriage, the lender invokes
the subjective notion of "emotional instability", to charac-
terize the divorced woman applicant a,s, unqualified for
a mortgage.

Divorcees are really considered as unstable, emotionally un-
stable ... by insurance companies, crediz Lard issuers, numer-
ous groups, corporations ... a divorced woman is considered
emotionally unstable, and we cannot find anything that exists
that says the divorced man is unstable. [59]

In San Francisco, one divorced woman told of her experience
in trying to ge'.. a mortgage to purchase a condominium. She
is the assistant treasurer of a California corporation with
a monthly income of $1,200 and sufficient funds in the bank
to cover the 10 percent down payment (52,750) and the
$1,500 in closing cost3.

When I put the doposit -)n the unit I was told I could move
in as soon as my credit was cleared which should take about

,) r



two weeks. After this time certain requests were made which

delayed my moving in for three months. The builder from whom

I bought the house said before I could qualify I had to pay

off $400 to Montgomery Ward and $300 on my Bank of America

Card. A complete set of my 10 year old divorce papers were

requested.

They wanted a rent or lease agreement of the Willow Pass house

and I have none.

Then they wanted a letter from the city who may be interested

or the builder/developers. The sale is in the beginning stage

without any commitments only inquiries. I had to resubmit my

salary verification because supposedly my income was not en-

ough to qualify. This I could do because I was receiving my

year end bonus of $600.

The buildEr was very upset at all the problems because he also

felt there was some discrimination. He said two years ago

he wouldn't even have taken a deposit from me because there was

no way I could have gotten a loan. [60]

The divorced woman's standing in the eyes of the mortgage
lender is weakened by her complicated financial circum-

stanres. As observed by the Director of the Atlanta's
Women's Information Center:

In cases of divorcees, alimony and child care, child support,

do not count as income to lenders. [61]

In its recent study of lending practices in Hartford,
Connecticut, the U.S. Civil Rights Commission also reached
the conclusion that "the divorced woman ... has consider-
able difficulty in obtaining a mortgage, both because of
the alleged probability of an unstable economic situation
and because of her social position."[62] The Commission
related the incident of a 51-year-old divorcee with no
dependents, excellent credit, a stable job with an insur-
ance company, and $5,000 to put down on a $20,000 house:

She tried to apply for a mortgage at the main offices of four

lending institutions. At one savings and loan, she was told

not to fill out an application because she was "not qualified"

and the loan committee woula not approve it. No explanation

was offered as to why she was not qualified. At two others

she was told that she did not "fit their formula", i.e.,

30 percent of income for housing expenses. [63]

Nor is all the evideh. anecdotal. Robert Hoilien, vice-
president of a San Francisco savings institution, described

P*1 .
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a recent study of all the savings and loan institutions
supervised by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board in Califor-
nia, Nevada and Arizona. .This investigation showed that

In most cases the association didn't loan to woffen or single
women, they always dealt with family units. [64]

The results of a 1973 queStionnaire distributed by the
D.C. Commission on Status of Women to 107 mortgage lending
institutions revealed that:

(1) sex and marital status frequently determine
whether or .lot mortgaje applications will be
acted upon formally;

(2) alimony and :thild support are often discounted
as valid sources of income, regardless of their
reliability;

(3) working wives' salaries are often not fully
%Jounted as part of a family income; and

(4) some institutions ask applicants about their
parental plans and birth control practices. [65)

On the other side are the industry assertions that past
sex bias has been eliminated. [66] Since these Hearings
were held after the passage of laws :Prohibiting sex bias
in lending, one could 'hardly expect public admissions co7

guilt. Hence, spokesmen at the Hearings generally denied
any personal awareness that sex discrimination is a prpblem
in their cities.

I have never had the first call from a woman to complain
that she's unable to file a loan app]:-7ation or get a loan
at a savings and loan association. [67]

To the best of our knowledge there is no conscious discrimi-

.lation on the part of our men. (emphasis Ilthi,A) [68]

In St. Louis a lending industly spokesman told the Panel
that "many associations report they presently have on
their books substantially more mortgage loans made to
single women than to single men". [69] No statistical
data were offered in support of this. One Panelist ob-
served that if single wcmen mortgagors do indeed outnwm-
ber single men mortgagor_., it may be the result lot of

lenders' fairness to women but- of lenders' race discrimi-
nation in St. Louis -- a city where the population is

-"4-1:::-
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increasingly made up of aged white females and younger

blacks. (70]

Our Project, like previous studies, has been unable to

produce a quantitative data base which might reveal the

extent to which, if any, past discrimination remains.

Only the lenders themselves would have the pertinent

information. Yet those who testified reported that data

respecting the sex of the applicant or the mortgagor are

not customarily compiled by lenders.

Summarizing the plight of the single woman searching for

cree.t, Senator Brock told the Senate Subcommittee on
Housing and Urban Affairs in 1973:

A variety of lender prejudices have resulted in single women

traditionally being unable to obtain mortgages to buy real

estate. Lenders have gone to such lengths as to worry that

single women could not perform the necessary repairs to main-

tain property ... Mortgages may be granted if a male cosig-

nrtture is obtainable no matter what the financial status

of the male may be. [71]

For years mortgage lenders in this country have con-

sidered a dollar in a woman's hand worth about half as
much, or less, than a dollar in the
hand of her husband. This sexist

THE WORKING criterion has had the effect of

WIFE'S INCOME denying home-ownership to thousands
of families unable to meet the
lender's qualifying formula because

that portion of the income stream, which represented the

woman's salary, was "discounted".

One of the most prevalent discriminatory practices in

mortgage lending has been the practice of routinely

discounting or totally ignoring the income of

working wives in computing family income. Such

practices have prevented many families from aci.ieving

homeownership or compelled them to accept housing that

does not suit their needs and incomes. [72]

This discriminatory treatment of incomes has persisted

in the face of substantial and stable participation by

women in the Nation's labor force. Thirty-five million

women were in the labor force in 1973;. 42 p.?rcent worked

full-time year round; the expectancy for women now entering

the labor force is employment for an average of 25 years.

Three out of every : women workers are married. [73] Yet,
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in 1971 a Federal Home Loan Bank survey of savings and
loan associations showed:

that 25 percent would not count any of the
income of a wife, age 25, with two school
children, who held a full-time secretarial
position;

that more than 50 percent would limit credit
to 50 percent or less of her salary, and

that only 22 percent would count it all

Other studies have corroborated these findings. [74]

In a major way, conventional lenders' policies regar-
ding the working wife's income have been influenced by
the underwriting criteria of FHA, a federal agency, nut
to count any of the wife's income. [75] The policy of
the Veterans Administration was similarly influential. [/6]

FHA's policy was changed in the middle sixties to per-
mit counting the wife's income under "circumstances in-
dicating that such income may normally be expected to
continue through the early period of the mortgage risk".[77]

The Veterans Administration however, retained a policy
of discounting the wife's income until July 18, 1973.[78]
On thet day a new circular was approved, stating: "In
consideration of present-day social and economic patterns,
the Veterans Administration will hereafter recognize in
full both the income and expenses of the veteran and
spouse in determining the ability to repay a loan: [79]

While pressures by public interest groups and perhaps
other factors have prodded Federal agencies into a more
equitable treatment of the working wife's income, we
found evidence that many mortgage lenders still refuse
to credit fully the income of the working wife.

In the words of a woman broker in Atlanta who has been
in the real estate business "for 11 years, nearly 12":

I've been talking to mort:.ge men this month, and some of
them were telling me they still have problems with the VA
... If they give the wife crerlit for the income, they usually
want to do it by giving.her credit for the debts. (80]

Reporting on a 1975 survey of loan officers f banks
and mortgage companies in San Antonio, one witness stated:

cI
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Discriminatory practices in mortgage le 'ling against women,

although denied emphatically by vario,_.: _Jcal financial ins-

titutions, do seem to exist ... One b-nk stated combined in-

comes were fully considered only it the married couple were

both professionals and the wife had been employed more than

two years. [81]

Similarly, in St. Louis lender practices do not apl-ear

to have substantially changed.

The bank may refuse to count a married woman's income or

count only a fraction of her income in deciding whether a

couple's income level is high enough to grant a mortgage.

The assumption is.that the wife will have children and cease

working. Even women who have young children and are present-

ly working find themselves faced with that assumption ...

Some banks even ask husbands and wives to sign an agreement

not to have children before they will grant them a mortgage. (82]

This preoccupation of lenders with pregnancy persists

on the part of the conventional lender. One couple, both

professionals, described their experience with one of

Atlanta's largest institutions:

I went and spoke with the gentleman who took loan applications

and sat down with him and went over figures and gave him in-

co..fe figures and so forth and listed as part of the family !.n-

come Sharon's income, which at that point was around $9,000 a

year, I think.' And as soon as I mentioned that he said, "Well,

we only count half of that." And I said, well, I looked kind

of incredulous, I guess and I said, "You only count half of

that?" And he said, "Yeah, we only count half of that."

And I said, "Why is that?"

And he said, "Well, your wife, a woman her age is able to have

babies." I was aware of that physiological phenomenon, and

he thought that explained something and I wasn't sure what it

explained. So we ended the conversation there. [83]

Since a higher proportion of minority families rely on

the wife's salary for part of the family's income, the

impact of policies discounting the wife's income has been

much harsher on the non-white. Arthur Flemming, Chairman

of the Civil Rights Commission, described their findings

in this regard to the House Subcommittee on Consumer Affairs

at its hearings in June 1974 on credit discrimination

c,
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iegislation:

The system of mortgage finance in the Nation, under which
women are inequitably treated, reflects a reluctance by many
in the lending community to alter traditional policies and
standards, even though many are unrealistic and others faci-
litate illegal acts. Sex discrimination in credit is totally
at odds with the reality of modern-day America in which more
than 33 million women work and make up more than 40 percent
of the labor force. Yet lending institutions in many ins-
tances cling to images of women as unstable, unreliable, and
in need of male protection.

We conclude that "for minorities and women, the mortgage
finan'e system is a stacked deck -- stacked sometimes inad-
vertently, often unthinkingly, but stanked, nonetheless."
After interviews with over 75 real estate brokers, lenders,
home buyers, public interest groups, and Federal and city
housing specialists, the Commission was able to discern a
pattern of discriminatory practices. [84]

For all too many lenders, it would appear, it is "busi-
ness as usual" in their practices relating to women. But
there is ample reason for hope that things are changing.
The four federal financial regulatory agencies, so key to
determining the pace and direction of industry reform,
are recognizing that civil rights is also their respon-
sibility. (85] New federal LBgislation described in
Chapter 5 should assure that "sex discrimination" share
in this recognition.

Even within the industry, men like Eugene H. Adams, Chair-
man of the Governing Council of the American Bankers Asso-
ciation, are urging their peers to re-examine old practices
and question past assumpt:sons about women. [86] Again,
new federal legislation will encourage, hopefully, others
to listen.
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Finally, HUD has the responsibility to see that gains made

are in fact consolidated, that sex blas in lendilig does

not simply go underground, but goes -- period. thus,

we recommend that HUD:

1. Expand the piZot data coNection 'and nalysis

Project with the federal financial reg.7atory
agencies to'a nationwide effort, and ma e this
infopmation available to public interes organi-

zations and others.

2. Encourage the federal,financial regulatory
agencies to make civil.rights an integraZ part
of their regular examinat4,ons.

3. Administer all new and existing federal programs
designed to increase the availability of resi-
dentiat mortgage credit in such a way that
favoritis,m 1,C the nuclear (husband-wife) family

is ended and.homeownership opportunitieá are
expanded without .regara to sex OP marital status.

4 throu;:7 seminars, technical assistance,

and other resources -- local women's organiza-
tions and others in conducting local surveys of

practices cf lending institutions.

3.. Di.scrimination in the Provisions of Services or

\ Facilities in Connection with Housing
\\

<.\;\ Tt shall be u0.awful to discriminate against

flL1 pcPson ... in the provision of services

t...r facilities in connection (with the sale or

'cntal of a dwelling) on account of ... sex.

Federal Fair Huusing Law, 1974, sec.804(h)

Barriers to access, however important, emerge as but

one dimension in the mosaic of sex discrimination in

housing in this country. Indisputably, shelter is more

th,:ln a roof with supporting walls. With the physical

structure there must be related services and facilities

for even modest enjoyment to be possible. A tenement

without a (1:for that locks or with landlord harassment

A,
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is hardly a bargain. It's not enough to acquire a home
if you can't get insurance, or anyone to assist with its
maintenance without unconscionable gouging.

Yet'In the dities we visited, these complaints were
heard from women. Moreover, the complainants believe
that they suffer these grievances because they are women.

Consider a few illustrations;

In St. Louis, one witness representative from a women's
organization.told the Thanel "we receive complaints from
women who complain that repairs weren't being made in
their apartments and they felt it was because they were
single women". [87]

In San Antonio,a female tenant complained of the land-
lord's failure to provide a key to the deadbolt lock
or repair promptly the stove, notwithstanding repeated
requests.

We asked the landlord to fix it [the stove] and it took him
three months to get the stove fixed. I think he was mad

because we were women. I don't think a man would have had
this problem ... The landlord still hasn't given me the key.(88]

1

A woman tenant in a San Antonio public housing develop-
ment complained of differential treatment in maintenance
service and in the application of the AuthOrity's late
payment/eviction procedures because of her sex. [89]

Yet differential treatment often does not heed econo-
mic bounds. A white business woman in St. Louis, denied
units of her choice because "we already have too many
divorced women with children here", had to settle for
shelter with a lot fewer amenities than she could afford.

I couldn't get a pool; I couldn't get air conditiv,inc; I

couldn't get draperies ... my children suffered also because
the playground they had to play in was across a parking lot
... I was always wondering about their safety. (90]

In the landlords' tight rental market in San Francisco,
women face an especially difficult lob getting mainten-
ance requests serviced unless they can get a man to

intercedP. As one witness (..xpained:

Securing the ho sins is not the only problem that women are
having ... We have had many calls from women and initially
the call are centered around maintenance problems.., we ais-

cover that maybe they have alreapv tried some of these things

44
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[we'suggest] and have gotten no response from the landlord ...

I have spoken with a couple of women who were in a face-to-

face conversation with the landlord and they requested

repairs and the landlord blew up; he yelled and threat-

ened them with #n eviction at which point he lef* ard the

women Boit of Wicked down and then they tried aga.n, but

this timethey had a male friend with them uad the land-

lord backed down, he didn't carry on as he had before. [91]

Lark oA: service, ir some circumstances, is replaced with

landlord h.:xrassment. As one San Francisco tenant union

representative explained:

Difficulties are with the managers, the women have 'been ve:-

bally abused and one womah says the manager comes -- he per-

sistently knocks on the door and refuses to leave when they

ask him. Another woman opened the door and discovered the

landlord standing there with a can of beer in his hand and

she greeted him with a request that I won't repeat to you

right now but, merely, I am. trying to convey to you that all

'the women in the bui...ing have suffered this kind of abuse.

[92]

Nor are women tenants the only victims. In Atlanta, the Panel

learned of women being discriminated against in their search

for insurance -- all kinds of insurance.

One example concerned a wife and husband who had a "home-

owners" policy which would indemnify them in case of a
loss f2 m fire, flooding or theft.

They divorced, with her retaining

CASUALTY INSURANCE: the house as a part of the property

FIRE, THEFT, ETC. settlement. However, just as soon
as the insurance company r?ceived
notice of the divorce, it cancelled

the insurance, saying that the company did not insure single-

parent women with small children. [93] Apparently, the com-

pany views a woman-headed household as being unacceptably

risky.

An insurance broker in New York testified that f.iingle home-

owners (or tenants) have more trouble getting casualty

insurance than do couples, or couples with working wives.

.When the single woman gets insurance, she tends to pay

more for it. In the past, things were much worse. 041

When asked whether a widow would encounter diffic,:lty in
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getting a homeowner's policy renewed., she was equivocal:

A. It all depends. It can happen; it can happen.
It's interesting that it doesn't.happen more than
it does. The coverage gets renewed withill the
company. I guess maybe sometimes the company
doesn't know the difference ...

Q. So, if I [woman Panelist] am single, I'm in trouble
if f try to get insurance. .

. \
A. Well, sometimes, sometimes, it's getting better. [95]

When you get into [mortgagel life insurance
MCIFMINGE I think there is distinct discrimination
LIFE INSURANCE still against women. [96]

,

Amplifying on this point, the witness, an insurance broker,
told the Panel in New York that where women are able to .
get s-lch insurance, they face "discrimination in rates".
[971

Another company discomited the mortgage disabjlity insurance
upon *divorce .claiming the "amount of insurance was too high

compared to the amount of income that
MORTGAGE I was earning". However, the monthly
DISABILITY mortgage payments were only $150 and
INSURANCE the woman's annual salary was $12,000.

As a result of the company's cancel-
lation, withou*- further explanation,

the woman head of the household has no present insurance
coverage. [98]

Finally, women veterans (W.A.C.$) of World War II were
not eligible for the G.I. insured loans "unless their
husband cosigned the note". [99]

We recommend, in the light of this testimony, that HUD
promptly undertake further study of the practices of
insurers as they affect women's ability to secure shelter-
related protections with the aim of eliminating those that
are based not on current information but on habit and
out-moded stc.reotypes.
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Chapter 4

WOMEN WITH "SEX-PLUS"
DISABILITIES
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. the woman alone with the child or children
r2ally has the worst time of al/ because of the
eltanglement of aZZ kinds of discrimination,
the layers of discrimination. And if the woman
is of a minority group it adds another layer ...
and if she's "an welfare", it adds another layer,
if she's got a large family, it adds another;
it becomes impossible.

-- Edith Witt, San Francisco Hearing, March 7, 1975

The previous chapters have examined the pathology of sex
bias in the housing market as it affects women as a class.
It runs deep in our nation's history; nourished by myths,
long since forsakeh by reality. No woman, we have seen,
is beyond its potential reach. It cuts across class, age,
race or geographic lines. And since 42 percent of all
married women work outside the home, even the white, male-
headed family feels its pinch in lenders' dispatate treat-
ment of the workirg wire's income.

For many women, however, sexism is but an extra barrier
they are required to surmount in their search for shelter.
Trapped in the backwash of urbanization, women living in
the nation's inner cities face sexism's allies -- race,
ethnic, class and even age biases -- which interlock in
a virtually impregnable wall to equal housing opportunicy.
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A non-white woman in America often faces the double-
barrelled bias of sex and race; she carries the "dual

burden of Jim Crow and Jane
Crow". DJ Race and ethnic dis

ETHNIC AND RACIAL crimination requires little ela-

DISCRIMINATION; boration for those familiar with

THE MINORITY WOMAN this country's urban housing pat-
terns. [2] Latins and blacks
have historically been concen-

trated in urban housing ghettoes and there is little indi-

cation that the incidence of ghettoization is waning. [I]

In a July, 1974, report, the U. S. Commission on Civil

Rights concluded:

More than a decade ago, this Commission noted the development

of a 'white noose' of new suburban housing on the peripheries

of decaying cities with an 'ever-increasing concentration of

non-whites in racial ghettoes'. Today that pattern is even

more pronounced. ... Racial discrimination in housing compels

blacks and other minority group members to live in thL. metro-

politan area's least desirable housing. Their housing tends

to be older, in worse condition, and in less desirable neigh-

borhoods .. [I]n various suburban communities whites harbor

steraotypes which cause considerable fear of and animosity

toward blacks, Mexican-Americans, and Puerto Ricans, espe-

c4.ally those perceived as being of a lower class. [4]

St. Louis, in our study, illustrated the demographic con-

sequences of apartheid, American style. A population'ana-

lyst from St. Louis University, FY%ank Avesing, described
the situation for the Panel:

The significant factor in regard to the City of St. Louis

is that it is, increasingly a city of aged whites and

youngcr blacks. [5]

In fact, the black population of St. Louis county in 1970

was 4.1 percent and of St. Louis City 43.7 percent. This

polarization has not been accidental or inevitable. Power-

ful institutional factors in the housing market prevented

non-whites, the U. S. Civil Rights Commission found, from

having a free choice of housing.

At hearings conducted by the Commission in 1971, a black

school teacher tastified how she visited more than a

score cf real estate offices to find out w:.ere they would

offer her housing. She was invariably "steered" to an

all-black or changing neighborhood. [6]

Nor had the situation changed in 1975. "Public housing,"

9
A



a witness from the Puerto Rican community told the New
York Pemel, "is the primary means of getting a habitable
and decent home for the East Harlem families with a female
head WI household." [7]

Elizabeth Bruenn, a community organizer of social self-
help for the Chinese elderly, described the plight of the
Chinese woman confronting both ethnic bias and sexism in
San Francisco. [8] In that same city, another witness
told the Panel:

Some of the people said that they felt black women had more
trouble with sex discrimination; I'm sure that's true, but
we attack it as if it was racial discrimination. [The witness

then described a recent case involving a black woman, Rita A--,
seeking an apartment] ... Rita went over and filled out an
application ... she was called back and told that the appli-
cation was rejected because she was a divorced woman ... She

called us, [A Fair Housing organization] and we sent a young

white woman. She went out there ... and she was perfectly
acceptable. [9]

In Atianta, a black female, professional state -vernment
employee, who described her inability to rent in a major
complex although she felt she had all the qualifications,
felt that both sex and race were factors in her exclusion.

And automatically, you know, we though it was because of race,

which I'm sure it was a bit ... It's really kind of hard to
say. [It was] blatant racism at first; and after rt.ally look-
ing, I suppose it could be prejudice based on race as well as
sex ... [Q. Do you Sec..' the problem of discrimination against
women, particularly in housing, being aggravated by your also

being black?] ... Definitely. [10]

Ms. Frankie Freeman, a Commissioner on the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, concluded that "the conditions [poor inner
city housing where minority families predominate] which
have been described, reveal a situation that is the result
of the discrimination against women, which is compounded
by the discrimination on the basis of race, or vice versa,
as the case may be". [11] As Alice Cumba told the New York
Panel:

We are not claiming that only Puerto Rican women are subject

to discrimination. Double standards or irrelevant standards

apply to all women, but we see the effect of discrimination
Against Puerto Rican women in East Harlem. [12]

85
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P2

In 1975-poverty amid plenty remains an American paradox.
While the size and composition of the Nation's poor may

change, there are no encouraging
signs that as a nation we are
solving the paradox. Those wh,-.

are poor occupy, when measured
against any standard, the Nation's
worst housing. [131

CLASS DISCRIMINATION:
THE FEMALE-HEADED
HOUSEHOLD

Government housing programs, while
helping many families since their

inception f rty years ago, have fallen far shy of providing
a decent hone for every American. Indeed in recent years,
Federal hous ng efforts have largely been shelved, with
class bias.c ntributing heavily to their demise. Carl
Stokes, the former Mayor of Cleveland, has described the
"great and fearsome" resistance he encountered in both
white and black communities when he sought to put low-in-
come housing in a middle-income neighborhood. [14] Sub-
urbia's use of zoning, the referendum, and other ,...ontrols

to fence out the poor -- and real and fanciful problems
associated with them -- is by now common knowledge. [15]

Many then would agree with the witness at the New York
Hearing who told theyan-il that:

... the most serious sex discrimination in housing results

from the lack of adequate low-income housing. [16]

For one group of low-income women -- the femaie-headed
household -- the problem 1,3 worsening. The President's
Commission on Income Maintenance Programs, after examining
"mobility among the poor," concluded:

The 64 percent remaining in poverty were disp:oportionately
comprised of nonwhites, female-headed familics ... For [this]

group, poverty is not way station, it is a dead end. [171

According to the Women's Bureau in the U.S.Department of

Labor,

(.1 the t.,1) 1,f):"? familie:: headed by women in March 1972,

2,100,00 or 34 percent, had incomes below the low-income
level in 1)71. Vie comparable ;,r()portic)n for families with a

male-head was 7 percent. II]

If yoa add additional "disabilitics", in 1971 you found

9t)

-
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that among those female-headed families where
there are related children under 18, 45 pzrcent
were poor;

that 61 percent of the persons in families
headed by women of Hispanic origin were poor,
and

that 60 percent of persons in black female-
headed familes with related children under
age 18 were poor. [19]

Virtually, the entire decline in the overall number of
persons in poverty between 1960 and 1972 is accounted for
by persons in male-headed families. During this period
poor persons in female-headed households increased by
867,000. As a result, while only 24 percent of the poor
families were female-headed in 1960, by 1972, 43 percent
were female-headed. And if you focus on families with
children, more than 50 percent of poor families with chil-
dren are female-headed. [20]

About two-thirds of these households live in central cities
and more than 24 percent are in overcrowded quarters, with
the incidence of overcrowding about three times the national
level. Fifteen percent lack complete plumbing -- more than
twice the national level of 5.9 percent. [21]

In the cities we examined, the housing plight of the female.
headed household with children was, for each income group,
discouraging. If the household was poor it was impossible.
San Antonio, in this respect, was typical of the other
cities. There the Panel was told that out of the 175,000
residents living in units unsuitable for rehabilitation,
50 percent of these are female-headed.

For low-income mothers, child care facilities are crucial
if they are to woik. They are almost never avialable, and
when they are, they are often "used as a tool of a welfare
system which has attemptt.d to tie the granting of financial
aid to the mothers working outside the home". [22]

In their study, Planning, Woman a_21!2121rae, Karen Hapgood
and Judith Getzels concluded:

Even with income to spare, quality daytime child care assistance
is often difficult to locate and is complicated further by lack
of public transportation. Day care is a service which should
require no justification; day care must be normalized. As

Margaret Steinfels says in KticaLLMiralLEILlegLIL: "It
should be available to working-class and middle-class mothers
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-- day care to families in general, whose decision to use day

care would be seen as simply another one of those choices we

all make about how and where to live, and not as an indication

of any problem status ... [23]

Many of the families are forced to seek shelter in public
housing. Yet in San Francisco, "the vacancy rate in public
housing, if there is such a thing, is minus zero". In San

Antonio, there is a long waiting list for family units.
Already, however, women head all but 18 of the 3200 one-
parent households which dominate the non-elderly unit. [24]

In St. Louis, 84 percent of the occupied "family units"

are female-headed. There is a long waiting list for the

larger apartments. [25]

The purchase of conventionally-financed houses by these
households is, of course, out of the question. In St.Louis
the average price of a new home is $42,000, requiring $360
as monthly payments. Even in San Antonio, where shelter
is less than the national average, most female headed house-
holds are priced out of Cie home buyer market.

In New York City one major private landlord will not rent

to anyone who is "on welfare".[20 Simewommlrepresent a
disproportionate share of persons on welfare rolls, such

a policy has a discriminatory impact on women, and contri-

butes to converting public housing into the Nation's female

ghettoes.

While men and women in the United States have both gained
in life expectancy since 1900, the gain for women has been

larger in nearly every age bracket. In

1970, the difference was 7.5 years, so

THE PLED that the day a woman marries, she becomes
not only a wife but a probable widow. (See
Appendix I ) One recent study on widowhood

in America reports that 11 million women are widows, and

in the next ten years, there will be an additional million.[27]

The aging population is increasingly a female population.

Women who formerly lived with spouse and family must consi-

der other arrangements as they grow older. Fewer elderly per-

sons live comfortably in the same households with their grown

children. Both generations place high value on independence.

Yet the elderly need to retain contact with their families,

friends and communities. [28]
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Several have called our attention to the unenviable lot
of the older woman in our society. While men are allowed
to "age gracefully", society forces women to "giow old in
pain and with pity". [29] Frequently they face the same
kind of sexist housing practices as do younger women. As
Iris Velez, a Spanish-speaking widow told the Panel in San
Antonio:

We took tne loan application to another mortgage company and
they, the second mortgage company, rejected it in two days.
And this time I thought this was even worse, more heart-breaking
because the second mortgage company took it as a joke and they
told me that the reason they could not accept my application
was because I was a widow but that if I could find a male co-
signer they would be very glad to approve it because they reil-
ized that my income was fantastic. [30]

Many women, less fortunate than the above widow Ms. Velez,
grow old in poverty and with very limited residential choice.

Older Americans form a substantial portion of the poor.
"Of the 12.4 million households with heads aged 65 and over
in 1970, 5.8 million, or 47 percent, had incomes of less
than $3,000". [31] These households are 3 times as likely
as the population as a whole to occupy a house with incom-
plete plumbing. Many devote more than 35 percent of their
income to shelter; some more than 100 percent, requiring
the use of accumulated savings. [32]

In terms of choice of location, the elderly woman finds
herself, like the non-white, confined disproportionately
to the central city. She finds herself, incl:easingly,
living in a city of aged whites and younger blacks. As
Frank Avesing told the St. Louis Panel:

The blacks constitute 40 and 50 percent ... the white popu-
lation is 20 percent aged, 2 calt of 9 women, white women in
the city are aged, 22 percent ... and we have a tremendous
number of live alones. Women aged ... large numbers of aged
women living alone, survivors of families of married couples .

33)

Suburban zoning contributes to fencing out the older woman.
Local ordinances which prohibit, for example, unrelated
adults from living in single family homes, preclude the
elderly, in particular, from pooling their resources to
find decent shelter during this period of low vacancies
and rising shelter custs. One such ordinance was recent-
ly upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in Boraas v.Village
of Belle Terre. [34]

9 44
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Other ordinances preclude the construction of higher den-
sity dwellings, especially suitable, some believe, for
elderly developments. As Barbara Shack, Directot of the
ACLU's Women's Rights Project told the Panel in New York:

Today I would like to suggest that exclusionary zoning laws

present the most serious obstacle for housing for women, and

other poor or low income people ... 135]

In the five Hearings, the Panels heard much more of what
we but simply capsulized in the preceding pages of this
Chapter. These witnesses bared the American tragedy of
women victimized by the multiple social pathologies of
classism, racism, sexism and, indeed, age-ism. As Aileen
Hernandez, past president of the National Organization
for Women and the convenor of the San Francisco ad hoc
Commission on Women and housing, succinctly put it:

When you start eliminating those sex-plus factors

in the sex-plus concept that lawyers have come
up with, you will come down to the nitty-gritty

that women are indeed discriminated against

... (36j

Meeting -he housing needs of women requires, then, a recog-
nition of the discrimination which they face, a discrimi-
nation which for large numbers of women .s magnified by
"sex-plus disabilities" that require them to pay a dispro-
portionate toll of America's urbanization. These women
Nstill haven't gotten the not-go-novel but decent housing
promised the people of the United States decades ago". [37]

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development --
in monitoring Title I [Housing and Community Development
Act of 1974] special revenue sharing funds, in administering
Title II housing assistance programs, and in fashioning a
housing allowance strategy for the future -- is obligated to
respond to these unmet needs. Therefore, we recommend that
HUD, in conjunction with an ad hoc Task Force of Representatives from

Women's Organizations, undertake a prompt examination of all housing-

related federal programs in the Zight of the Federal Fair Housing Act,

as amended by section 808(b) of the Housing and Community Development

Act of 1974; section 527 of Title V of the National Housing Act; and sec-

tion 109 of Title I of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974,

to identify specific steps to be taken to assure their administration in

a manner which affirmatively furthers the goal of equal housing oppor-

tunity for women.
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Chapter 5

PROSPECTS FOR HELP:
LEGAL REMEDIES
FOR
SEX BIAS

"/ think history has shown ... that the
problems of discrimination are such that
a multiplicity of remedies -- private,
adMinistrative, and judicial are neces-
sary to effectuate the purposes of the
legislation." (1)

Today in America sex discrimination in housing is

"against the Law". Indeed sex bias violates many laws,
providing the multiple remedies generally conceded to
be indispensable to fulfilling the stated commitment
to a truly "free and open society". [2]

What are these laws and multiple remedies? That's the
subject of this chapter. What is needed to fuel these
statutes to blunt effectively the force of sexism in the
housing market? That's the subject of the next chapter.

Many women told the Panels in the five cities of their
feeling the sting of sex discrimination. Almost none
knew their options under the Law to do something about
it.
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Know The Law: Federal Fair Housing Law
Option 1

You can file a complaint simply by picking up
the phone. [31

800-424-8590 will not get a woman a room in a Holiday
Inn anywhere in the country. Another toll-free number
does that. But it can, since August 22, 1974, help free
thousands of residences from the clutches of sex dis-
crimination. For on this date President Ford signed the
1974 Housing and Community Development Act which, among
many things, extended the Federal Fair Housing Act, also
known as Title VILEof the Civil Rights Act of 1968, to
prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex.

The Federal Fair Housing Law, enacted as a part of omni-
bus civil rights legislation during the riot-swept summer
of 1968, proclaims

It (to be) the policy of the United States to provide

for fair housing throughout the United States.

From its inception the Act prohibited discrimination on
account of race, color, religion or national origin --
but not sex. As Senator William Brock explained to the
Senate Subcommittee of Housing and Urban Affairs in 1973:

Five years ago when the Fair Housing Act was passed,
what problems that were recognized in this area (sex

discrimination) were seen as individual rather than
systemic. In the years since the passage of the Act,
it has become increasingly evident that prohibition
against discrimination on account of sex should have

been included in the Act, and I now seek to remedy
this omission. (43

Thanks to the efforts of Senator Brock and Representative
Leonor Sullivan in the House, Congress did remedy this
omission in 1974. One result: a woman who honestly feels
she has been discriminated against because of her sex in
renting or buying can get Federal help by simply calling,
day or night, the toll-free 800-424-8590. Any day of the
week this number plugs the caller into the investigative
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resources of the United States Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), the agency with the major res-
ponsibility for enforcing the Federal Fair Housing Act.

When it receives a complaint, either in writing or over
its toll-free "hot line", HUD does the investigating
through its 10 Regional Offices covering the 50 States,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The complainant is
not required to know "all the facts" to prove the guilt
of the wrongdoer. It is HUD's job to get the information
it needs to attempt to secure the shelter or get damages
or both through informal, confidential conciliations.
And HUD's responsibility is broad since the Federal Fair
Housing Act makes it unlawful, on account of sex [and
race, color, religion or national origin] to

refuse to sell or rent ... or otherwise
make unavailable;

discriminate in the terms, conditions,
or privileges of the transaction;

indicate any preference in any advertising;

misrepresent the availability of the
dwelling;

discriminate in the terms of or in the
availability of financing, or

discriminate in the availability of brokerage
services.

In calling HUD's attention to unlawful conduct, the woman
should act promptly. The unit may get rented or sold,
eliminating one element of possible relief. And if she
delays more than 180 days after the alleged discrimination,
there may be nothing HUD can do about it. [5]

The woman complainant has little to lose in calling HUD
... and a lot to gain. "During the last half of Fiscal
1974", according to former HUD Assistant Secretary Toote,
"we more than doubled the amount recovered by claimants
in our conciliation efforts [in race and ethnic d:.scri-
mination cases] to $125,000." [6]

Eight months after the enactment of the sex amendment
to the Act, only two hundred women had filed complaints
charging sex bias in a housing transaction. [71 This is
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a small number considering that such complaints may touch
on almost any part of the market-place where shelter gets
distributed in this country, [8] and any phase of the
transaction. Yet the passage of the 1974 Amendment re-
ceived little PUblicity, and no major campaign has been
mounted to overcome this.

HUD's administrative machinery relies on prompt investi-
gating and skillful conciliating. In some cases either
one or both is lacking. In other cases, neither is strong
enough medicine.,'When that happens, there is little more
HUD itself can do, lacking as it does "cease and desist"
power or the authority to fine. While the victim unsuc-
cessful at conciliation can go to court, the Agency's
only alternative is a reference of the matter, if appro-
priate, to the U.S. Department of Justice for action.

Unlike HUD, the Justice Department can seek the court's
help in remedying housing discrimination where there is
reasonable cause to believe

(a) there is a pattern or practic.- of sex dis-
crimination, or

(b) the denial of rights protected by the Act
raises "an issue of general public impor-
tance". [9]

Using the Act's broad sweep, the U.S.Attorney General

ha relief in a variety of cases involving race
discrimination. At least one sex suit is pending.

Perhaps of most importance is the optionpf the victim
to go directly to court. This litigation power, plus
the Attorney General's authority to bring a "public"
action, have been the "main generating forces" in the fight
for fair housing throughout the United States. Comment-
ing on the importance of this option, former HUD Secretary
Lynn told the House Appropriations Subcommittee last year,

As a person who practiced law for a fair period of time,

as did Dr. Toote, both of us feel that that form of en-
forcement may very well turn out to be for the longer haul

far more effective than our complaint procedures. A body of

law is developing that says, for example, that no matter how

small the actual damages were, the defendant, iZ he is found

to have sinned under these laws, has to pay reasonable attor-

ney fees to the plaintiff. That can be quite an incentive

for a person to settle very quickly. [10]

10:
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'As a result of this litigation, many fundamental propo-
sitions are now firmly embedded in fair housing law. On
these, sex litigation can confidently build. They include:

1. admitting evidence of "checking" or
"testing" [11] as well as statistics to
prove a prima facie case; [12]

2. establishing that race (or sex) need
not be the only reason for the gate-
keeper's conduct -- it being sufficient
to show that race (or sex) is merely
one of a number of otherwise valid
business factors; [13]

3. establishing that discrimination in-
cludes not just blatant or simple-
minded bigotry but sophisticated
schemes as well; [14]

4. establishing that evidence of discrimi-
nation, occurring before such conduct was
prohibited, is nonetheless admissible to
show the policy persists, [15] and

5. awarding damages, both actual and puni-
tive, with its likely deterrent to fur-
ther discrimination, [16] as well as
attorney's fees. [17]

With these principles in place and with HUD's adminis-
trative machinery crippled by a lack of enforcement
bite and State referral requirements [18], women --
and the practising bar -- are likely to look (and wisely
so) to the proven tool of federal litigation for protec-
tion of their new claims to equal housing opportunity
at last "guaranteed" by the Federal Fair Housing Act.

HUD, in turn, should minimize the use of its resources
on the processing of individual compl its, many of-
which (based c.1 our Hearings) are likely to come from
rental transactions where HUD's admittedly time-consuming
procedures are least likely to be effective. A more pro-
mising use of scarce resources would involve Such tools
as compliance reviews and affirmative action where HUD,
rather than the victim, would be the initiator.

As one witness told the Panel in Atlanta:



I think that the onus fot compliance must switch from

action brought by the folks discriminated against to

the agencies. (l9]

In its recent assessment of HUD's program to combat .

discrimination in* housing, the U.S.(Civil Rights Com-
mission a so urged the Agency to "make compliance re-
views the pore of its program". 120] There is evi-
dence that HUD is now taking the initiative. In 1974

HUD conducted "administrative meetings" in Hartford,
Connecticpt and Washington, D.C, It also negotiated
area-widelaffirmative marketing agreements covering
13 metropblitan areas. This should continue through
initiativels, which include special focus on sex discri-

mination. Thus, we recommend that HUD

(a) conduct community-wide investigations, inclu-

ding the use (through:private organisations)
of "testers", to identify specific patterns of
sex discrimination in housing in at least two
meeropolitan areas in each HUD region in FY
1976. In this connectiqn, special emphasis
shall be accorded sex discrimination in rentaZ
housing as it affects women heads of hou.se-

holds, and ,--

(b) conduct a prompt examination of its programs
in the liglgtf the aforementioned statutes
to assureithe'vr admireistration in a-manner which
affirmatively furthers the goal of equal housing
opportunity for'wdmen

Because of the risk that HUD may relegate sex cases to a
lesser priority, we recommend that HUD

(a) conduct a prompt examination of its equal oppor-
tunity requirements to assure that they appZy
with the same force and effect to sex discrimi-
nation as they do to discrimination on account

of race; and

(b) issue as soon as possible Guidelin6s which clar-
ify the scope, purpose and HUD's planned imple-
mentation of the Federal Fair Housing Act, as
amended by section 808(b) of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974; section 627

of Title V of the National Housing Act; and
section 109 of Title I of the Housing and
Community Development Acr of 1974.



HUD presently recognizes as "substantially equivalent"
state laws which do not prohibit sex discrimination.
Yet, a state law which doe's not p phibit discrimination
on account of race, color, religion or national origin
would not be accorded "substantial equivalency" status.
While HUD may possess a rationale for this disparate
treatment, it has not told the American public what this
is. It was accomplished without inviting comment or
public hearings through a series of amendments to its
Fair Housing Regulations which HUD published in the
Federal Re ister of Ma 8 1975 but made effective
retroactive to August 22, 1974. The government appar-
ently considers the disparate treatment of little conse-
quence, stating in the preamble to the amendments thE,t
they were "merely editorial modifications to reflect the
congressional mandate expressed in Title VIII". [21]

We believe American women are entitled to know why this
was done and when, if ever, HUD plans to change it.

Know the Law: State and Local Fair Housing_Acts
Option 2

It has been the States, not the Federal governtnent,
which trail-blazed in fair housing legislation in this
country. Thus, when Congress finally covered sex dis-
crimination in 1974, Colorado had prohibited such con-
duct since the Fifties.

Today twenty-five States provide some measure of pro-
tection for the woman housing consumer. (See Appendix J)
Women residing in these States have a second option --
complaining to the State agency which, in some instances,
has more remedial clout than does HUD. Some State agen-
cies, for example, can hold public hearings or issue
cease and desist orders or award damages. Alaska, as an
illustration,had the authority to seek a temporary res-
training order.

At any time a complaint is filed ... alleging an unlaw-
ful discriminatory practice, the Commission may file a pe-
tition in the Superior Court ... seeking appropriate tempo-
rary relief ... including an order or decree restraininy him
from doing or procuring any act tending to render ineffectual
any order the Commission may enter with respect to the com-
plaint. [22]
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Yet, in the five cities involved in this Project, only
one -- New York City -- is located in a state with a
Pair Housing Law covering sex discrimination. (In fact,

women in that city are protected by city as well as fede-

ral and state legislation.)

Three states -- Georgia, Missouri and Texas -- have no

fair housing legislation. We recommend that RUD urge

the governors of these States to support, at the next
legislative sejsion, equal housing legislation substan-
tially equivalent to Title VIII of the Civil Rights ilct

of 1968, as amended in 1974 to cover discrimination
based on sex.

California has a Fair Housing Act, California Health and
Safety Code, section 35700 et seq., but the statute does

not cover sex discrimination. This omission should be

cured.

Women residents of New York City have a cornucopia of

remedies. Fortin addition to remedies under the Federal
Fair Housing Law, both the State and city have compre-
hensive statutes proscribing housing discrimination on
the basis of sex as well as race, creed, color and na-

tional origin.

The Division of Human Rights, the state agency responsible

for administering the New York Fair Housing Act, has broad

powers( including the authority to seek a'temporary res-

training order which maintains the status quo. While the

New York City Agency has no comparable power, it has adop-
ted a "posting" procedure which it believes accomplishes
in rental cases the same result and without the delay

attendant to seeking a court's aid. The chairperson of
tmt New York City Commission on Human Rights, described
this technique for the Panel this way:

The Commission".. posting power is a unique feature of our

housing mandate. The Commission is one of the few agencies

in the country which has such posting power. Indeed I know

of no other agency which has the power. There may be some

by this time. Posting power often has the effect of an in-

junction, because once the apartment is publicly posted with

a sign on its door, that informs potential renters and buyers

that a legal investigation of discrimination by our agency is

in progress, it effectively takes the property off the market

for the 10-day period allowed by the statute.

This is the key power that encourages the respondent to re-

think his position and has been effective in obtaining the
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apartment or house for the complainant in about 98 percent of

our cases where its use or its threatened use has been possible.

What happens is that the apartment, if there is, the initial,

not proof but the initial evidence indicating that more evi-

dence will in fact demonstrate that discrimination has occurred

... a sign is put on the apartment door, that effectively says
this apartment or premises is being investigated by the New
York City Commission on Human Rights under the blank blank,

and anybody who takes this apartment should know this or what-

ever.

What we want tr do is to stop somebody from seeing the apart-
ment, from renting it, and if he goes in that door and he sees

the sign on it saying, there may be delay here because there's

adjudication by an administrative agency involved. That is

how to get started.

The posting power is so effective that I would like to see
it used universally across the country. (23]

Because of the importance of speed in remedying the de-
nial of equal rental opportunities, we recommend: that

HUD develop a monograph describing the New York City
pcsting prooedure and commend its adoption by other
public agencies charged with the enforcement of fair

housing laws.

Sometimes the victim will not wish the unit; instead
damages represent the appropriate relief. Although many
state statutes don't expressly authorize the state agen-
cies to award damages, the courts have tended to inter-
pret the laws to find such power.

In New York the Court of Appeals recently reaffirmed its
holding that the Division of Human Rights could award
compensatory damages for mental suffering. [24] And in

one of the few reported cases dealing with sex discrimi-
nation, the New Jersey Supreme Court upheld the Division
of Civil Rights' award of damages (both economic compen-
satory and pain and suffering) though there was no spe-
cific authority in the statute. [25] Similar results
were reached in Massachusetts and Washington, [26] but
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complainants have not been successful in Pennsylvania and

Ohio. [27]

Because of the importance of damages to proper relief for

victims of housintl discrimination, state fair housing
statutes should be amended to authorize compensatory and
punitive damages in appropriate cases.

Know the Law: State Remedies for Credit Discrimination

Option 3

i"

In the preceding pages of this Chapter we have described

options a woman may pursue under comprehensive fair hous-
ing legislation, whether Federal or state, encompassing
many phases of a housing transaction. With respect to

one phase of the transaction -- the acquisition of mort-

gage credit -- the woman has additional remedies to com-

bat sex bias.

More than 20 States and the District of Columbia have

passed legislation prohibiting sex discrimination in the

extension of credit. [28] They owe their genesis, in major

part, to the dramatic attention the National Commission on

Consumer Finance brought to the issues of women and credit

in the summer of 1972. [29]

Most of these statutes cover home financing as well as

consumer credit. Some such as Colorado, Illinois and

Maryland do not. Because of the importance of mortgage

credit to women, we recommend that States whose statutes
prohibiting credit discrimination fail to cover home
financing amend their laws at the next legislative
session to cure this omission.

Of the five cities in this study only two were in States,

California and New York, with laws prohibiting credit
discrimination on account of sex. Comparing their subs-

tantive provisions illustrates the "patch-work quilt" of

state action in this field.

The California Civil Code provides that:

No married woman shall be denied credit in her own name if

her uncommingled earnings or separate property are such that
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a man possessing the same-amount of property or earnings would
receive credit.

No unmarried woman shall be denied credit if her property or
earnings are such that a man possessing the same amount of
property or earnings would receive credit. (30]

In contrast, the recent amendment to the New York State
Human Relations Act is much broader in scope. In per-
tinent part, it provides:

It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice for any cre-
ditor or any officer, agent or employee thereof:

a. In the case of applications for credit with respect
to the purchase, acquisition, construction, rehabil-
itation, repair or maintenance of any housing accommo-
dation, land or commercial space to discriminate against
any such applicant because of the race, creed, color,
national origin, sex or marital status of such applicant
or applicants or any member, stockholder, director, offi-
cer or employee of such applicant or applicants, or of
the prospective occupants or tenants of such housing
accommodation, land or commercial space, in the granting,
wihhholding, extending or renewing, or in the fiking of
the rates, terms or conditions of, any such credit.

b. To discriminate in the granting, withholding, extend-
ing or renewing, or in the fixing of the rates, terms
or conditions of, any form of credit, on the basis of
race, creed, color, national origins sex or marital
status.

c. To use any form of application,for credit or use or
make any record or inquiry whiah expresses, directly
or indirectly, any limitation, specification, or dis-
crimination as to race, creed, color, national origin,
sex or marital status; provided, however, that this
section shall not bar creiitors from making inquiries
and records from which they may compile statistics
for the purpose of demonstrating compliance with this
section, or for the purpose of establishing and evalu-
ating valid, objective criteria of credit worthiness.

d. To make any inquiry of an applicant concerning his or
her capacity to bear children, or his or her use or
advocacy of any form of birth control or family planning.

e. To refuse to consider sources of an applicant's income

114
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or to subject an applicant's income to automatic dis-

counting, in whole or in part, because of an applicant's

race, creed, color, national origin, sex, marital sta-

tus or childbearing potential. [31]

The New York law extends its protections to each aspect
of the credit transaction -- granting, withholding, extend-
ing or renewing credit; fixing of the interest rates and
other terms and conditions. Lenders are specifically
required to consider all sources of the applicant's income.

We found enforcement under the New York Act to be split

between the New York Banking Department and the State
Division of Human Rights. Jurisdiction over creditors
licensed and regulated by the State Banking Department is
concurrent. With respect to all other lenders, the com-

plainant must contact the State Division of Human Rights.

Edith Novak, Assistant Counsel to the New York State Bank-
ing Department, described for the Panel the enforcement

powers:

Both Departments [State Banking and Division of Human Rights]

may issue orders requiring the granting of the credit applied

for, requiring the creditors to cease and desist from the prac-

tice complained of, requiring the payment of damages and making

other appropriate orders.

In addition, the Superintendent of Banks may also require the

payment of a fine up to $10,000 to the State of New York. The

aggrieved applicant may also sue, that is pursue a private

remedy, but the remedies are exclusive, that is, you may not

both sue and bring an administrative complaint except in limi-

ted circumstances. [32]

Several features of the New York Act warrant attention.
One is thc, requirement to provide the borrower, upon
request, the reasons for rejecting her application. [33]

Another provision allows the State Superintendent of Banks

to initiate investigations without a specific complaint. [34]

Finally, lenders who request permission of the Superin-
tendent to take any action which requires consideration
of the public interest or which requires finding the
financial responsibility and general fitness of the cre-
ditor, are required to file a written certification of
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their compliance with this Law. Lendars who have been
found in violation of the Ant risk a denial of the pending
application for Superintendent approval.

It is too early to assess the impact of state laws prohi-
biting credit discrimination against women. They repre-
sent, in the words of one commentator, "a patch-work quilt
covering some of the problems in some trouble spots". [35]

Writing a little more than a year ago, Margaret Gates of
the Center for Women Policy Studies in Washington, D.C.
summarized the states' response to sex-based credit dis-
crimination this way:

The enforcement provisions of these laws fall into two basic
categories: those that extend a private right of action for
damages; and those that provide for an administrative remedy.
The Oregon, Washington, Massachusetts and District of Columbia
laws include both provisions and permit the complainant to
choose which to pursue. Three states explicitly provide for
injunctive relief in addition to one of the above remedies,
and Wisconsin has a criminal sanction of a 1,000-dollar fine
instead of the right to a civil action. The Illinois law was
enacted without any enforcement provisions. Six states pro-
vide for attorneys' fees and/or court costs, and punitive
damages may be awarded in Oregon and Florida ...

[Few of these state laws] are comprehensive enough or well
enough enforced to be effective. [36]

What was needed, many believed, was comprehensive legis-
lation. In 1974 Congress acted, hot once but twice, and
this brings us to Option 4.

Know the Law: Federal Prohibitions on Credit
Discrimination

Option 4

Mortgage credit discrimination on account of race has been
especially resistant to the antidote of fair housing legis-
lation. Congress in 1974 fashioned additional tools which,
at this writing, have yet to be tested in forays with the
Nation's credit community.

With the passage of the Housing and Community Development
Act and the Depository Institutions Amendments Act of 1974
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Congress added to woman's anti-discrimination legal
arsenal by

1. making it unlawful under section 805 of the
Federal Fair Housing Act (discussed in Option

1, supra.) to discriminate becaute of sex in
the financing of shelter;

2. making it also unlawful under section 527 of
the National Housing Act to deny virtually any
mortgage loan to a person on account of sex;

3. making it unlawful under the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act for a creditor to discriminate
against any applicant on the basis of sex or
marital status with respect to any credit
tranr4action (including, but not limited to,

a mortgage loan); and

4. forbidding under section 527 of the National
Housing Act, the discounting of a spouse's
income when extending mortgage credit.

Now, for the first time, the major federal financial regu-

latory agencies are expressly enlisted in the war on credit

sex bias. With what impact, it is too early to say. Yet

two, with major roles in the mortgage credit field, have

begun to test the waters. On December 16, 1974, the

Federal Home Loan Bank Board issued Regulations. (37] In

the Spring of 1975, the Federal Reserve Board followed
with proposed Rules. [38]

Savings and loan associations account for most single
mortgage credit in this country. Most associations are

"monitored" by the FHLBB. With the
passage of the 1974 Housing and

FHLBB: Community Development Act, this

FAIR HOUSING industry no longer has unlimited

AND NATIONAL discretion in its treatment of the

HOUSING ACTS woman at the credit window. FHLBB's
Regulations make this abundantly
clear.

With a stated purpose of requiring

"that every applicant be given an equal opportunity", the

Regu2ations articulate that Federal law is violated where

1. a lender refuses to lend to a woman because of

her sex;

2. a lender subjects a woman to higher standards

11 ;
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of credit worthiness;

3. a lender imposes different loan eligibility
criteria on women than it does on men;

4. a lender requires a single woman, otherwise
credit worthy, to obtain a cosigner or guarantor
where a single man similarly situated would not
be subject to a multiple signature requirement;
or

5. a lender normally discounts all or part of a
wife's income.

Other lender practices, although less obviously a viola-
tion of the regulations, are frowned upon by the Board
and mly violate Federal law. These questionable or sus-
pect practices are also identified in the Regulations.
They include:

1. lender underwriting standards which "have no
economic basis and which are discriminatory
in effect";

2. lender practices which discriminate on the
basis of age or marital status;

3. lender practices requiring, as a condition
for granting a mortgage loan, information
relating to birth control practices or child-
bearing capability;

4. lender practices which consider only the non-
overtime income of the primary wage-earner;

5. lenders' application of rigid and arbitrary
rules relating to the borrower's prior history.
For example, rules which favor applicants who
have previously owned homes or disfavor appli-
cants who have frequently changed jobs or resi-
dences may constitute rigid and arbitrary rules
in violation of the law.

Regarding underwriti g standards which have a possible
discriminatory effect on women, the Regulations provide:

Each loan applicant's credit worthiness should be evaluated
on an individual basis without reference to ptesumed charac-
teristics of a group. The use of lending standards which
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have no economic basis and which are discriminatory in effect

is a violation of law even in the absence of an actual intent

to discriminate. [39]

The Board hedged, however, by indicating that "a genuine
business need" mgy justify the standard if the need "can-
not be achieved y means which are not discriminatory in

effect or less discriminatory in effect".

In this connection it is important that the borrower re-
quest and examine the lender's credit scoring system or
plan used in connection with processing the loan appli-

cation. For plans which assign a value to marital sta-

tus, to possessing a telephone in one's own name, to job

title, to neighborhood of borrower, or other facially
neutral criteria which may adversely impact on women now
violate the Federal Fair Housing Act.

On April 22, 1975, the Federal Reserve Board issued pro-

posed regulations which would serve as a basis for enfor-
cing the Equal Credit Opportunity Act
which becomes effective on October 28,

FECEMAL REM= 1975. These regulations prohibit cre-

BOARD: dit discrimination based on sex or mari-

EUALaimmaT tal status in both mortgage and consu-

OPPORMNITY ACT mer cradit transactions. [40]

They contain many important provisions.

Among them are requirements that:

1. a creditor provide a clear and meaningful writ-

ten statement of reasors for the denial of cre-
dit if the applicant requests such a statement;

2. creditors maintain records relating to their
lending operations for a 2-year period to faci-
litate monitoring and enforcement;

3. lenders assign no value to sex or marital sta-

tus in their credit scoring plans, and

4. lenders consider the "prior family account" when

a newly divorced or widowed person seeks credit.

Women who believe there has been credit discrimination

based on sex or marital status and wish to explore their

litigation options and other relief under the Federal
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Equal Credit Opportunity Act, should consult a lawyer.
They may also wish to bring the matter to the attention
of the Federal Reserve System for such administrative
enforcement as its Board of Governors authorizes. Inqui-
ries should be sent to: Secretary, Board of Governors

Federal Reserve System
Washington, D.C. 20551

The statute autnorizes an "aggrieved individual" to bring
a lawsuit in any United States District Court or other
court of competent jurisdiction to enforce her rights
which the statute creates. Suit must be brought within
one year of the violation. In this lawsuit, a woman may
seek:

1. preventive relief, such as an injunction;

2. actual damages;

3. punitive damages "in an amount not greater
than $10,000", and

4. reasonable attorney's fees.

A woman discriminated against in a state, e.g., New York,
with its own remedies for credit discrimination is required
by the Federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act to choose
between her federal and state remedies.

The Board's proposed requirement that lenders furnish,
upon request, a written statement of the reasons for deny-
ing a mortgage (or other) loan is a major step toward
meeting one of the problems identified by several of the
witnesses during the study.

As a lawyer representing a borrower in a sex discrimi-
nation case involving mortgage credit told the Panel in
New York:

The problem is that there are no standards. Some little man
at your local bank says, "Oh, of course we want to give you
a mortgage, and we'd love to give out mortgages, and that's

what we're in business for". And he takes your application
and you go home thinking you're going to have this house,
and it goes to some people at the downtown Wall Street office,
and it goes upstairs and that's the end of it. Nobody knows
what happens; nobody knows what the criteria are ... (41]

Industry spokesmen told the Panels that subjective appraisal

12 ti
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plays a major role in the lender's decision-making.
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Q. [Panelist] It has been described to me by people in

.
,the "..savings and loan industry that a percentage
00:the decision-making on a loan relates to hard criteria
A0411p equally ... large percentage relates to a person's

eXperience and almost subjective appraisal of the indi-

. ,Vlimpl. applying.

A. [Witness] I think that's generally the practice. [42]

The difficulty,4in the past, of establishing "why" and
"how" the lender pxociesses worked has doubtless contri-
buted to the Teucity of cases under fair housing statutes
against lendeFs. The Federal Reserve Board proposed Regu-
lations mayopen these pxocesses, at last, to some sunshine.

Know the Law: Additional Remedies
OptIon 5

The preceding pages in this chapter describe the recently
assembled mosaic of statutory remedies which may assist
the woman victim of sex discrimination in some sphere of
her search for shelter. Her lawyer, however, may wish
to bultizess, in appropriate cases, the rationale of the
litigation with constitutional arguments.

Many people believe that sex discrimination can Joe success-

fully challenged through litigation under the Fourteenth Amend-

ment guarantee that no state shall "deny to any person within

its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws". (43]

The employment of constitutional litigation to secure
equal treatment of women under the law has gained momen-
tum in the Seventies. Recent Supreme Court cases such as
Reed v.Reed [44] and Frontiero v.Richardson (45] repre-

sent successful constitutional challenges to state action
which metes out differential treatment to men and women.

A divided Court has moved toward according sex, as it
accords race, the status of a fundamentally "suspect
classification".

Apellants (female members of the uniformed services] contend

that classifications based upon sex, like classifications

based upon race, alienage, and national origin, are inherently

suspect and must therefore be subjected to close judicial

121
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scrutiny. We agree ... [463

None of these cases, however, involve sex discrimination

in housing.

A pending housing case in New York does pose the consti-
tutional issues. Two couples brought a class action in

Hoberman v. Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co., in the federal
court for the Southern District of New York 'n 1973. They

allege that a mortgage lender".s practice of disregarding or
discounting the income of the working wives violated the
Equal Protection and Due Process clauses of the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. [47] The

Hoberman case is still pending. Since the parties appa-
rently are attempting to negotiate a settlement, it is
unlikely this case will result in a judicial opinion on
the constitutional issues the litigation poses.

Counsel for plaintiffs, Janice Goodman, testified at the
New York Hearing. She told the Panel that the defendant
bank had changed its income discounting policy following
the passage of new legislation forbidding sex discrimi-
nation in lending. However, it also lowered from 25 percent

to 22 percent the percentage of total family income which
the monthly mortgage payment could represent -- accomplishing
thereby a certain "discounting" by another route. [48]

A prospective feature of the Federal Constitution which
could help women victims of mortgage credit discrimi-
nation is the proposed Equal Rights Amendment. It pro-

vides, in part, that

Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or

abridged by the United St4tes or by any State on account

of sex. [49)

Thirty-four (34) of the required thirty-eight (38) States
have ratified the proposed Amendment, though not without
heated debate over its merits and purposes. Its potential
impact for removing inequities women face at the hands of

the housing market is problematical in view of the fact
that ERA only applies to "state action". However, its
ratification could accelerate the process of nullifying
vestigial inequities in state laws relating to domicile,
property and family laws.
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At least eleven States have passed Equal Rights Amend-
ments to their constitutions. [50] Lower court cases

are just surfacing which interpret their
scope. Their implOMentation, therefore,

mum does not offer much guidance for use in
ERks ending sex-based discrimination in the

housing sector. As with the proposed fed-
eral ERA, these amendments could have, how-

ever, a substantial impact in dislodging sexism in commun-
ity property, domicile and other laws.

There are various,roads to the reform of 'institutions
and the underlying attitudes, values and assumptions of
those who shape their behavior. 'One such road, certainly,
is to look to the Law -- to add new statutes which "regu-
late" the conduct which creates or perpetuates the per-
'ceived inequities, or to remove existing legislation which
supports them.

In the field of sex-based discrimination in housing, we
now have broad congressional mandates for regulating hous-
1.g and credit industry behavior which discriminates against
women. From making laws, we can now turn to making them
work.

To this end we recommend that HUD, pursuant to section 808(d)
of the Federal Fair Housing Act, (a) at the National level,
invite appropriate federal agencies to participate on a senior
level Tnteragency Working Committee to facilitate the adoption
and to monitor the implementation of agency efforts to elimi-
nate sex bias in the nation's housing markets, and (b) at the
regional level, urge the establishment of an ad hoc Committee
of the Federal Executive Board to examine in the light of the
Federal Fair Housing Act, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act,
and sections 109 and 808 of the Housing and Community Oevelop-
ment Act of 1974 "housing-related" federal programs and to
make recommendations with bespect to the affirmative adminis-
tration of said programs.
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Chapter 6

MOBILIZING WOMEN
FOR
COLLECTIVE ACTION

"... Tremember the tremendous shook I felt
on learn."..ng that you don't solve the housing
problem merely by passing a Zaw. "

-- Gunnar myrdal

There exists a grew*. gap, every lawyer knows, between a
right and a remedy, between a law's promise and a law's
performance. Acquiring the right may be a prerequisite
to asking for legal relief, but :It is far from a guaran-
tee of the latter's enjoyment. %,lot surprisingly, then,
the road of social reform is paved with the disappoint-
ments of those who have not heeded history's lesson, who
haVe fOught furiously to pass a law only to ignore its
adrenistration and enforcement.

If complacency in the wake of legislative victory is
generally risky, it is perilous when the new law is one
whose purpose is to uproot discrimination. Many question
the Law's potency w'aen set to such a tabk. Then, clearly,
the passage of anti-discrimination law; must be seen as
simply the "end prodact of one phase in the institution-
alization of equal opportunity".

In this chapter, we turn to the question: after the Law's
passage, then what? And what we report here is, essen-
tially, what we learned as a result of bringing together
women in five American cities to deal collectively with
the "then what?".
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1. Needed: A Place on the Agenda

Since the publicatiol here in 1953 of the Second Sex,
the Women's MOvement has illuminated various corners
of our national life where discrimination heaps injus-
tices on women. Issues at center stage -- rape, abor-
tion, the ratification of ERA and credit -- have brought
women together in protest of their perceived exploita-
tion by a male-valuing and male-dominate,i society.
While some organizations, notably the League of Women
Voters and the National Council of Negro Women. have
not ignored housing, absent from everyone's ayenda has
been a linking of sex bias and shelter.

This neglect, to be sure, is explainable. Many social
problems press for a place on the public's conscience.
Since all cannot be solved at once, the more obvious
inequities tend to get treatment first.

Far less apparent than other grievances, sex bias in
housing starts out with one strike against it in the
competition for attention. Other thilgs collaborate
to keep it off-stage. Many white women, even when
confronted with blatant bias, find it hard to compre-
hend. Others see the housing problem as essentially
a credit problem: discounting the working wife's in-
come, "the baby letter" and similar offensive lender
practices.

For minority women, on the other hand, racism or ethnic
bias not sexism is the villain. They eye suspiciously
the passage of laws treating women's rights as being
meant for the suburban white woman, not them.

Finally, for many women the housing problem is simply
one of economics. e, Women earn less'than men, partially
becausamof job discrimination. The housing women can
afford is in shbrt supply or in the wrong neiahborhoods.
Many of these women are left to find a roof in the fe-
male ghettoes of the nation's public housing projects.

Little wonder, then, that there is so little informa-
tion on the extent of housing discrimination against
women. As one writer observed earlier this year:

A survey of the foremost women's reSearch centers re-
veals that no group has undertaken or f_ormolated imme-
diate plans to approach the'problem [of sex discrimi-
nation in housing]. 1/



Even legal scholars ignore the area. Two recently pub-
lished law school casebooks on sex discrimination offer
no mention of housing sex discrimination in 3,000 pages
of cases and legal materials. [2]

The case for curing this omission is clear and compel-
ling:

shelter is crucial;

women don't have equal access to it.

Few would deny the importance of shelter. In the words
of former PresKdent Nixon in his 1971 Statement on Fede-
ral Policies Relative to Equal Housing Opportunity:

Of all the services, facilities and other ame-
nities a community provides, few matter mr)re

IMPORTANCE to the individual and his family than the kind

OF of housing he lives in -- and the kind of neigh-

SHELTER borhood of which that housing is a part. Through

the ages, men have fought to defend their homes;

they have struggled, and often dared the wilder-

ness, in order to secure better homes.

More than a roof with supportira walls, shelter encom-
passes the immediate physical e.ivironment, and by vir-
tue of its location, determines access to schools, parks,
hospitals and jobs.

More than a product, it is a process reaching deep into
the Nation's economic life.

As a process housing again iF more than construction, impor-

tant as that is. It is also dwelling design, neighborhood
layout, materials manufacture and distribution, mortgage
finance, city and regional planning, public controls, aids
and enterprise through such thi-.1gs as Luilding and housing

codes, mortgage insurance, housing and re-development autho-

rities. It also includes mailltenance, repair, remodelling,

neighborhood services, and neighborhood conservation. 01
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Our findings set forth in earlier chapters describt the
reach of sex bias in housing. Its perniciousness, we

saw, is two-fold.

Women are denied equal access to the
WOMAN'S EXCLUSION stock. They are also denied equal
FROM PRODUCT AND participation in the housing process:
PROCESS planning, producing, insuring, finan-

cing, maintaining, appraising and
distributing shelter. .Caught in the
vises of male prejudices and insti-

tutional sexism, a woman frequently possesses neither
free choice in where she lives nor a role in shaping the
product she eventually occupies.

Given shelter's pivotal role, ending of sex bias in this
corner of American life must enjoy a place on Women's
Agenda for Liberation.

At hearings and workshops in five American cities, women
from diverse backgrounds and interests agreed.

I believe it's important for us to, again, unlayer the dis-

crimination [in housing] that is faced by women and to see
it, indeed, as discrimination that has to be addressed.
There is no longer any conceivable reason to suggest a prior-
ity on discrimination, that in some way or other we have to
decide that race discrimination has a priority over sex dis-
crimination. They are so interrelated ... that we have got

to address those questions on two sides of the coin There

is far less competitic.1 in San Francisco among women's groups
because we have found it necessary to coalesce to get some

changes in our city.
- - San Francisco Hearing

The Atlanta Chapter of NOW is willing to work with this
Commission [ad hoc Wome:1 and Housing "commission" estab-
lished by Project] to '3olve w'atever problems there are in
the area of sex discriminatien in housing in this city.

- - Atlanta neaing

13,
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2. The Power and Problem of Working Together

It is one thing to agree that a problem deserves solving;
it is quite another to agree to work together to solve it.
Yet, perceiving the immense value of collective action in
overcoming the sense of helplessness we described in
Chapter 1, women in fact are working together at the

local level.

An example is San Francisco. There we found a history of
women's collaboration to redress social problems of special
impact on the female sex. Why? They found that it works.
A useful illustration was the recent passage of a San
Francisco ordinance prohibiting rental discrimination against
families with children. The generating force behind this
measure, from the beginning, has been a coalition of neigh-
borhood organizations -- many women-based -- who called
attention to the problem and helped shape the law's res-

ponse. A year ago, when the proposed ordinance first came
up for Council action, it lost. But that was not the end
of the matter. As a result of this Project's hearings in
San Francisco in March, the issue received both additicknal
publicity and additional support from women's organizations.

On Monday, June 2, 1975, the measure again came up for
Council consideration. It passed.

At the San Francisco Hearing, Edith Witt from the Human
Rights Commission had earlier laid down the challenge --

... the orientation of your commission [ad hoc Women ard

Housing "commission" established by Project] -- if it is to

change laws and to change procedures -- to make recommenda-

tions to the Mayor or to the head of departments, I think

working with community groups, with neighborhood groups

would be a good answer to this problem. [4]

Collective action reaches beyond the Women's Movement to
involve other interest groups in pressing for common objec-

tives. Examining eftorts underway to build a "new coalition",

Lucy Komisar observes:

The bond that is forged by common problems will be

strengthened by common action -- something which has

already occurred as feminist and minority groups have

joined to press for legislation, file court suits, or

seek administrative action. 15]
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But a coalition of women does not just happen; it must
be built, and in the process overcome several major con-
straints to mobilizing women for collective action.

In the first place, the heterogeneity of women as a class
produces predictable inhibitions to sustained cooperation.
Consuelo Nieto, for erample, has written of the dilemma
of the Chicana in the movement for women's rights. [6]

And in one city efforts to convene an ad hoc "Commission
on Women and Housing" nearly floundereaon the problem of
getting black and white women together; in another, whites,
Latins, and blacks found it difficult to submerge racial
and ethnic identity in a common denominator of womanhood.
Less divisive, but nevertheless evident, are tensions
produced by class and age differences and organizational
jealousies.

Secondly, many women are still fettered by the condition-
ing which discourages organized and open protest as being
unfeminine. Women who have assumed activist roles are
still seen as violating fundamental principles about a
woman's place. As the author of Fascinating.. Womanhood,
in demarcating the acceptable parameters of reEile pro-
tests, admonishes the American woman in 1975 to be con-
tent with expressions of childish anger and

... [to] stomp her feet, shake her curls and pout... for you do
not have a right to express anger when the man has failed in his
world of responsibility. [7]

Thirdly, women who are the "likely candidates" for involve-
ment in local reform activities tend to be involved in
various other activities competing for their time and ener-
gies. Even when they agree "in principle" to the need to
combat sex bias in housing, previous commitments, coupled
with inertia, place practical limits on their participation
in yet another "pressing problem".

Finally, building a broad-based coalition requires resour-
ces. While some of the tedious, but essential, jobs --
prodding people over the telephone, writing letters and
news releases, compiling data, and other assorted behird-
the-scenes arranging and maneuvering -- can be filled from
the deep well of woman volunteerism, others cannot. Even
with luck, effort and sacrifice, women can rarely marshall
the technical help, facilities for workshops and meetings,
copying equipment, and other tools often indispensable
for large scale group action.
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Though these constraints cannot be ignored, they are

surmountable. Several things contribute to our optimism.

Expanding housing choice for women on a non-discriminatory
basis does not conflict, hut rather enhances other efforts

with which many women are associated.
While 'separation' versus 'integration'

CCMPATIBILITY WITH arguments often divided the black com-

OTHERCCALSAND munity on fair housing issues and while

mum &TORTS religious belief often divided women
on abortion questions, we have found
no comparable parallels when it comes
to closing ranks in the elimination of

sex bias in housing. Its compatibility with the fair hou-

sing movement is apparent. Other examples of shared goals
would include:

ending employment discrimination against women;

ending credit discrimination against women;

overcoming exclusionary zoning practices which
fence out multi-family units, especially all of
the larger units-- a part of the housing stock
for which women form a disproportionate market;

purging the law of the vestiges of sexism in
such areas as domicile, family and property;

combating discrimination against children by
the housing industry;

ratification of ERA;

expanded rights and protections for tenants
in both public and private housing, and

creating a State Housing Finance Agency.

When we asked the workshop participants -- four hundred
women from scores of organizations -- whether they would

join a sustained local effort to end sex bias in housing,

none :;.ndicated that existing organizational affiliations

would pose a problem. Demonstrating this, "women and
housing" coalitions are operational in all of th3 five



cities except Atlanta. Similar cooperative efforts are
possible at the national level. When the National Council
of Negro Women invited presidents from national women's
organizations to Washington, D.C., to a working conference
on housing and on hunger, women from more than a hundred
organizations representing a constituency of sixty million
attended. While issues can and do divide women, as the
ratification of ERA did several years ago, there is moun-
ting evidence of a willingness to find in woman- or sister-
hood a common ground for col:cctive action.

Coalition building can extend beyond women's organizations
to other interest groups. Women account for more than
52 percent of the American population. When they join
with others, a significant political force results, as
labor and minority groups are learning.

The Women's Movement offers the hope of establishing a major-

ity coalition devoted to civil rights and social welfare
legislation out of self-interest. It is only women who can

make that coalition a majority one ...

Feminists committed to the cause of race equality used to
find few minority leaders interested in the cause of women's

rights. That has changed in the past few years to same

extent ...

Similarly, the AFL-CIO's opposition to the Equal Rights
Amendment created ill feelin4 between feminists and labor

representatives ... However, last October the AFL-CIO
Convention voted unanimously to reverse its stand and
endcrse the ERA ... The labor movement's commitment to
women increasingly will be one that redounds to its

own benefit ... [81

Coalitions in local communities will require leaders and
tools with which they can forge cooperative action from

groups and individuals with diverse pur-
poses and experiences. We found no shor-

ROLE OF tage of women leadership in the cities
WORKSHOPS in which we worked. Nor is there a lack

of proven tools with which to work.

One tool is the Wolkshop.

In the process of converting individual
and localized small group experiences into city-wide or
larger constituencies, workshops can be uses to achieve
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several things. Orchestrating in accordian fashion pler
nary sessions and small discussion groups, the workshop
can (1) allow the dissemination of information Pabout.
the pr.)blem" and what, if any, is being done about it,
(2) offer experiential training in basic cummunication
and problem-solving skills, (3) identify possible solu-

tions, (4) establish a level of trust and allow open
lines of communication, and (5) lay plans for follow-
up ACTION. Outside facilitators can be used to enrich
and critique the process for coalition leadership.

This was the format used in the Project's Workshops in
the five cities. Each workshop involved approximately
seventy women from a variety of age, economic, racial
and ethnic and organizational backgrounds. Based on par-
ticipant feedback, the workshops were effective in help-
ing create out of disparat.= Individuals and groups an
alliance for the specific purpose of dealing with sex
bias in housing. In the words of some of the parti-

cipants:

The workshops confirmed my belief that women must unite and

continue to pursue their efforts to achieve the status that

is rightfully theirs.
--New York Workshop participant

It brought together diverse groups, without "political"

vibrations in terms of organizations' hangups interfer-

ing with the smooth flow of discussing the issile at hand.

-- St. Louis WorkshDp participant

The workshop is a LImping-off point; We now each know about

fifty other people who have a commitment to this problem.

This diverse a group would never have gotten itself together

without outside help.
-- St. Louis Workshop participant

It represented a new spirit of togetherness among women in

this City. Because of the emphasis on communication, we can

begin to break down the jealous barriers between organizations

and bring women together (white and black; city and suburbs)

around this important issue.
-- St. Louis Workshop participant

A dynamic workshop ... provided an opportunity for local

women to become more aware of the issues and to interact

together to solve this problem.
-- Atlanta Workshop participant



Well planned ... not only uncovered some subtle forms of
discrimination but produced a new hope and optimism that
women working together could correct some inequities and

accomplishlmich.
Atl a Workshop participant

The workshop offered tools and techniques for use in.
coalescing.

- - San Antonio Workshop participant

We shared ideas ... became more aware of what can be done
through a coalition ... others are working toward the same
go?ls.

-- San Antonio Workshop participant

I thought this workshop was very successful in getting
women together on this issue:

-- San Francisco Workshop participant.

JanEt,Galvin-Lewis, who acted as local convenor of the
New'York City ad hoc Commission on Women and Housing,
reported followi....!g the Hearing and Workshop:

The workshops were attended by seventy people, and those
who participated found them interesting and helpful ...
-Given the,fact that New York City is a difficult place
to capture the attention of people with the host of con-
troversial issues ighich we are concerned with here, the
success of the Hearing and Workshops in New Yor)( City is

doubly exciting.

In Law and Equal Opportunity Leon Mayhew, a University
of Mic igan soclo ogast, concluded:

... Where groups organize to f ate moral pressure, to trans-
form moral pressure into bind,. ,g legal demands, and to sup-

port and contribute to the enforcement process, the community

can come to have moral and political leverage on establishea

interests. The consequent change may not be sudden, dramatic,
and complete, but it is nonetheless real. (91

From these Workshops have come commitments to "support
and contribute to the enforcement process", not a speci-
fic program of action. Reaching a consensus on a battle
plan, that is the next step.
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3. Toward'a Plan That Works

There is no simple cr single recipe for successful local
action in the elimination of sex bias in housing. The
solution, like the problem, has many facets. What works
in Cincinnati, .may have minimum impact in San Diego or
Cleveland. Only the process of trial and error -- plan-
ning, organizing, implementing and evaluating -- may yield,
ultimately, a "model" strategy backed by well planned
citizen intervention.

Experimentation, however, need not be helter-skelter.
Others have travelled similar roads before. Moreover,
the problem, as outlined in the previous chapters, estab-
lishes certain parameters for action. There is plenty
to be done,-and the four-point Plan we suggest here is
but a starting place to avoid "bogging down before dig-
ging in".

"It's obvious to me", a San Francisco housing consultant
warned the Panel, "that few women do, indeed, understand

the extent of discrimination against
them in the housing market."

RAISING WOMEN'S
LEVEL OF Yet the law's responses (described in
AWARENESS Chapter 5) to sex bias require that

women be a part of the solution. With-
out 'women pressure', either as indi-
vidual complainants or as participants

in local citizen intervention, the new laws will be but
"ringing declarations coupled with flabby enforcement"..

Yet few women, we found, know there is a problem.

Over a period of a year and a half we received twelve calls
(about sex discrimination], that doesn't sound like many,
but I think there ara many reasons for at ... Some women
don't even recognize it as discriminat n.

-- NOW representative in St. Louis

If FEPC (the California Fair Housing Enforcement Agency]
would mount an informational program concerning the law,
then, I think women would know what their rights were, and
even at this time, if we could have a summary of what women's
rights consist of, I think that you would enable women to
know at least the resources they do have.

-- San Francisco FEPC official
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As a representative from an Atlanta Civil Rights organi-
zation told the Panel in that city:

Before you get public acceptance you've got to get a public
awareness of the problem ... We've got to go at it by a pub-

lic educational effort of some kind.

If you don't know there Is a problem, you are even less
411*, likely to know there is a remedy for it.

I do not think that the new law has been publicized enough
to the extent that women are aware of these laws. Not only

of the Federal law but the Texas law. Women all over do not

seem to be aware that a statute exists now to protect their

equal rights.
-- San Antonio attorney

The women of Missouri don't really know that they are in
complaint-posture on the matter of housing and shelter
rights. So the absence of your complaints, I think, is

rooted in that basic fact.
-- Witness at St. Louis Hearing

I definitely think there is a need for education ... [One]

reason is that wc:aen don't know where to go with their

complaint.
-- Witness at St. Louis Hearing

Many of the laws [anti-ai.scrimination statutes] are new, and

I do not think there has peen much publicity. I don't think

women know their rights. T think that is a problem; we have

to consider that women are not aware of the fact that they

have more rights than they had in the past.
-- San Francisco attorney

If the bill (amendments to Title VIII1 is to truly be effec-

tive, it must be accompanied by an educational effort infor-

ming women of their options under the law, the handicaps they

are likely to face and sometimes the subtle ways in which

tLey may be discriminated against.
-- Witness at Atlanta Hearing

This widespread "lack of awareness" leads some women to

view overcoming it the Number 1 priority. As a witness
from an Atlanta organization active in assisting women
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in that City replied to a Panelist question:

Q. If [you] weye to concentrate el of [your) energy and
resources on any one area to meet the problems you have
described, where would you start cutting away?

A. I think the first area would be public information. I

think the law has very little use unless the public is
aware of it, and that is the most important area to
begin,to let people know that the laws do exist and
that there is something they can do to prevent this
discrimination against them. [10)

We recommend that HUD prepare and arrange for the distri-
bution, through coalitions of women's organiaations and
others, of a Handbook on Women's Rights in Housing, which
Handbook

(a) shall summarize the problems women face in
acquiring shelter on a non-discri.minatory
basis, and

(b) shan describe the rights and remedies availa-
ble under federal, state and local laws rela-
ting to equal housing opportunities for women.

One way to end sex bias in housing is to place a "tariff"
or "cost" on discrimination. Since laws forbidding sex

discrimination in housing do not levy
a very high "tariff", that is, neither
jail sentences nor fines are imposeA

INCREASING on violators, the costs which are
THE COSTS OF authorized by the laws must fully be
NON-COMPLIANCE assessed and others found to build

additional dis-incentives to non-
compliance.

What are the law's "costs"? Pri-
marily, they are the victim's rewards from successful pri-
vate litigation: compensatory and punitive damages, law-
yer fees and court costs. (Damages may a so be collected
as a result of the pursuit of Administrative remedies under
Federal and State laws.) Affirmative relief, whether in a
private action or as a result of a U. S. Department of
Justice suit, may also demand expenditures by a violator.
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Since these costs are primarily the outcome of litigation,
they are likely to be optimized where vlitims have access
to attorneys familiar with laws, procedures and bvidentiary
requirements inrz.this field. To facilitate this, a coali-
tion could help establish a "legal referral service"
and, with HUD's assistance, arrange for the lawyers' tho-
rough briefing on existing remedies and precedents from
looth fair houging a*LO equal employment opportunity liti-

gation. Infolalatinn on two active legal programs may be

secured from:

Leadership Council for Metropolitan
Open Communities

407 South Dearborn
Chicago, Illinois 60605

Midpeninsula Citizens for Fair Housing
457 Kingsley Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306

There are other "costs" which might be levied on those
who discriminate. Brokers and salesmen, in some states,

can lose their licenaes or receive other disciplinary
action for violating federai or state fair hous!ng laws.
Lenders may jeopardize their charters or lose other bene-
fits _rem governmental regulation by federal or state
financi a? regulatory agencies. Developers may be sus-
pended from participation in HUD or Veterans Administra-
tion insurance, guarantee or other assistance programs.
Consumer boycotts or picketing, in appropriate cases of
egregious misconduct, could also prove costly to the

violator.

This list could be expanded, and groups interested in
seeking the full implementation of the laws undouotedly
will.

The key point, however, remains: informatiul about dis-
crimination has a multiplicity of legitimate uses in

increasing the "costs" of denying women equal housing

opportunities. When "costs" are successfully imposed,

there is usually strategic value in its publicity to
assure that the industry gets the message: violation
of this law doesn't pay.

1



Federal and state civil rights enforcement programs tradi-
tionally have had to do their jobs with "nickel and dime"

appropriations. Fair housing, never
able to attract the monumental com-

MUM= plaint backlog which budget officers
AN EYE CV see as the critical barometer of need,
GOVERMENT has been especially undernourished.

And some have concluded that what re-
sour.:es have been available to govern-
ment agencies have not beep wisely
used. [11]

There is no sure-fire antidote to flabby administration
of civil rights legislation. Vigilant monitoring by the
law's "beneficirries" -- or someone ac.,:ing as their sur-
rogates -- is one useful medicine.

To monitor, as defined in an excellent League of Women
Voters handbook What Ever Happened to Open Housing?,
means "to scrutinize or check systematically with a view
to collectii:g certain specified categories of data". The
data is used in a variety of ways to

... ensure enforcement of housinq laws on the books and
publicize flaws in the laws as nog written and administered. (12]

Monitoring is a big, yet vital, job. Legal remedies are
new, relatively compleN and shared by a plethora of fede-
ral, state and local agencies. The Monitoring Organiza-
tirm, moreover, will not wish to confine itself to agency
complaint processing. Its surveillance should include
the implementation of agency regulations such as:

1. Regulations and Guidelines of Federal and
State Financial Regulatory Agencies

2. Fair Hous:.ng Poster Regulations

3. Agencies' Collectior anH Use of Racial and
Ethnic Data

4. HUD's Procedures for Beferrina Fair Housing
Complaints to Statc Agecies.

5. Affirmative tiarketir,g Aegulations

6. Advertising Guidelines

7. Equal Opportunity in OFF-Base Housing Program
of the U.S. Department of Defense
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8. Regulations (whel issued) under Section 527
of the National Housing Act as amended by
Section 808 of the Pousing and Community
Development Act of 1974

9. Pertinent Regulations of State or Local Fair
Housing Agency, or tate Houing Finance Agency;

10. Procedures for Assuring Availability of

Housing on a Non-discriminatory Basis for
Low- and Moderate-Income Employees of New
and Relocating Federal Facilities. (13]

Most of the foregoing regulatory standards and procedures
have grown out of government's administrdtion of laws pro-
hibiting discrimination on account of race, c.plor or national

origin. Most, we assume, will be made applicable to sex dis-

crimination. Monitoring of their administrationo however,

may reveal the need to tailor or augment them in response
to the distinct pathology of sex bias.

Of special concern to women will be the agencies' imple-
mentation of the law's requirement that housing-related
programs be administered in a manner. which affirmatively
carries out the purposes of the Fair Housing Act as it
applies to sex bias. The most significant progress in
expanding housing choice for women can come from the wise

and vigorous implementation of this requirement. Writing
about affirmative action and race discrimination, the
League of Women Voters reports:

The number of groups monitoring the implementation of fair

housing laws is growing -- and the results have been eye-

openers. In one case, a metropolitan-wide housing coalition

which was monitoring affirmative marketing regulations found

that the HUD area office had failed to clnvince developers

in the area that affirmative marketing was more than a paper

exercise. Some developers were skipping the monthly filing

of occupancy reports. HUD had allowed one developer to list

the local public housing authority as a community contact,

even though his homes were in the higher pri..;e brackets.

Advertising for subdivision developments was termed mostly

"lousy" by the HUD equal opportunity director himself, when

he was interviewed by a monitor. The monitoring project

was not just a paper exercise, however. Steady pressure on

HUD over the uncooperative stance of one developer led the

HUD area office to recommend a compliance review. [14]

-



The passage in 1974 of Title I of the Housing and Commu-
nity Development Act has created an additional, if uncharted,
intervention point.

Implementing the concept of "new feder.dism", the 1974
Housing Act places major responsibilities on local commu-
nities to plan and carry out the expenditure of $8.4 billion
on community development activities over the next three
year,:. While discrimin cion on the basis of sex is pro-
hibited, there are few guarantees that local communities
will employ these monies free of sexist practices or in
ways which expand housing choice for women. To reduce
such risks, a local coalition will Wish to explore tactics
for influencing local planning, decision-making and imple-
mentation of the housing plans and other programs funded
under Title I. In this regard, HUD can assist womens'
coalitions in develuping effective tactics.

HUD assistance might include convening a workshop of
representatives from women's organizations, similar to
HUD's National Fair Ttousing Conference in Washington, D.C.,
April 29-30, 1975, to explore ways in which women can
most skillfully use this intervention point. In the in-
terim, women's organizations may wish to draw ideas from
the sources listed in Appendix K.

From the foregoing it is apparent that "monitoring" is
a flexible tool, its scale and complexity to be fashioned
by local circumstances and resources. As the League con-
cluded, in the Handbook from which we quoted earlier:

Yoti, too, can conduct a monitoring project that will produce
results: compliancf: with law ... so that the 70s will be a
dcede not of retrenchment but of justice realized. 1151

Any plan for the elimination of sex bias in housing must.
addniss the belief which persists in many quarters that

women are inferior to men. It is the
RSAMINSOCT FOR product of overlaying biological facts
mum ALUMS: with cultural criteria of behavior,
Public Schcols and roles, appropriate jobs, character
the Private Media traits and styles of thinking. And it

is reinforced by institutions no less
powerful than school systems and the

public media. Summing up the situation in history texts,
Janice Trecker writes:

The treatment of women simply reflects the attitudes and pre-
judices of society. Male activities in our society are consi-
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dered important; therefore male activities are given primac

in the texts. There is a definite image of woman in our so-

ciety, and women in history who conform to this image are

mol:e apt to be included. [16]

Many others have illuminated "the insidious manner through
which sex roles are imposed during thL educational process".(17]
What educators and school book writers start, TV producers
and script writers finish. Thus, media's persistent fail-
ure to include women in a variety of roles distorts reality,
while reinforcing the reader's or viewer's sex-biased con-
cepts.

As William Blakey observed:

Stereotypical images in movies, in books, in the news and

entertainment media ... deny minorities and women pride and

the will to change. The use of these stereotypes -- from the

ancient image of the shuffling, absent-minded servant to the

contemporary 'I'm Cheryl, Fly Mk ' -- have denied minority

groups and women a positive self-image ... With the great in-

fluence of visual perception on the human mind, nothing could

be more critical than including males and females of all races

and nationalities in various roles on television.... Strides

are being made with regard to minorities, but not with regard

to women. All too many negative images of women still appear

on television, particularly in adver_Lsing. [181

Others have called our attention to the influential role
of the redia. Whitney Young, the late executive director

of the National Urban League onc:e said:

Broadcasters hoZd the key to civiZ r.,:ghts ... You are the

molders of public opinion, (the) decision makers, the style

setters. When you decide that racism, discrimination and

bigotry are wrong, then we will have peace and order in our

cities.
-- Whitney M. Young, Jr., March 31, 1969

Turning around school systems and the nation's media is

heavy work. But it is a challenge from which American
women cannot cringe. Some have already taken up the

cudgel, promoting the passage in California of legis-

lation which provides:
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No textbook, or other instructional matfJrials shall be
adopted ... which contain any matter reflecting adversely
upor persons because of their ... sex ...

Instruction in social sciences shall include ... the role
and contribution of women to .the economic, political and
social development of California and the Umfted States of
America, with particular emphasis on portraying the roles
of these groups in contemporary society. [19]

Working with others, coalitions of womens' organizations
can prod, and assist in a variety of ways, public school
officials, textbook publishers, TV producers, and other
media officials to take affirmative steps to end the sex
role stereotyping -- of women as well as men. For our
daily diet of sexual socialization produces, we are warned,
the loss of self-esteem reflected in this elementary school
girl's letter:

Dear God,

Are boys better than girls? I know you
are one, but please try to be fair.

Love,

Sylvia (20]

This "daily diet" also contributes to the institutionalized
practices of housing gatekeepers -- landlords, developers
and lenders -- which see women not as individuals but as
statistical abstractions.

These are but options in a local strategy which coalitl-ms
of women ald women's organizations can pursue in attacking
sax bias in the nation's housing markets. They by no means
exhaust tht:. list of possible tactics. Other activities --
public interest litigation or publicized confrontations
could easily head a strong agenda. In Appendix L we have
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identified several organizations which may offer additional
suggestions and helpful guidelines.

,:t

The whole point is to get going and to keep going,
zing a coalition of women and met of goodwill which industry
and elected officials dare not ivori.4.

4. Feminism, Enelter and the Role of HUD

Women are HUD's forgotten constituency.

HUD's second oldest program, Low Ren'c. Public Housing,

is a female ghetto. And women represent a dispropor-
tionacc? share of the program clientele of HUD's other
forms of housing assistance.

Yet women, historically, have not filled key positions
within HUD's top echelon, nor have women's organizations
shared the inner circle of interest groups which persis-
tently and systematically help shape Federal housing poli-

cies and budget proposals. This coveted circle is the
preserve of male-dominated ltzw firms, trade associations

and corporations. In the current aireMajlEiliar
Housirj and Development Organizations in the Bureau of

National Affairs HousingpllDevelosat_ReEortgr there are

fiftv-six organizations whose principal officers move
in and out of the inner circle. Of those officers iden-
tified in the Directory, none are women. Indeed the

BNA Reporter's forty-seven-member Advisory Board has only
two, and a directory ot the top echelon of 104 HUD

officials in its Central Office lists but four women.

HUD can begin to change this. Indeed it is HUD's vested
interest to do so, for it needs a new constituency. Its

beleaguEred housing programs from earlier eras largely
shelvee, new programs in disrepute in some quarters before
they become operational, and special revenue sharing still

a major question mark -- HUD should invite women to the

"inner circle" where their participation may add new
intellectual ferment at the top and political support
at the grass-roots.

From conversations with many women and women's organi-
zations during this Project, we believe women will accept

the invitation. Since New Federalism has moved important
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a

decision-Making to the local communities, women should be
Amcouraged to participate in the local governmental pro-
cesses.

HUD, by providing information, by eliciting systematic
participation in policy development and by strategic
funding of appropriate projects, can help assure that
women's new,role will be underpinned by skill and under-
standing as-much as it is by commitment.

We, thereforefrecommend that HUD encourage and support
activities by women's organizations and other concerned
groups .t.) expand, at the local level, equal housing oppor-
tuniti-e for women. Appropriate activities for 6upport
on a pilot basis might incZude

local monitoring of public agency enforcement
and affirmative action programs;

Zttigation efforts to achieve compliance with
federaZ, state and local laws, and

workshopS for licensing bodies, public school
officials, trade associations, elected and
appointed women officials, consumers' organi-
zations and other strategically-placed groups.
The purpose of these workshops would be to raise
the prticipants''awareness level regarding the
problems women face an housing consumers and to
elicit their cooperation in efforts to eliminate
sexism in institutions which contribute to these
problems.

8.

Finally, on the National level, we strongly recommend that
the Secretary of HUD reconvene the Presidents of the NationaZ
Women's Organizations, who met to launch the Women and Housing
Project in Washington, D. C. on September 14, 1974, to a
National Briefing.

(1) to review the findings and recommendations of this
Project;

(2) to describe HUD's program for carrying out its responsi-
bilities under Federal Zaws as they relate to -limina-
ting sex bias in housing and to women's participation
in the benefits of Title I programs, and

(3) to elicit their support in affirmative efforts at the
state and local 4evel8 to expand housing choices f,-...
women.
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We began this Report with the suggastion that the problem

of women and housing in this country is more than simply

one of discrimination in the strict legal sense of dis-

parate treatment by a landlord or broker or mortgage

lender.

It is that too.

But more bluntly and basically, it is a problem of woman's

Ustorical and continuing exclusion, largely unperceived,

from power over the institutions which.control the Nation's

housing stock and related shelter-services. Its zonse-

quences, for women and for men, are not yet fully under-

stood. Some, but hardly all, are identified here.

We end this Report with the recommendation that this

exclusion be rever.,,:d; that power be shal-ed ai the predi-

cate to ending sex Dias in housing. But this will not

just happen. It will be the result of women wcrking

together pursuing political strategies as.well as employ-

ing appropriate legal and other tactics.

For some women and for some women's organizations, this

will require a new self-perception, a rejection of some

old assumptions, embracing new allies, and an unfamiliar

involvement in social change. For others already in the

struggle, this will mean only an expanded agenda.

Yet HUD need not be sny to help this process -- out of

self-interest if not out of the conviction that government,

too, can work for our common liberation and for justice.
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Appendix A

HOW WE CONDUCTED THE PROJECT

The Women and Housing Project was carrir.ld out under an
agreement between the National Council of Negro Women,
Inc., and the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development. The contract period was one year: July 1,
1974, to June 30, 1975,

The Women and Housing Project had two objectives. The
first, as stated in the contract schedule to H-3734,
was

... to obtain a solid reference work on'diti-
crimination of women in the housfmg market.
This data is to be used by HUD's-E.O. staff,
the courts.and all other persons involved in
expanding fair housing and educating the pub-
lic to the etfects of discrimination."

Equally important, the Project sought to encourage, at
the local level, a continuing private sector thrust
dil Led at eliminating discrimination based on sex
in five major metropolitan areas - Atlanta, St. Louis,
San Antonio, San Francisco and New York City.

To accumplish these goals, the Project Design called for:

(1) Establishing an ad hoc Commission on Women and
Housing to provide the nucleus of a new consti-
tuency at the local level whose goal is to expand
housing opportunities under the Federal law
prohibiting sex disirimination.

(2) Carrying out local field research to identify
the "issues" for public hearing focus and to
develop a background demographic profile on
each city.

(3) Conducting a local public Hearing in each city
to probe the nature and extent of sex discrimi-
nation in the housing market.

15;
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(4) Conducting a post-Hearing Workshop to increase
the public awareness as to sex discrimination
in housing and to stimulate a local effort to-
ward doing something about it.

(1) Ad Hoc Commissions

To encourage, at the local level, a continuing private
sector effort towazi eliminating discrimination based
on sex, we condulted various activities to increase
the public awareness of the nature and extent of dis-
crimination against women and what might be done about
it.

The first activity [1]. and pArhaps the most important
of these, was the establishment by the Contractor of
a local "commission". To assist in convening local
commissions, presidentr; from approximately 100 national
organizations for women [2], were invited to Washington,
D.C. for a Project briefing on September 14, 1974. The
First Lady, Ms. Betty Ford, addressed the conference.
Dr. Gloria E.A. Toote, former Assistant Secretary, Office
of Equal Opportunity, Department of Housing and Urban
Development, also spoke, relating the extent of the
Federal gove.nment's commitment to elual opportunity
for womnn and the need for a private/public cooperative
effort to end discriminatoly housing markets. ,The
national organ:zations presidents were request.ed to
designate rertesentatives for participation in the
Project at the local level.

The "commission", as the voice of wonen in the local
community, served several purposes, viz.,

it was a vehicle for securing and dissemi-
nating information;

[I] The other two activities were the implementation of a
planned publicity strategy in connection with the Public
Hearing and th': 2-day Workshop which followed the Hearing.

[2] See Ap-)endix D for a partial list of the organizations in-
vited to participate in the National Presidents' Meeting.
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it provided a forum for individual citizens
and organizational representatives from a
broad range of groups to be heard and there-
by open channels of communication between
persons with common problems and concerns;

it provided a mechanism for local citizens
and groups to help plan and carry out the
Project in their area, and

it offered the nucleus of a t ,ntinuing local
effort pressing for the elimination of sex
discrimination.

Through the local efforts of local conve..lors [see Appen-
dix C] we established an ad hoc "commission" in each of
the five cities. The dutIgsEr the "commissioners"
weret

(1) to become aware of the issues related to
discrimination against women in housing as
developed at the Hearing; and to transmit
such knowledge and proposed action, as de-
veloped in the Workshops, to their respec-
tive organizations and their community;

(2) to attend three meetings prior to anO, ane

following the Hearing and Wnrkshop; Brief-
ing meeting prior to the Hearing; the Hear-
ing and two-day Workshop; and one evaluation
meeting f,illowing the Workshop;

(;') to help select 75 Workshop participants to
review the problems as stated in the Hearing,
and to develop action elements related to
them for each community;

(4) to submit an evaluation report on the Prolect,

and

(5) to assist with publicity in each city.

The "commissions", representing a broad spectrum of

individuals and organizations, functioned substantially
as envisioned throughout the period of Project activ-
ities. Their meetings ran from October 20, 1974 in

Atlanta to April 21, 1975 in New York City. "Commis-
sioners" were present at a pre-Hearing Briefing in each
City and primarily from their ranks came those who par-
ticipated in the Workshops following each Hearing.

c';4
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(2) Background Research and Pre aration of Bibliography

To help identify local issues and to gather legal
materials relative to women's rights in areas relating
to housing, a Study Team under the direction of Ms. Dovey
Roundtree, general counsel for the National Council of
Negro Women (NCNW), (a) conducted a literature search
and (b) engaged local counsel to provide analyses of
state remedies for sex bias.in housing.

The chief product of this aspect of the Project is the
Bibliography set out as Appendix M.

(3) Public Hearings

In each of the five cities, we conducted a Public Hearing
on sex discrimination in housing. This Hearing was the
culmination of a detailed Hearing Work Schedule which
began with a preliminary site visit by the Hearing Team
under the direction of Mr. R.dy Littlejohn of Roy Littlejohn
and Associates of Washington, D. C.

During the course of the Hearings, select Panels of
out-of-state men and women heard from more than 140
witnesses. [See Appendix El Many of the witnesses
were themselves victims of sex discrimination. Many
were representatives of the housing industry. Others,
representing government and interested private organi-
zations, offered background demographic data, opinions,
observations and recommendations bearing on the Panels'
inquiry. Thus, the witnesses represented a cross-section
in each city: industry and consumers; male and female;
old and young; black and white; tenants and home owners;
single, married and divorced or widowed; lower income
as well as middle-class.

In conducting the Hearings, we followed rules generally
applicable to deliberations of this nature. Specifically,
the following rules applied were:

1. Witnesses were not sworn.

2. Witnesses could make a short prepared statement
and would be questioled by counsel and the hearing
panel.



3. Documents or other exhibits would be accepted
:or inclusion in the record.

4. To the maximum extent possible, persons in the
audience who wished to testify would be afforded
an opportunity to do so following the testimony
of all scheduled witnesses.- Persons who felt
that they had important testimony to give could
contact the hearing counsel.

5. The record would remain open for thirty days fol-
lowing the hearings for the receipt of other
testimony or documentation.

(4) Workshops

The culminating activity of the Project in each city
was the 2-day Workshop. Its major nurpose was to en-
courage the development of a continuing private sector
coalition of organizations and individuals to work to-
ward identifying and eliminating sex discrimination
in that locality. Hence4 it was designed

to rAise the level of consciousness of the
participants to sexism in the housing market:

to seed the concept of coalition building
directed against sexism in the housing mar-
ket, and

o to provide basic information and minimum
skills to engage in sustained collective
social action.

Many of the participants had attended one or more of
the earlier meetings of the ad hoc Commissions. Some
were present at the Hearings thi.--aay before. All how-
ever, were briefed on the purpose and design of the
Project. A key part of the Workshop strategy was to
assuage any fears among the participants that involve-
ment in a coalition would encroach on the sovereignty
of their respective organizations.

At the last plenary session of the Workshops, the parti-
cipants would report their recommendations for local
private sector action intended to overcome barriers to

156
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women's access to equal housing choice in that housing
market. Generally, the recommendations included the
need for, and commitment on the pert of those present,
to the formation of a coalition to develop and implement
a local strategy for dealing with the problem. Before
adjourning, the assembled participants set a time,
place, and date for an initial meeting. They also pro-
vided written workshop evaluations which we used in
modifications of subsequent segments of this part of
the Project.

Nearly 400 persons participated in the five Workshops.
Like the witnesses, they represented a heterogeneous
cross section of the city in which the workshop was
held. And as a result of the Project activities,
there are functioning coalitions in each of the five
cities except Atlanta.

In commenting on the first Workshop in its self-assess-
ment Report, BLS & Associates wrote:

"The major strategies of consciousness raising
were developed and processed in the small groups
by the team facilitators. As indicated in the
participants' evaluations, more than 50 percent
of the respondents found the smal? workgroups
most helpful, not only as an opportunity to
excllange more information, but also where unre-
solved issues and concerns raised in the plenary
session could be pursued.

The workshop teen found the iiregular and part-
time participation of many of their small work-
groups unfortunate for maximum learning experi-
ences. It was for this reason that only 36
evaluation reports and demographic data sheets
were returned.

It was of interest to note that 99 percent of the
returned evaluations reported that the workshop
had been helpful as a mechanism for acquainting
them with some of the problems of discrimination
faced by women in the housing market. All 100
percent reported that they appreciated having an
opportunity that allowed them to focus their
concerns and test out the validity of certain of
their own experiences with discrimination againPt
women in housing and in employemnt.:



Appendix B

WHO CONDUCTED THE PROJECT: NCNW AS PRIME CONTRACTOR

The Women and Housing Project was a "joint venture"
of many persons and organizations working as teams
(see Appendix C) or "Panels" or "Commissions" to
carry out specific functions.

The staff of the National Council of Negro Women,
Inc. (NCNW), however, was responsible as prime con-
tractor for overall Project Design and coordination.
Dr. Dorothy I. Height, President of NCNW, chaired
the five hearings, and Ms. Dorothy Duke served as
overall Project Coordinator.

The following pages summarize the background, goals
and purposes of NCNW.
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THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF NEGRO WOMEN INC.

". . . the great need for uniting the effort of our women kept weighing upon my mind.
I could not free myself from the sense of lossof wasted strengthsustained by the
national community through failure to harness the great power of women into a
force for constructive action. I could not rest until our women had met this
challenge of the times."

Mary McLeod Bethune

The uniqueness of the National Council of Negro Women is

in its combined strength and its communication of ideas
and plans to women of diverse interests and backgrounds.
Members of NCNW include many races, but we are essentially
an organization of Black women. They come from urban and
rural communities. They are college and non-college women,
business and professional women, church women, fraternal
women, homemakers, students.

Since its founding by Mary McLeod Bethune in 1935, the
National CouAcil of Negro Women has worked to advance
opportunities and the quality of life for and through
Black women in every walk of life. Today, NCNW is a
coalition of 27 national organi.i.atione and over 150
local sections with an outr;:ach to some four million
Black women throughout the United States. Specifically
stated, it is an organization of organizations. NCNW's
leadars range from the sharecropper in Mississippi to
the PH.D.in a Washington, D.C. government bureau; from
the welfare-parent head of a day-care center, to the
young community activist in college. Over the decades,
NCNW's programs have developed out of sensitive, i;:cnrmed

appraisals of the needs of the nation's Black communities.
NCNW maintains an official observer at the United Nations.

The National Council of Negro Women was one of the few
national organizations that moved into the South during
the Civil Rights movement and stayed. From its program,
Wednesdays in Mississippi, NCNW was able to identify
pressing community problems and establish a priority
listing for problem solution based upon ability to

effectuate change in the areas identified.

As a result of this involvement NCNW:

Established the Okolona Day Care & Child Development
Center on the site of the Okolona Junior College,
Chickasaw County, Mississippi.

15,,
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Established Food Production Centers in Sunflower
and Bolivar Counties, Mississippi. In Sunflower
County alone there are over 2000 pigs resulting
from the original pig bank of 50 Yorkshire gilts
and 5 Jersey Boars. Community gardens and coopera-
tive canning and freezing programs have been estab-
lished.

Established the Fannie Lou Hamer Day Care Center,
Ruleville, Mississippi.

Assumed partial support for "Liberty House" - a
marketing and purchasing cooperative owned by 13
handicraft prcducing cooperatives.located in four
counties in rural Mississippi.

It is Interesting to note that Mississippians employed
by the National Council of Negro Women equals one fourth
of the total paid personnel.

The underlying concepts inspire NCNW's many-faceted action
programs for Black people in the decade of the 70's: com-

mitment...unity...self-reliance. National affiliate organi-
zations are mounting a new thrust for unity by urging direct
involvement of individuals within their memberships. The

goal: to mobilize and synchronize the collective strength
of Black women in the struggle for justice, equality and
opportunity.

NCNW implements its purposes through various projects:

OPERATION COPE - A special demonstration project to serve
mothers who are heads of households, who are economically
and educationally disadvantaged. Women who lack a high
school diploma or equivalency certificate and because of
education which is not functional, generally have difficulty
coping with life. They need extensive assistance with family
living skills, basic education and effective parenthood and
citizenship roles. A family learning center has been estab-
lished at Stanton Dwellings, a public housing project in
Southeast Washington, D. C.

Bethune Family Learning Center is being developed at Council
House, 1318 Vermont Ave., N. W. This Center will house a
program training volunteers, thf. work of the Advisory Com-
mittee, as well as a program wiLh disadvantaged mothers.



Operation Cope is funded by the U. S. Office of Education
under the'Adult Education Act and should be replicated in
cities throughout the United States.

OPERATION SISTERS UNITED (SU) - This program was created
by the National Council of Negro Women to provide the
judicial system with a rehabilitative detention alternative
for juvenile female offenders. The methods utilized are
varied and are tailored to fit each individual girl, how-
ever, the major focus is on the use of a one-to-one
volunteer relationship. The volunteers are recruited large-

ly from the ranks of NCNW and represent a variety of back-
grounds, interests, talents and personalities. The volunteers

receive intensive training covering all aspects of the

program, including guidance in establishing and maintaining
helping relationships with the girls in the target group.

The pilot project, initiated in the District of Columbia
in December, 1972, has served over 60 girls and their

families. This program is currently being expanded to

serve an additional 180 girls in three cities, Greenville,

Mississippi; St. Thomas, Virgin Islands and Dayton, Ohio.

This project is funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) of the United States Department

of Justice.

CENTER FOR CAREER ADVANCEMENT - An experimental after-school

program proNaaing career ladders in business and communica-

tion skills. Launched in 1970 under a grant from the U. S.

Office of Education, the Center is an innovative contribution

to the field of continuing education for adults.

In 1974, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation approved an appro-
priation to the National Counk..il of Negro Women for the
planning of a Center for Educational and Career Advancement
for minority women in downtown Manhattan, New York. The

overall goal of the Center is to help minority women keep

pace with the general advancement of women in jobs and

educatic' through a program that reaches them where they

work.



PROJECT HOMES- TURNKEY III- Homeownership for Low Income
Families. This program as sponsored by the National Council
of Negro Women provided an affirmative and practicable
method for a public housing project to be sold to the
.occupants. It made operational the concept that the home-
ownership opportunity programs are designed to serve as a
management tool to provide incentives for families to main-
tain their own home and neighborhoods and thereby reduce
Federal Subsidies.

HUD records show that as of June 30, 1972, Housing Authori-
ties in 85 municipalities were managing 6,637 Turnkey III
homes, had 6,439 homes under construction, and 5,685 units
in preconstruction or application stage. These 18,761
units have an estimated cost of $407 million.

The impact of the National Council of Negro Women's efforts
. to launch and support the Turnkey III homeownership program

and concepts has been that Congress has acted to continue
the public homeownership opportunity programs including
mutual help and Turnkey III housing on Indian Reservations
(Section 5(c) of the United States Housing Act of 1937,
as amended by Section 201(a) of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1974). The statute provides that tne
Federal Debt service subsidy can be continued even though
title is transferred to the occupant (Section 5(h) of the
revised USH Act).

The organization received a grant from the Office of
Economic Opportunity for the initial work on the pro-
ject which was later funded by the Ford Foundation.

WOMEN AND HOUSING - In 19A-1975, five hearings were neld
in Atlanta, Georgia; St. Louis, Missouri; San Antonio,
Texas; San Francisco, California and New York City to
research, investigate and document the discrimination
practiced against women in their attempts to secure
adequate dwellings for their families. The data collected
in these hearings will be used by HUD's Equal Opportunity
staff, the courts, legislative bodies, institutions and
others involved in expanding fair housing for women and
educating the public on the effects of discrimination.

The Office of Equal Opportunity of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development provided the funds for the
operation of this project.
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HUNGER - Since 1968, NCNW has been involved in a campaign
against hunger and malnutrition beginning in three of the
poorest counties in the Nation. In connection with this
campaign, NCNW has planned and operated community gardens,
pig banks, silk screening factories, day care and family.
learning centers, and in addition, helped in supporting a
marketing and purchasing cooperative. NCNW is coordinating a
more sustained organizational effort through a FOOD-FOR-PEOPLE
Network. This is coalition of national organizations designed
to bring the hunger and food crisis to the attention of the
American people.

YOUTH - The Ujaama Center, located in the Bethune Houses ii
Harlem involves preteen and teenage disadvantaged youth in
programs designed to create cultural heritage awareness. Youth

are involved in activities of creative writing, the arts and
crafts and cultural enrichment of field trips.

HEALTH - In 1974, the National Council of Negro Women, in
cooperation with rural residents and health care facilities
established the Macon County Health Center in Shorter, Alabama -
a densely populated Black community located between Montgomery,
Alabama, and Tuskegee Institute, Alabama. The purpose of the
Center is to provide diagnostic medical service and referrals
to accessible hospitals. The medical facility is with the
labor or residents of the county, and financed by the National
Council of Negro Women, A Nurses Aide Training Program for

community residents recruited and trained 35 women in an eight
week training program with the cooperation of Shorter Elemen-
tary School and John AndrewG Hospital in Tuskegee. Ten certi-
ficated nursing aides are presently employed and five have
elected to pursue training as licensed practical nurses.

The leadership of NCNW established these national program
priorities in line with NCNW's role as a community service
organization. Staffed primarily by volunteers in the first
30 years, the olganization now employs a number of paid person-
nel on its administrative and program staff. NCNW maintains
a national headquarters office at 1346 Connecticut Ave., N. W.
in Washington, D. C. and a field office at 815 2nd Ave., in

New York City.
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The Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial statue was completed and
placed in Lincoln Park, Washington, D. C; Fon July 10, 1974.
With the National Council of Negro Women's task completed,

the U. S. Park Service of the Department of the Interior
is now responsible for continual maintenance and upkeep
of this "living memorial, which symbolizes in part the
Black peoples' contribution to American life."

WOMEN IN COMMUNITY SERVICE NCNW, in coalition with five

other national women's organizations, conducts programs of
outreach to young wonen 16-21 years who have suffered the
problems of poverty. WICS Volunteers in local communities
are involved in recruiting and screening candidates for

women's Job Corps. Volunteers provide programs of orienta-

tion to young women selected fc7- enrollment in Job Corps,
and support services to Corpswomen returning to the com-

munity. Job Corps, after ten years in existence, remains
one of the better job-training, potential development
programs offered by the U. S. Department of Labor.

The Commission on Higher Education is the first special COMMISSION

interest group organized by NCNW to address the prob- ON HIGHER

lems of discrimination based on both sex and race. EDUCATION

Since higher education represents the ccre of leader-
ship and knowledge in this country, it ic; essential

that Black women help shape our educational destiny.
A network of Black women in Ameri,a's colleges and
universities work under NCNW's leadership to achieve
equal employment opportunity.
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Appendix C

WHO CONDW,TED THE PROJECT: PARTICIPATING TEAMS, LOCAL
CONVENORS AND STAFF

Dorothy Duke, Project Coordinator
Evelyn Harrison, Consultant
Berdina Willicms, Administrative Assistant, NCNW

Hearing Team

Roy Littlejohn, Director
Roy Littlejohn & Associates
Washington, D.C.

Terri Sneider, Associate
Julia Vaughn, Associate
Lloyd Wise, Associate

Workshop Team

Barbara L. Simmons, Director
BLS & Associates
Washington, D.C.

Ruth Switzer Pearl, Associate
Director

Lupe Aguiano, Associate
Joyce Chong. P-,sociate
Winne Doria, Associate
Kenneth Frazier,.Associate
Theresa Jones, Associate
Marcia Kallen, Associate
Robert Lett, A:sociate
James Savage, Associate
Iris Velez, Associate

Study Team

Davey Roundtree, Director
Roundtree, Hunter and Knox
Washington, D.C.

Barbara Lee Smith, Associate
Howard University School of Law

Harriet Tucker, Local Counsel,
Atlanta

Frankie Freeman, Local Counsel,
St. Louis

Patricia Vasquez, Local Counsel,
San Antonio

Zaide Kirtley, Local Counsel,
San Francisco

Emily Goodman, Local Counsel,
New York City

Local Convenors of Ad Hoc Commis:dons

Sujette Fountain Crank, ;,. anta
Ina Boon, St. Louis
LorIanie Whittier, San Antonio
Aileen Hernandez, San Francisco
Jane Galvin-Lewis, New York City

Authors of_ELeort

.-,olomon E. RobinsoL

Pilka c,upte Robinson
Tallahas!-;PE.,
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Appendix Di

NATIONAL PRESIDENTS' MEETING

September 13-15, 1974

Summary of Meeting

List of Organizations Represented
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The contract to produce this study was awarded by

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development in

June 1974. Methodology and planning for the hearIngs and

seminars was completed during tle summer.

On September 14 and 15, 1974, the National Council

.of Negro Women convened a weekend meeting of national

presidents of 100 women's organizations. The meeting

focused on two basic needs of life; shelter and food.

Its them was unity to secure justice, a lifelong con-

Lern of the Council's founder, Mary McLeod Bethune. It

was held at the headquarters of the National Association of

Homebuilders, 15th and M Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C.

The meeting served in part as a public announcement

of the plans for conducting the study reported in this

documnt. The design developed to conduct the study

called for by the contract with the U.!-j. Department of

Housing and Urban Development was discussed The n.lr-

pce of the study was defined as the Oocumentation c: in-

formation which would produce a reference work on womel

and housing discrimination.

The program for Saturday, September 14, 1974, was

devoted to women and housing. It was highlighted by the

appearance of Mrs. Gerald P. Ford, wife of the President

of the United States. Mrs. Ford expressed her concern

for an increased cGmmitment to the role of women in

American life.
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Equally important, however, was the decision of the

Counei1 to concentra`.e on the importance of coalition

strengthening. This idea of developing coalitions among

women's organizations for increasing effective action is

a new one as it relates to housing. The establishment of

local "commissions" was explored and the assistance of the

organizations-was soncited. The meeting generated enthusi-

astic support for this idea and induced the Council to be-

lieve even more strongly that the project could both inves-

tigate and document discrimination at the same time that it

encouraged coalitions of organizations to develop and imple-

ment a local gtrategy for dealing with the problem.
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PRESIDENTS OF THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS INVITED
TO ATTEND THE PRESIDENTS' MEETING, SEPTEMBER 14-15, 1974

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Amalgamated Clothing Workers
Amalgamated Meat Cutters wad Butcher Workmen
American Advertising Federation, Women's Division
American Association of UnIversity Women
American Baptist Women
American Civil Liberties Union, Women's Rights Project
American Nurses Association
American Women in Radio and T V
Business and Professional Women
Center for Wamen's Policy Study
Chi Eta Phi Sorority
Church Women United
CME Church Women's Missionary Council
Comision Femenil Mexicana Nacional
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Distric.c. #1199 Hospital and Drug Workers Union, RWDSU

Eta Phi Beta Sorority
Federation of OrgAnizations for Professional Women
General Federation of Women's Clubs
Grand Temple, Daughters of Elks
Hotel Workers Unioll
International Ladies Garment Workers Union
Interstate Association of Commissions on the Status of Women

Iota Phi Lambda Sorority
Jack and Jill of America, Inc.
Ladies' Auxiliary of the National Dental Association, Inc.

Lambda Kappa Mu Sorority
Las Amigas, Inc.
League of Wanen Voters
Mujeres Unidas
National Association of Bank Women
National Association Black Women Attorneys
National Association .)f. Fashion and Accessory Designers

National Association of Social Workers
National Association of Women's Deans and Admini,3tratorEi

National Association of Women Lawyers
National Black Feminist Organization
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National
National
N. ional
National
Natiaaal
National

Clearing House on Women's Issues
Committee of Household EWoyees
Conference of Puerto Rican Women
Council cf Administrative Women in Education
Council of Catholic Women
Council of Jewish Women

National Council of Puerto Rican Volunteers
National Media Women
National Organization for Women
National Sorority of Phi Delta Kappa
National Tenants Organization
National Welfare Rights Organizat*on
National Wamen's Political Caucus
North American Indian Women's Association
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.
Stewardesses for Women's Rights
Supreme Grand Chapter, Order of Eastern Star
Tau Gamma Delta Sorority
The Continentals Society, Inc.
Unitarian Universalist Women's Federation
United Auto Workers
United Methodist Women
United Presbyterian Women
Women in Communications, Inc.
Women's Auxiliary, National Medical Association
Women's Convention, Auxiliary to the National Baptist Convention, U.S.A., Inc.
Women's Equity Action League
Womf,n's Home and Foreign Missionary Society, AME Zion Church
Women's Lobby, Inc.
Women's Missionary Council, CME Church
Women's Missionary Society, AME Church
Young Women's Christian Association
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
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Appendix E

HEARING PANELS

Hearing # 1

Atlanta, Georgia November 8, 1974

Dr. Dorothy I. Height, Chairperson
National Council of Negro Women Inc.

Washington D.C.

Ms. Ruth.Clusen, National President
League of Women Voters
Green Bay, Wisconsin

Ms. Evelyn Harrison, former Director
U.S. Civil Service Commission
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Aileen Hernandez, Urban affairs consultant
Hernandez and Associates
San Francisco, California

Mr. RobertStokley, Consultant
National Civil Service League
Washington, D.C.

Mr. Robert Tucker, attorney, and adjunct Professor
Northwestern University School of Law
Chicago, Illinois

%
Ms. Rose Wylie, Chairperson

National Tenants Organization
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
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Hearing # 2

St. Louis, Missouri January 10, 1975

Dr. Dorothy I. Height, Chairperson
National Council of Negro Women, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Lillian Benbow, National President
Delta Sigma Theta and
Housing Commissio19r, Mieligan Commission on Civil Rights
Detroit, Michigan

Mr. Irving Kriegsfeld, Housing specialist
The Management Partnership. Inc.,
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Anita Miller, Program Officer
Ford Foundation
New York, New York

Ms. Carroll E. Miller, President
General Federation of Women's Clubs
Washington, D.C.

Mr. Robert.Tucker, attorney, and adjunct Professor
Nort!lwestern University F-thool of Law
Chicago, Illinois

1 °.n1
eve
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Hearing # 3

San Antonio, Texas February 7, 1975

Dr. Dorothy I. Height, Chairperson
National Council of Negro Wom2n, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Mr. Joe Benites, National President
League of United Latin American Citizens
Phoenix, Arizona

Ms. Ruth Clusen, National President
League of Women Voters
Green Bay, Wisconsin

Ms. Aileen Hernandez, Urban affairs consultant
Hernandez and Associates
Sah Francisco, California

Mr. Irving Kriegsfeld, Housing specialist
The Management Partnership, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Grace Olivarez, Director
Institute for Social Research and Development
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Hearing # 4

San Francisco California March 7, 1975

Dr. Dorothy I. Height, Chairperson
National Courvil of Negro Women, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Margaret J. Gates, Attorney
Center for Women Policy Studies
Washington D.C.

Ms. Dorothy Gazzolo, Associate Director
National Association of Housing; and
Editoe, JJournal of Housing
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Nadien Hata., Vice Chairperson
California State Advisory Commitcee
Los Angeles, California

Mr. Irving Kriegsfeld, Housing specldlist
The Management Partnership, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Ethel J. Williams, Chief
Civil Rights Compliance
D.C. Department of Haman Resources
Washington, D.C.

159
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Hearing # 5

New York City '
April 11, 1975

Dr. Dorothy I. Height, Chairperson
National Cuuncil of Negro Women, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Marie Bowden, National President,
National Federation of Business and Professional

Women:2' Clubs
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Jane Chapman, Co-Director
Center for Women Policy Studies
Washington, D.C.

Ms. Angie Cabrera
National Puerto Rican Forum
New York, New York

Mr. Irving Kriegsfeld, Housing specialist
The Management Partnership, Inc.
Washington D.C.

Ms. Gloria Steinem, Editor
Ms. Magazine
New York, New York

Mr. Robert Tucker. Attorney
Northwestern University School of Law
Chicago, Illinois

Ms. Rose Wylie, President
National Tenants Organization
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania



Appendix F

HEARING WITNESSES*

Atlanta Hearing

Dr. Gloria E.A. Toote, former Assistant Secretary of
Equal Opportunity

U.F:. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Washington, D.C.

Davey Gibson, Commissioner

Frank Keller, City Pianner

Professor Louis Schneider,
School of Urban Life, Georgia State

Maxine Robinson, Director
Inner City YWCA, Atlanta

Mary Hartman, Treasurer
NOW, Atlanta

Jackie Lassiter, Program Director
Georgia State Consumer Services

Mary Treadwell Barry, Director
Pride, Inc.. Washington, D.C.

Rhett Baird, Executive Secretary
Atlanta Region Open Housing Coalition

Lester Persells, Executive Director
Atlanta Public Housing Authority

Martha Gains, Chairperson
Program Deve)opment Committee,
Atlanta YWCA

161

The witnesses are listed here in the order of their appearance at
the Hearings. Witnecses who testified as victims of discrimination

are not included in this List. 1 76
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Dottie Gibson
Atlanta-Fulton League of Women Voters

Mary Nelson, Realtor

Cynthia Hlass, Realtor

Ed Hiles, Executive Vice President
Georgia Savings and Loan League

Herbert Goree, Director
Housing Opportunity Center

Sherry Adams, Representative
Feminist Action Alliance in Atlanta

St. Louis Hearing

Gwen Giles, Commissioner
Council on Human Relations for the City of

St. Louis
Mayor's representative

Frank Avesing, Urban Sociologist and Population Analyst
Center for Urban Programs, St. Louis University

Tim Barry, Housing Director
East-West Gateway Co-ordinating Council

Robert A. Drohlich, Executive Director
Greater St. Louis Savings & Loan League

Sue Shear, State Representative
76th Legislative District, St. Louis County

DeVerne Calloway, Member
State Legislature
District 81, City of St. Louis

William Mueller. President
Mortgage Bankers Association of St:Louis

Mary Ellen Powell, Licensed Realtor for State of Missouri
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Ms. Frankie Freeman, Attorney-at-law
Commissioner, United States Commission on

Civil Rights

Walter J. Stradal, Executive Vice-President
Real Estate Board of Metropolitan St. Louis

Robert Permuter, President
Institute on Real Estate Management

Betty Adams, Chairperson
Missouri Commission on the Status of Women

Margaret Bush Wilson, appeared for
James Sporleder, Administrative Assistant to the

President
Jeff Van-Der-Lou

Judy Sweeney
NOW, St. Louis Chapter

Linda Stone, Chairperson
Board of Directors of Womenkind, Inc.

Thomas Costello, Executive Director
St. Louis Housing Authority

San Antonio Hearing

Honorable Jose San Martin
Mayor Pro Tem of San Antonio City

Paula Manning, Housing Planner
Planning and Community Development Department
City of San Antonio

Patricia Vasquez, Attorney-at-law
Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund

C. L. Hunicutt, President
Mortgage Bankers Association
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Mazie Hill, immediate past President
San Antonio Board of Realtors

Dorrie Woodson, Vice-President
NOW, San Antonio Chapter

Jan Macon, State President
Women's Political Caucus

Liz Davis, President
League of Women Voters, San Antonio

Katie Ferguson, Vice-Chairman
Board of Commissioners
San Antonio Housing Authority

Marilyn Wacker, Deputy Executive Director
San Antonio Housing Authority

Mr. Brown, Director
Consumer Services for the City of San Antonio

San Francisco Hearing

Joseph Johnson for
Mayor of the City and County of San Francisco

George Moscone
State Senator, California

f.31onda Skiffer, Associate Planner
San Francisco Planning Department

Moira So, Associate Planner
San Francisco Planning Department

7aide Kirtley, Attorney-at-law
Virtley and Levinson

Aileen Hernandez, Housing & Employment consultant
Hernandez and Associates

r.i;th Witt, Housing Staff Representative
San Francisco Human Rights Commission
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Maxine Brown, Housing Planner:
Association of Bay Area Governments, and
Co-ordinator, National Task Force and Housing Program

for NOW

Are_4e Slaughter, Realtor
former Chairperson, Equal Rights Committee for the

Califoznia Real Estate Association

Dolly Sachs
uperation Sentinel

Elizabeth Bruenn, Community Organizer on Social Self-help
for the Elderly in Chinatown

Mlrilyn Jo Fillingham'
Tenants' Action Group

Ms. Wright, President
U:ITE

Ms. Walton, Vice President
UNITE

B.J. Miller
Fair Employment Practice Commission for the

State of California

Irving Weiner, Real Estate Broker

John W. Heckenlively
Mortgage Bankers Association of Northern California

Orville Pratt
Apartment House Association Consolidated

Robert Hoilen, Administrative Vice-President
Home Federal Savings and Loan AF.sociation

Cleo Wallae
Public Housing Commission
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New York!Cty Hearirq

Dr. Gloria E.A. Toote, former Assistant Llc.7etary for
Equal Opportunity

U.S. Department of Housing and/urbdn Development
Washington, D.C.

L:arol Bellamy
State Senator, New YcLk

Jolie Hammer, Deputy Borough President
Manhattan, for Borough President Percy Sutton

Evelyn Mann, Director for Population Research
Department of City Planning, City of New York

Barry Light, Director
Housing and Community Development
Department of City Planning, City of New York

Emily Jane Goodman, Attorney-at-law
Manhattan

Barbara Shack, Assistant Director
Womens' Rights Project
New York Civil Liberties Union

own

Leila Long, Assistant Administrator for Equal Opportunity
New York City Housing d Development Administration

Janice Goodman, Attorney-at-law
Blank, Goodman, Kelly,Roam and Stanley

Ed Potter, Director of Research
Real Estate Board of New York

Peggy Conegy, Real Estate Broker

Clara Fox. Executive Director
Settlement Housing Fund

Beulah Sanders, representative
Workers for Welfare Justice

Debra Kriss, representing
Councilwoman Carol Greitzer

Carol DeSaram, rresdent
New York Chapter, NOW

Eleanor Holmec Norton, Chairperson
New York Ci'y Commission on Human Rights



T6ni Thomas
Office of Fair Housing & Equal Opportunity,
Department of Housing & Urban Development,
Washington, D. C.

Jeari O'Leary
Lesbian Feminist Lit:eration

Nath Rockhill, Legislative Director
National Gay Task Force

Alice Cumba
East Harlem Tenants Council

Betty Lou Scandling, Insurance Broker

Stephanie Bush, Housing Counselor
Open Housing Center
New York Urban League

Edith Novak, Assistant Counsel
New York State Banking Department

Madeline Rhodes, Deputy Director of Management
New York City Housing Authority

Dorothy Hammerman, Chief of Tenant Selection
New York City Housing Auth.ority

Nc.
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Appendix G

MARITAL STATUS DISTRIBUTION
of

FHA (Section 203b) MORTGAGORS, 1972

City

NEW HOMES

Unmarried To Be
Married

Other
Combination

Total
Married

Other
Total Male Female

Atlanta 98.2 1.8 1.2 0.6 -.0 0.0

St. Doui., 94.2 5.3 2.5 1.6 1.7 0.0

San Antonio 95.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.0

San Francisco 88.1 11.9 6.3 5.3 0.1 0.2

New York 94.2 5.8 23 0.8 2.3 0.4

Source: Data for States and Selected A-eas: Characteristics of FHA

09erations under Section 203, HUD-SOk-3, 1972



Appendix H 1/

MARITAL STATUS OF WOMEN

iN FIVE METROPOLITAN AREAS (1970)

SMSA Not-Married
Female*

Not-Married
Male*

Atlanta 43.1 35.6

St., Louis 44.1 35.2

San Antonio 45.2 41.4

San Francisco 45.9 42.3

New York 48.7 39.6

* Includes Single, Divorced, Separated and Widows or Widowers

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1970

1
Li
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Amendix I

AGE AND SEX OF FAMILIES WHO MOVED INTO

RENT SUPPLEMENT HOUSING IN TWO HUD REGIONS (1973-74)

AGE
GROUP

Under 25

New York
Male Female

105 99

San Francisco
Male Female

133 216

25-34 178 226 139 286

35-44 ''88 155 93 168

45-54 62 143 49 154

55-61 33 75 32 106

62-64 33 99 21 111

65-69 60 154 31 160

70-74 25 49 12 136

Over 74 28 11 17? 153

Eds. Note: In 1970, there were 5,436,167 men over 65 and 11,665,002

women. There were 5,325,636 men and 7,792,192 women over 70.
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Appendix J

STATES WITH FAIR HOUSING LAWS APPLICABLE TO SEX DISCRIMINATION

Alaska
Colorado
Connecticut

Delaware
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Montana
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Virginia
Washington

District of
Columbia

Alaska Stat. SS 18.80.240, 250
Colo.Rev.Stat.Ann. S 69-7-5
Conn.Gen.Stat.Ann. S 53-35
Conn.Legis.Serv.,Pub.Act 74-80 § 53-34
Conn.Gen.Stat.Ann.Pub.Act 73-573 § 2

Del.Code Ann.tit.6, § 4603
Hawaii Rev.Stat. SS 515-3, 5
Idaho Code S 67-5909
Ill.Const.Art. 1, S 17
Ind.Code § 22-9-1
3 Iowa Leg.Serv.,263 Senate File 487 § 601A.3
Me.Rev.Stat.Ann.tit.5, § 4582
Md.Ann.Code art.49B SS 22, 23
Mass.Gen. Laws Ann., ch. 151B, §S 4(3B)
Minn.Stat.Ann. § 363.03(2)
Mont.Rev.Codes Ann. S 64-306(3), (4)

Nev.Rev.Stat. §§ 118.100; 207.310
N.H.Rev.Stat.Ann. S 354-A:8(v)
N.J.Stat.Ann. §§ 10:5-12(g)-(i)
N.M.Stat.Anp. §§ 4-33-7(G), (H)

N.Y.Exec.Law SS 296(5), 296a(1)
Ohio Rev.Code Ann. § 4112.02(H)
Ore.Rev.Stat. S 659.033
Pa.Stat.Ann.tit.43 § 955(H)
S.D.Compiled Laws Ann. SS 20-13-20, 21
Va.Code Ann. §S 36-88, 90
Wash.Rev.Code Ann. § 49.60.222

Dist. of Col.,Rules and Regs.tit.34,ch.13 § 13.3
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Appendix K

RESOURCE PUBLICATIONS

Bish, Musa, Bullock and Milgram, Racial Steering: The Dual Housing
Market and Multiracial Neighborhoods, (June, 1973).

Grier, George W., Bias in Newspaper Real Estate Advertising, Washington,
D.C., Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies, (1970).

Hecht, James L., Because It Is Right: Integration in Housing, (Boston:
Little, Brown, and Company, 1970).

Helper, Rose, Racial Policies and Practices of Real Estate Brokers,
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1969).

Leadership Council for Metropolitan Open Communities, Guide to Practice

Open Housing Under Law, (155 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois

60606).

Midpeninsula Citizens for Pair Housing, Audit Handbook: Procedures for
Determining the Extent of Racial Discrimination in Apartment Rentals,

(457 Kingsley Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94306).

Ralph Nader and Donald Ross, A Public Citizens Action Manual, (New York,

Grossman, 1973).

National Urban League, The Right to Livet The Freedom to Buy,(February,1972).

Saltman, Juliet A., Open Housing as a Social Movement: Challenge to Con-

flict and Change, (Lexington, Massachusetts, Heath Lexington Books).

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement

Effort -- 3974, Volume I:, (December 1974).

. , Mortgage Money: Who Gets It?, (June 1974).

. , Understanding Fair Housing, (February 1973).

'.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Fair Housing U.S.A.,

(May 1973).

., Local Funding and Action Strateyies For Fair 1k)using,

(April 1975).

. , Your Housing Rights, (1973).

U.S. Department of the Treasury, General Revenue Sharing and Civil

Rights, (Washington, D.C.).
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Research Centers, Institutes,
and Clearinghouses

Advocates for Women, 654 Market Street, San
Francisco, Calif. 94104. An economic development
center working on employment and credit discrimina-
tion and aiding women starting their own businesses.
Offers job workshops, counseling, skill banks, job
listings, and blue collar apprenticeships programs in
the San Francisco area. Services free. Also available:
a directory of women in business in San Francisco
($2.50).

Black Women's Employment Project, NAM..P
Legal Defense and Educational Funrl, Inc., 10 aum-
bus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10019. A research and
education program planning a nationv.ide study of dis-
crimination against black women in ..:mployment. In-
terested in class action suits.

Black Women's Institute, National Council of
Negro Women. 13-16 Connecticut Avenue NAV., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20036, Sponsors education and research
program designed to collect, interpret, and distribute
informath n for and about black women and their
families. Operates Resource Service Center which as-
sists women with employment, day care, health, educa-
tion. legal assistPnce, and welfare rights.

Center for the American Woman in Politics,
Eagleton Institute of Politics, Rutgers Unkersit, New
Brunswick, N.J. 08903. A non-partisan re,.eareh and
inbornation center committed to increasing km, ledge
about American women', participation in government
and politics. Arthith-s inchide model educational pro
grains, re-earch, conferera es. and disseminating in-

formation.

Center for the Study of Women in Society,
California Street. San Francisco, Calif. 91118. A

nonprofit group affiliated with the Scientific Anaksis
Corporatimi, designed to assist rewareh projects about
the role arid status of women in society.

Center for Women Policy Studies, 211w P
:+treet N.W., Suite )08. Washingfnii, D.C. 20036A
research institute currently wcrking on credit il15-

17 3

crimioation and the legal and medical treatment of
rape vo.:tims. Has investigated "Women and Policing,"
women and Federal programs, and the economic status
of women internationally. Project reports availahIe to
the public.

The Feminist Press, Box 334, College at Old
Westbury, Old Weathury, N.Y. 11568. Clearinghouse
for informat:on on non-sexist education. Projects in-
clude workshops on sexism in children's books, in-
service courses for teachers, clearinghouse on women's
studies, the "Women's Studie:, NQwsletter," and new
curriculum materials. Has published more than a
dozen paperback feminist biographies, nonsexist chil-
dren's Looks, and reprints of various works by women.
More to come.

KNOW, Inc., P.O. Box 86031, Pittsburgh, Pa.
I:)221. Nonprofit feminist publisher of reprints. course
designs. and otli,". books, and a bulletin, "KNOW
News." List of over 200 offerings available (include
stamped, self-addressed envelope).

National Chicana Institute, P.O. Box 50176.
Dallas, Texas 7S250, An umbrella gr.:iup coordinating
the actk hies of several Chicana organizations doing

t a r dr on problems facing Chicanas.

NEA Resource Center on Sex Roles in Edu-
cation, 120I 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036. De,igned to prepare nonsexist materials for
-chools and rommunit% groups. to develop a national
(-km nighoo-,,,, and to plo\ide technival assistance to
otheis Joing reseioch and projects. Newsletter aad
able.

New Femirist Talent, 2.-Th Street. New
York, N.. 1001q. -1 feminist speakers bureau. Fees

spe,-kers. who in( lode Reha AL/aw, I)ntI I vied-rn,
a id Faroutiodd, tar.gc hum $200 to $3.0011.

Project on the Status and Education of
Women, .1,,,wtion of American Colleges, 1818 R
Street N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20009. Compiles ma-
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terials on the status of women in higher education,
Publications available include summaries of pertinent
legislation, lists of professional women's caucuses, and
a newsletter, "On Campus with Women."

Women's Action Alliance, 370 Lexington Ave-
nue, New York, N.Y. 10017. Provides organizing as
sistance and 'information packets" on thf women's
movement, discrn,.;nation in State and lor al govern-
ment, and the or..nization of child care centers and
women's centers is developing a nonsexist early
childhood educt ion program (description available
for 25 cents) ; naintains a national communications
and referral 1.-twork for women. Also available:
"Wormen's Action Alliance Directory" (of women's
groups).

Wonien's History Research Center, Inc., Li-
brary, 2325 Oak Street, Berkeley, Calif. 94708. Main-
tains archives of materials on women's movement; nas
organized the Women's Periodical Archive, available
on microfilm as "fierstory" from Bell and Howell,
Old Nlansfield Road, Wooster. Ohio (8550 !or 23
rolls+. Also available: "Films by and "or about
Women"- a directory of filmmdkers, films, anus dis-
tributors (83 to individual women; 85 to groups, mc. I
and price lists of other Center publications (81 with
stamped, self-addressed.enve!npe).

Women's Institute for Freedom of the Press,
3306 Ross Place Washington, D.C. 20008. Re.
searches structure of the communications industry and
the role of macs media in maintaining male dorninance
in society. Newslettei : Media Repor. to Women (810
to women, 815 to others".

Wcmen's Media Alliance, 155 East 77th Street,
N-,%%. York. N.Y. 10021. A group of women invoked
in telt-vision and films. Plans include public hearings
on disctimination in the media: will use material
gathered to set up a resource center. Film showing
media abuses is in production.

Women on Words and Images, P.O. Box 2163,
Princeton. N.J. 085In. Combat:, sexism or edncation.
Pamphlet. "Dick and Jane as Victims," on sexism in
children's texts (5** 1.501. Ako ikailable, for rent:
25.minute slide show on sex stereotpes in primers.

Legal Aid Information
ACLU Women Rights Project, 22 t (nth

Street, Nev York, N.Y. 100I6. Handles constitutional
litigation: lobbies for national legislation, nd dis-

U.S. Commission on Civil
(Spring, ).974) pp. 77-78.

seminates information. A book, The Rights of Women,
by Susan Consuelo Ross, now available from Avon
paperbacks (8.95).

NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc..
641 T.exington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. The
litigation, research, and education arm of the National
Organization for Women (tax-exempt). Assists in
court rases involving precedents and 'or class actions;
sponsors public service advertising and other public
education projects.

WEAL Educational and Legal Defense Fund,
709 National Press Building, Washington, D.C. 20004.
Helps pay costs of legal cases; researches, studies, and
publishes information on sex discrimination. In the
future: a report on women and fellowship and training
awards, and an information center on legal remedies
for women in education.

Women's Centers
Spare permits us to list only a few of the many

women's centers now operating. Of our four examples,
three are of srcial interest to minority women, and
one is of general interest to all women. Such centers
as these ran serve as models fGr the development of
r;milar centers in other cities.

A sian Women's Center, 722 South Oxford Ave.
nor, 1.os Angeles, Calif. 90005. An organization de.
%Wed to the ne:ds of Asian women. with programs
concerning education, drug abuse, 'health, cnild de-
velopment, and general counseling.

Slack Woman Organized for Action, P.C. Box
15072, San Francisco, Calif. 91115. Maintains talent
bank of black wonlen: monitors government activ;ties,
and publishes a newsletter wi'h job liAing. Is planning
a program of nonpartiar liti-al vducation.

Chicano Service Action Center, 5340 E. Ol m-
pic I3oul, yard. I.os Angeles, Calif. 01022. Handles job
plat ements and training, and provides supportive
ser% ices and counseling concerning telfare, immigra-
tion, child care, etc. Publishes 'SAC Newsletter."

Rape Crisis Center, 0. Box 2100'i, Washing-
ton. D.C. 20009. Handles vounseling and medical and
legal referrals for rape %ietims. Holds clas-es in self-
(It fense and has available several pamphlets on (1111n-
s:ding. setting up a crisig center, and on changing rape
la%%s. Has become a notional clearinghouse for infor-
mation on rap:..

[tights Digest,

I 53 0
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1.

GENERAL BACKGROUND

Ilia =IP ARO

Urban problems and prospects. Chicago, Markham Publ. Co., 1970

(Markham series in public policy analysis).
Essays written over a period of years, centering primarily

on housing and transportation. Includes his "Alternative

Futures for the American Ghetto", and "Housing the Urban

Poor; the Economics of Various Strategies."

177

2. "Equal Opportunity in Housing." HUD Challenge, April, 1973, entire issue.

Contents: "Housing and Racial Prejudice, 1866 to 1968," by

Edward P. Lovett. "Equal Opportunity in Housing - the First Five

Years,"by Laurence D. Pearl.

3. "Housing Urban America," edited by Jon Pynoos, Robevt. Schafer, and

Chester W. Hartman. Chicago Aldine Publishing Co., 1973.

A selection of readings that focuses on the housing problems of

the poor and members of minority groups.

4. National Academy of Sciences. Advisory Committee to thc Dept. of

Housing and Urban DevelopmeLt.

Freedom of choice in housing, opportunities and constraints.

Report of the Social Science Panel, Div. of Zehavioral Sciences,

and the recommendations of the Advisory Committee. Wash., 1972.

5. National Urban League, Housing Division.
The right to live, the freedom to buy, New York, 1972.

6. Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Equal opportunity in housing. Prepared in cooperation with

U. S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development. Englewood C3iffs,

N. J., 1971 (Loose-Leaf).

7. Southern Regional Council.
Equal housing opportunities in the South; a challenge. Report

on government and citizen action. Atlanta, 1971.

8.

Understanding fair housing. Wash., 1973. (Clearinghouse publico-

tion 42).

9. Westchester Residential Opportunities.
Equal opportunity in housing: a manual for cu-porat employers.

Prepared for U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development.

Wash., Govt. Printing Off., 1973.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
REGIONAL PATTERNS OF DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN IN HOUSING

The first section of this data is devoted to a special focus
on the five cities where public hearings were held by Attorney
Dovey Roundtree, General Counsel of the National Council of Negro
Women.*

I. Applicable California Regional References

10. California City Code. 1 1612.30 (1973 Supp.)
Discusses the obtainance of money, property, labor or
services on a deferred payment basis. Gives evidence
of protection for married womens' uncommingled or separate
property.

11. Kirtley, ?aide, "California Laws Re:lating to Women and
Housing", a speech prepared for hearings on Women and
Housing by The National Council of Negro Women.
The author is a member of the firm of Kirtley,
Levenson and Mazia of San Francisco, California.

12. McKinney, Joan
"Housing-Women, Kids Not Wanted", Oakland Tribune,
March 10, 1975, EE17

II. Georgia

13. Georgia Code Ch. 51 101 - discusses how every head of
a family may file a claim for a homestead exemption.

14. Georgia Married Women's Act - discussess a woman's right
to maintain control over her separate property.

15. Kietz v. Butler, 322 F.Supp. 1029 (Ga. 1971)

16. Killer, Frank
"Housing In Metro Atlanta", a report presented to the
National Council of Negro Women at rublic hearings on
Discrimination against Women in Housing. The author
i. with the Atlanta Planning Bureau of Atlanta.

III. Missouri

Acts

17. Missouri Age Discrimination Act

18. Missouri Equal Pay Act

*Other references to these cities or states will appear in other
sections of the bibliography and will be noted by an asterisk (*)
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19. Missouri Fair Employment Act
Housing Authorities Law (Revised Stets. 99.030, Law)

Statutes

20. Divorce Partitions (Missouri Revised Stats. 452.300 to 415)

Discussed partitioning of property.

21. Property Transfers (Missouri Revised Statutes 474.010 to 330)

Cases

22. Dalton v. Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority, 364 Mo.

974, 270 S.W. 2d44 (54)

23. Land Clearance for Redevelo ment Authorit V. City of St. Louis,

(Mo.) , 270 S.W. 2d58 (54)

Missouri General

24. Missouri Property Laws, Missouri Code

25. Missouri Commission on the Status of Women, "Credit Study",

1973 report made by Ms. Betty Adams, Lincoln University

Student Center,

IV. New York

26. Human Rights Act (N.Y.) of 1973

27. N.Y. Executive Laws 296-A
Discusses rights of women re creditors, lenders and insurers.

28. N.Y. State Credit Laws 1974

Provides for damages for credit barriers encountered.

29. N.Y. Tax Law, Section 367(1) reflects that the income of

each spouse belongs to that spouse alone.

30. N.Y. Trust of Laws, Section 5-3.1

Provides for distribution and separation of assets of

deceased spouse.

V. Texas

31. Texas Credit Statute. Texas Rev. Civ. Stat. Ann. Act. 5069-2.07

(Supp.74) discusses women's rights re credit and loans.

32. King, Ben, Jr., "Panel Concludes Women Shunned in Housing Area";

San Antonio_Exaef!212ws - February 8, 1975, Section 8-F

News article on public hearings sponsored by the National

Council of Negro Women.

1 9
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GENERAL REGIONAL LAW AND STATUTES

33. Alabama Development Office,
Equal Opportunity housing guidelines study; (work paper)

Montgomery, 1974.

First part of a two-part study. Delineates the demo-
graphic aspects of housing. Pro3Jct partially financed
by the U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development.

34. Bulibe.
"Constitutionality of Sex-Based Differentiations in the
Louisiana Community Property Regime", 19 Loyola L. Rev.

373 (1972-73).

35. Brunn, Stanley D. and Wayne L. Hoffman.
"Spatial response of Negroes and whites towards open housing:

he Flint referendum." Assoc. of American Geogra hers. Annals

March, 1970.

36. Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission.
Equal Opportunity in housing in' Delaware Valley. Philadelphia,

1973.

Explains govt. and private group efforts to increase equal
housing oppottunities.

37. District of Columbia Commission on the Status of Women ,And Women's

Legal Defense Fund.
"Residential Mortgage Lending Practices of Commercial Banks",
"Credit Policies of Bankers", "Credit Policies of Dept. Stores
in the Metropolitan Washington Area".

38. Farley, Reynolds & Karl E. Taluber.
"Population trends and residential segregation since 1960".
Science, V.59, March, 1968.

39. Hennelly, John J., jr.
"Urban Housing Needs: some thoughts on dispersal". Saint

Louis University Law Journal, V.17, Winter 1972.

40. Hernandez, Ailleen.
"Sisters & Brothers! Getting Ahead Together", Contact, Vol. 3,

No. 6, Fall 1972.
() .

41. Idaho Commission on Women's Programs.
"Report on the Idaho Commisrion on Women's rrograms", Oct. 1972.

Includes a summary of a task force on credit and a study

of consumer and community property laws.
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42. Institute for Personal Effectiveness in Children.

"Mexican-American housing patterns. Report on a workshop LI

Mexican-American housing. Sponsored by the United States Dept.

of Housing and Urban Development. Albuquerque, N.M., 1971.
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